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This hermeneutic phenomenological study emerged from concerns about the ways 

teachers’ pedagogical practices are affected by growing diversity in their classrooms and 

continuous education reform. Drawing on the perspectives of critical pedagogy and 

postcolonial literary theory, this study also explored the tension that exists between what 

students ought to learn in schools and what they actually learn. Data was gathered 

through two interviews and a classroom observation with each of eight high school 

language arts teachers in South Florida to gain an understanding of how they use their 

pedagogical practices to navigate changes that occur in the practice field and create 

spaces to utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their implementation of the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. Teachers’ reflections on their 

experiences, descriptions of the climate of their practice and how teachers create spaces 

for culturally responsive pedagogy were analyzed to consider how their pedagogical 
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practices conform to or challenge the structural and normative assumptions of the 

practice field.  

Findings revealed that despite the constraints imposed on their pedagogy by 

education reform, including standardization of their practice, all teachers used culturally 

responsive pedagogy in their classrooms to achieve state mandated goals, albeit at a 

foundational level. While teachers unencumbered by standardized testing expressed 

higher levels of freedom to make pedagogical choices in their classrooms, all participants 

suggested that prescribed curriculum and resources could do more to represent students’ 

needs and growing diversity in schools rather than standardized assessments. 

Furthermore in their implementations of culturally responsive pedagogy, teachers 

continue to use students’ voices to represent standardized curriculum and universal 

literary themes rather than establishing them as curriculum in their own right. As such, 

this study’s findings extend discussions by educational and postcolonial literary theorists 

regarding whose knowledge has legitimacy as a part of curriculum especially in a 

practice field that emphasizes student performance at state mandated levels above all 

else.  
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION TO THE STUDY

School is really important: Reading, writing, arithmetic. But what they tend to do is teach you reading, 

writing, and arithmetic […]  then teach you reading, writing, and arithmetic again. Then again then again, 

just make it harder and harder, just to keep you busy. There should be a class on drugs. There should be a 

[…] a real sex education class. Not just pictures and diaphragms and unlogical [sic] terms and things like 

that. There should be a drug class, there should be sex education, there should be a class on scams, there 

should be a class on religious cults, there should be a class on police brutality, there should be a class on 

apartheid, there should be on racism in America, there should be a class on why people are hungry, but 

their class is on gym, you know, physical education, “let’s learn volleyball” because one day…you know 

(Tupac Shakur, 1988, Age 17 on the topic of education) 

 

The tension between what students ought to learn in schools and what they 

actually learn has been a central concern of scholars of multicultural education (Banks, 

2004; Nieto & Bode, 2008; Sleeter & Grant, 2003). This concern is particularly salient in 

contexts where the diversity of the student population is at odds with the dominant 

representations of standard curriculum. This tension underscores the fact that “curricula 

are not static neutral documents of fact but rather are dynamic, ideological, cultural 

artifacts that do something” (Ladson-Billings & Brown, 2008, p. 153) and that curricular 

and societal reforms have not yet been “institutionalized as needed to reflect the complex 

and increasing diversity in the United States and the world” (Banks & Banks, 2010, p. 

234). Apple (1993) suggested that curriculum is official knowledge that schools 

“advertise and sanction as a part of their courses of study” (Ladson-Billings & Brown, 

2008, p. 154). Scholars in multicultural education suggest that the official knowledge 

sanctioned and advertised by schools promotes a narrowed focus on particular 

marginalized perspectives (Banks 2004) and works to valorize one group while 
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destroying another (Woodson 1933). The lack of curricular relevance is particularly 

ironic in the context of educational reform efforts ostensibly designed to diminish the 

disparities in academic achievement among diverse groups of students.  

Statement of the Problem 

Issues of Diversity and Education Reform 

Citing projections provided by the National Center for Education Statistics 

(2013), Maxwell (2014) stated that “America’s public schools are on the cusp of a new 

era” in which the number of Latino, African-American, and Asian students enrolled in 

the K-12 public school system was slated to surpass the enrollment of non-Hispanic 

white students for the first time. Maxwell (2014) listed Florida among the states with the 

largest concentration of minority students, and in South Florida the school districts of 

Broward and Palm Beach counties noted that each served its own diverse student 

population. According to the 2014/2015 district profile published on the website for 

Broward County Public Schools, this district served a diverse student population from 

204 different countries who speak 130 different languages. Moreover, Broward County 

Public Schools also approximated that minority students made up at least 80% of its 

overall student population. Similarly, the School District of Palm Beach County noted on 

its website that it served over 180,000 students who speak more than 150 languages and 

dialects. Thompson and Hager (1991) suggested that “[a]s the country becomes more 

ethnically varied […] so too will the public schools. Teachers must be able to deliver 

quality literacy instruction grounded in a body of literature that will be meaningful to a 

diverse group of students” (p. 21). Similarly, discussing the purpose of curriculum as a 

tool to broaden students’ scope of knowledge regarding academic tools and disciplinary 
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knowledge resources from multiple perspectives, Sleeter (2005) suggested that 

curriculum should represent students and their needs regardless of the approach teachers 

take in its implementation. However, Ladson-Billings and Brown (2008) maintained that 

“the possibilities and rationales for a curriculum for diverse learners seems unlikely” (p. 

153) given that the current political climate of the United States demands that all students 

perform at state mandated achievement levels regardless of race, class, gender, and 

language.  

Although education in the United Sates has historically been a local 

responsibility, the convergence of neoliberal and neoconservative schools of thought led 

to the establishment of an educational system that “serves as a resource for global 

competition and private wealth accumulation” (Sleeter, 2008, p. 1948), as opposed to 

meeting the needs of students and their communities. Sleeter maintained that “corporate 

and government leaders pressured states to develop curriculum standards and tests, and 

ultimately to pass educational policies like No Child Left Behind” (p. 1948). Moreover, 

Sleeter suggested that such policies emerged in the context of opposition to the gains of 

student-centered curriculum, arguing, “in the US, by the mid-1980s, neoliberal pressures  

in education […] were grounded in the assertion that student achievement was eroding 

partly because of progressive approaches to teaching and federal interventions to protect 

minorities” (Sleeter, 2008, p. 1948). Michael and Dorn (2007) described the history of 

education reform in Florida with respect to accountability in the field of education. These 

authors suggested that educational policies have been established in response to national 

concerns regarding students’ progress or shifts in the economy, and not necessarily with 

respect to students’ academic needs. As such, the establishment of policies like No Child 
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Left Behind (2001), programs like Race to the Top (2009), and assessments like the 

Partnership for Assessment of Readiness for College and Careers (PARCC) were reforms 

in education that placed more emphasis on the development and measurement of literacy 

and numeracy skills among students to serve society’s political and economic needs as 

opposed to students’ academic needs (Sleeter 2005). 

Education reform continued to make it increasingly difficult for teachers to 

develop pedagogical practices that address growing diversity among K-12 student 

populations and meet diverse students’ needs by dictating what should be taught and the 

ways in which teachers implement standards driven curriculum (Banks & Banks, 2010; 

Hirsch, Kett, & Trefil, 1988; Sleeter, 2008; Sleeter & Grant, 2003; Strauss 2015). For 

instance, the implementation of the Florida State Student Assessment Test as a high 

school graduation requirement and the decision of Debra P. v. Turlington (1979) 

demonstrated the ways in which education reform can adversely affect teachers’ abilities 

to meet the needs of diverse student populations. The decision for Debra P. v. Turlington 

established that information being tested on the Florida State Student Assessment Test 

was culturally biased and provided that students could only be tested on information 

“supported by the state-mandated curricula” (Michael & Dorn, 2007, p. 96). The effects 

of this decision were twofold. First, this decision demonstrated for society that 

curriculum, instruction, and assessment practices can be used to further marginalize 

historically underserved student populations by systematically placing them at a 

disadvantage from students who attended all-white schools since minority students did 

not have access to the same curriculum as their white counterparts (Michael & Dorn 

2007).  Furthermore, this decision demonstrated for teachers that the state could limit 
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curricular content, thereby limiting the information and perspectives they presented to 

their students. While Ravitch (2011) suggested that curriculum should be the driving 

force for educational standards, reforms and changes in the field of education not the 

other way around, education reform is among the factors that change the circumstances 

under which teachers practice. Moreover, curriculum development that is driven by 

education reforms and standards works to further marginalize student populations that are 

historically underserved by allowing members of the culture of power to control the 

information included and excluded as a part of traditional academic curriculum (Banks & 

Banks, 2010; Sleeter, 2003).  

Ravitch (2011) maintained that education reform should provide teachers, 

students, parents, and all others involved in the field of education with direction and 

focus without interfering with teachers’ decisions regarding their practice. However, the 

history of education reform in the state of Florida demonstrated that education reforms 

have affected what teachers teach and what students learn, how teachers teach and how 

students learn, and how teachers’ and students’ performances are measured and evaluated 

in the classroom. Moreover, in the last eight years Florida educators in the K-12 public 

school system have experienced several political changes that have adversely affected the 

educational standards that govern their pedagogical practices and ability to meet the 

academic needs of their students. These changes included the Governor Rick Scott’s 

decision in 2014 to rebrand the Common Core Standards as the Florida Standards to 

accommodate the state’s adoption of the Florida State Assessment (Strauss, 2015) as 

opposed to adopting standards that reflect the needs of Florida’s diverse student 

populations. Among the subject areas affected by this most recent change in statewide 
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educational policy to adopt a new assessment in the middle of the school year (Strauss 

2015) was English/Language arts. Additionally, since the subject area of 

English/Language has been historically used to represent and socially reproduce the 

values and belief systems of the culture of power (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin 2003), 

this study focuses on the examination of teachers’ pedagogical practices in 

English/Language Arts classrooms.  

Borman and Dorn (2007) established that the history of education reform in 

Florida is one in which state government leaders change education standards and adopt 

curriculum and assessments that reflect political agendas of the state and national 

governments. Notably absent from these authors’ history on education reform in Florida 

are the opinions of teachers in the decision making process that affects their practice 

field. Rather than changing educational standards and adopting curriculum and 

assessments that reflect the political agendas of the state and national governments, there 

is a need in the field of education for the professional contributions of teachers regarding 

the development and implementation of curriculum and instructional practices that meet 

students’ academic needs amidst changing educational standards. Schwandt suggested 

that by taking into consideration practitioners’ experiences, responsibilities, and needs in 

the practice field the practitioner and the researcher are able to consider what practices 

work and why they work. With respect to issues of diversity and education reform, this 

study placed a strong emphasis on the examination of teachers’ experiences to consider 

how teachers’ develop their pedagogical practices to navigate changes that occur in the 

field due to education reform and create spaces for the utilization of culturally responsive 

teaching (Freire, 1970; Freire, 1983; Gay, 2010; Sleeter, 2005) in their classrooms to 
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address growing diversity among K-12 student populations in their implementation of 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum.    

The Purpose of the Study 

The purpose of this hermeneutic phenomenological study (Benade, 2015; Gay & 

Kirkland, 2003; Schwandt, 1997, 1999, 2006) was to examine the experiences of high 

school language arts teachers who work in South Florida to gain an understanding of their 

pedagogical practices used to navigate the changes that occur in the practice field and 

create spaces to utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their implementation of the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. The design of this study 

was intended to use teachers’ experiences to construct knowledge in the field regarding 

the impact of education reform on their pedagogical practices as well as what they 

actually do in their classrooms to navigate changes in the practice field and help their 

students make connections with standards driven secondary school language arts 

curriculum. Goodman (2011) maintained that her experiences as an English/Language 

Arts teacher demonstrated the shifts in ideology that have worked to shape the curriculum 

and instructional practices associated with the subject area of English/Language Arts 

today. Through a description of her experiences as a practitioner in the field, Goodman 

demonstrated how reforms in education as well as changing ideologies regarding 

diversity in society have affected curriculum development and her teaching practice in 

the subject area of English/Language Arts. Furthermore, focusing on teachers’ narratives 

and experiences as data to construct knowledge in the field of education means “that the 

practitioner, who has long been silenced in the research relationship, is given the time and 
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space to tell her or his story so that it too gains authority and validity that the research 

story has long had” (Connelly & Clandinin, 1990, p. 4).  

Research Questions 

The research questions that guide this study of teachers’ experiences, beliefs, and 

pedagogical practices are:  

1. How do secondary school language arts teachers in South Florida describe the 

impact of educational reforms and changing student demographics on their practice field?  

2. How do secondary school language arts teachers in South Florida describe the 

pedagogical practices used to navigate the changing educational reforms and student 

demographics?  

3. In what ways do secondary school language arts teachers in South Florida 

believe they create spaces to utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their 

implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum?   

Theoretical Framework 

Drawing on Kincheloe’s (2008) conception of bricolage in which researchers 

consider divergent perspectives to facilitate the emergence of new knowledge, the 

theoretical framework and research design of this study was grounded in ideas where an 

intersection occurs between critical pedagogy (Apple, 2004; Delpit, 1995; Freire, 1970; 

Gay, 2010; Gee, 1987; Sleeter, 2005) and postcolonial literary theory (Ashcroft et al., 

2003; Bhabha, 1994; Boehmer, 2005). Both schools of thought are grounded in the 

concept of liberatory praxis (Bhabha, 1994; Boehmer, 2005; Freire, 1970; Gay, 2010), 

which encompasses notions of conscientization, critical reflection, and transformation of 

consciousness in which students and teachers engage in the deconstruction, 
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reconstruction, and resistance of the dominant discourse to gain an understanding of how 

their values, morals, and ideals have been socially constructed over time (Boehmer, 

2005).These ideas work toward the development of a perspective of teaching 

English/Language Arts grounded in the tenets of critical pedagogy and postcolonial 

literary theory. Such a perspective is relevant to a study that is particularly concerned 

about the role of English/Language Arts curriculum and instructional practices in the 

education of students of diverse and traditionally under-served groups.  

Ashcroft et al. (2003) also described literary education and teaching English as a 

reflection of societal norms and ideologies. They suggested that formal education and the 

practice of teaching English was once a “technology of colonialist subjectification [that] 

establishes the locally English or British as normative through critical claims to 

universality of the values embodied in English literary texts, and it represents the 

colonized to themselves as inherently inferior beings – ‘wild’, ‘barbarous’, ‘uncivilized’” 

(p. 426). This approach to teaching English represented the institutionalization of societal 

norms in a postcolonial society through education, and specifically through curriculum 

and instruction. Ashcroft et al. (2003) suggested that literary education is a form of 

cultural imperialism in which students internalize conceptions of self and behaviors based 

on Western (or in this case British) ideals. For the colonized, the process of teaching 

English and the establishment of imperial education systems was to absorb the lesson of 

the master “not just through syllabus content, or […] libraries, but through internalising 

the English text, and reproducing it before audiences of fellow colonials. [As such] 

recitation of literary texts thus becomes a ritual act of obedience, often performed by a 

child before an audience of admiring adults, who, in reciting that English tongue, speaks 
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as if s/he were the imperial speaker/master rather than the subjectified colonial so often 

represented in English poetry and prose”( Ashcroft et al., 2003, p. 425).  

Postcolonial theorists suggested that the system of education, as well as the 

process of teaching literature has since become a continuous process of resistance and 

reconstruction that deconstructs hegemonic perspectives, practices, and structures that 

govern society (Bhatia & Ram, 2001). For instance, Boehmer (2005) described 

postcolonial literature as an instrument through which reflections of society occur in 

which readers are better able to understand themselves in relation to the dominant culture 

and the world. As Freire (1983) suggested in The Importance of the Act of Reading, 

reading becomes meaningful when readers are able to perceive a relationship between 

text and context by establishing a relationship between the word and the world through 

education.  

Apple (2004) maintained that, as an instrument of power, curriculum helps to 

control the meaning of ideas for students and teachers as well as preserve and distribute 

these ideas to students and society. Apple suggested that as an ideological state apparatus 

education and curriculum provide students with underlying political and economic 

messages that define their roles and positions in a democratic society. As it has been 

represented in its postcolonial context, curriculum is not simply an assemblage of 

knowledge, but a way to establish a relationship among education, economic capital, and 

cultural capital that can either reproduce or challenge unequal relationships of power in 

society. Spivak’s (1996) deconstructionist school of thought advocates disrupting the 

foundation on which society’s structure is established to consider the ways in which 

members of marginalized groups contribute to the structure they oppose. Homi Bhabha 
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(1994) maintained that society cannot continue to view othered cultures in terms of 

binaries as opposed to the dominant culture of mainstream society. He used the 

postcolonial concept of hybridity to suggest the importance of establishing a third space 

in deconstructing an oppressive structure. Apple suggested that this can occur for 

students and teachers through curriculum as they develop an understanding of academic 

content, different perspectives, and knowledges beyond prescriptive classroom content 

that influences their value systems with respect to relationships of power in society. Like 

Foucault (1975), Apple maintained that the concepts of power and knowledge are 

inextricably linked, whereby knowledge is an instrument of power insofar as power 

socially constructs what society knows about a particular subject. However, despite the 

conditions created by an oppressive system of education, there still exists the potential for 

curriculum to be emancipatory through the development of pedagogical practices that 

help students establish a relationship between the word and the world in which they 

construct, deconstruct, and reconstruct their identities and worlds with respect to the 

culture of power (Gee 1987; Delpit 1995). Ayers, Quinn, Stovall & Scheiern (2008) 

suggested that “knowledge is a form of power, a particular kind of power that can be 

employed on behalf of liberation […] to undermine and, perhaps overthrow force” (p. 

321); however, Said (1994) suggested that to use knowledge as power for liberation, 

practitioners must “recognize the necessity of opening spaces […] to confront orthodoxy 

and dogma” (Ayers et al., 2008, p. 319). 

Overview of Research Design  

This hermeneutic phenomenological study was intended to validate teachers, their 

experiences and voices as information that contributes to the construction of knowledge 
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in the field of education regarding the development and implementation of curriculum 

and instructional practices that meet students’ academic needs amidst changing 

educational standards in English/Language Arts. Utilizing a hermeneutic 

phenomenological approach to qualitative inquiry as a part of the research design for this 

study emphasizes teachers’ description of their experiences in the field to develop an 

understanding their pedagogical practices. According to Benade (2015) hermeneutics is 

an approach to qualitative research that “has an interest in describing things as they are 

[…] seeking to interpret that lived experiences by exploring what people say and 

attempting to fathom their understanding of their own actions and thoughts” (p. 46)  

Benade described a complementary relationship between hermeneutics and critical theory 

which “lends meaning to the lives of people by providing ways of representing 

themselves to each other and the world” (p. 46). Studies by Benade (2015), Liefshitz 

(2015), and Gay and Kirkland (2003) emphasized the importance of considering teachers’ 

experiences and reflections on their practice in an effort to affect changes in the practice 

field. Gay and Kirkland noted that teachers’ accountability “involves being more self-

conscious, critical, and analytical of one's own teaching beliefs and behaviors” (p. 181) 

by developing an understanding of the context in which they teach and questioning the 

assumptions they make in addition to mastering techniques for instructional 

effectiveness.  As a function of critical pedagogy and postcolonial literary theory, the 

practice of critical reflection, especially on one’s own pedagogical practice in an age that 

favors scripted teaching among its practitioners, is intended for teachers’ to establish a 

realization among practitioners and researchers in the practices field regarding how their 

pedagogical practices are designed to socially reproduce societal values with respect to 
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student engagement in the implementation of English Language Arts curriculum (Apple, 

2004; Ayers et al., 2008; Freire, 1970). 

This study examined the experiences and pedagogical practices of eight, high 

school, English/Arts teachers who work in South Florida. The criteria established for 

choosing participants for this study included teachers’ expressed interests in the 

development of their pedagogical practices regarding issues of diversity and culture in 

their classrooms. Data collection efforts for this study were designed so that teachers 

could describe and interpret their experiences in the field for the researcher. Primary tools 

for data collection included a preliminary audiotaped interview and culminating 

audiotaped interview.  Classroom observations were used as a supplemental tool for data 

collection to confirm or challenge the ideas presented by teachers regarding their practice 

during the interview process. Classroom observations were used to further establish the 

context in which teachers’ practice. Utilizing tenets of critical pedagogy and postcolonial 

literary theory to guide the development of this study, these approaches to data collection 

are intended to make teachers a more active part of this research process as opposed to 

subjects or units of analysis (Schoorman, 2013; Schoorman & Bogotch, 2010). Chapter 3 

draws on critical approaches to qualitative research that works to facilitate liberatory 

praxis among teachers. As a tool for qualitative inquiry, liberatory praxis can be used to 

encourage teachers to examine and critique the dominant discourse of the educational 

system in which they participate by opening a space for them to construct a discourse that 

responds to and reconstructs the pedagogical, social, and political paradigms that define 

it.  
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Significance of Study 

This hermeneutic phenomenological study was expected to validate teachers’ 

voices as information that contributes to the construction of knowledge in the field of 

education (Benade 2015; Liefshitz, 2015) regarding the development and implementation 

of curriculum and instructional practices in English/Language Arts. This study was 

intended to contribute to the literature in the field by drawing on teachers experiences to 

demonstrate for practitioners in the field how culturally responsive pedagogical practices 

can be incorporated into their classroom structure despite the ways their pedagogical 

practices may be affected by changes in State Board of Education adopted standards. It 

was designed to facilitate an understanding among researchers and practitioners of how 

educators are able to navigate the changes that affect their practices in a field that 

currently favors scripted teaching and procuring knowledge among students as opposed 

to helping students make meaningful connections with secondary school language arts 

curriculum by engaging in an approach to culturally responsive pedagogy that also 

incorporates aspects of postcolonial literary theory. It is expected that this study will be 

used to help researchers and practitioners understand how to manage the tensions 

between diversity and reform in the field of education through the development of 

teachers’ pedagogical practices.  

Chapter 2 draws on the work of educational scholars and practitioners (Boutte & 

Hill, 2006; Glenn, 2012; Lee, 2006; Lee & Majors, 2006; Simon, 2012; Sleeter, 2005; 

Sleeter, 2012) to provide insights regarding the effectiveness of culturally relative 

pedagogical practices in the implementation of English/Language Arts curriculum. 

Sleeter suggested that “teacher education for equity and democracy rests on three pillars: 
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preparation for everyday realities and complexities of schools and classrooms; content 

knowledge and professional theoretical knowledge that universities can provide; and 

dialog with communities in which schools are situated” (p. 1948). As such, the research 

questions for this study are designed to consider how teachers’ practices are being 

developed in response to education reform and growing diversity among various student 

populations in secondary school English/Language Arts classrooms.  

Definitions of Key Terms 

Counternarrative. In this study, counternarrative is defined as a pedagogical tool 

that can be used to facilitate liberatory praxis among teachers and students. As a 

pedagogical tool of culturally responsive teaching, counternarrative helps students and 

teachers deconstruct societal norms aligned with belief systems of mainstream society. 

Counternarrative enables students to develop a sense of self in relation to others and 

society because it shows them how their ideas, values, beliefs, and knowledge are relative 

to mainstream conceptions represented by curriculum. 

Culturally Responsive Pedagogy.  In this study the concept of culturally 

responsive pedagogy is related to pedagogical practices that enable students to make 

personal connections with curriculum to make understanding traditional academic 

knowledge more relevant and effective for them (Freire, 1970; 1983; Gay, 2010; Sleeter, 

2005).  

Deconstruction. In this study, this concept referred to the ways in which students 

and teachers examine and critique social constructions of knowledge that influences their 

value and belief systems, including the academic concepts presented in secondary school 
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language arts curriculum, the system in which they participate, as well as larger concepts 

such as morals, self, culture, etc. (Boehmer, 2005; Freire, 1970; Tiffin, 2003). 

Liberatory Praxis. This concept encompassed notions of conscientization, 

critical reflection, and transformation of consciousness in which students and teachers 

engage in the processes of deconstruction, reconstruction, and resistance of the dominant 

discourse to gain an understanding of how their values, morals, and ideals have been 

socially constructed over time (Bhabha, 1994; Boehmer, 2005; Freire, 1970; Gay, 2010) 

Reconstruction. As a part of this, the concept of reconstruction referred to 

creating a space in which teachers and students can rewrite the dominant discourse to 

insert and/or include perspectives they believe have been marginalized from mainstream 

curriculum and traditional academic knowledge (Bhabha, 1994; Kincheloe, 2008).  

Resistance. In the context of this study, this concept referred to the ways in which 

teachers and students respond and react to the dominant discourse that socially constructs 

their curriculum, classroom, education, and society as a whole (Bhatia & Ram, 2001; 

Boehmer, 2005; Freire & Macedo, 1987). 

Teachers’ pedagogical practice. In this study, teachers’ pedagogical practice is 

defined as the ways teachers implement secondary school language arts curriculum. This 

concept includes, but is not limited to classroom discourse, including classroom 

interactions among students as well as between students and teachers (i.e., student 

speech, teacher speech, behaviors, gestures, etc.), teacher selected curricular materials, 

classroom activities (lesson, lesson plans, etc.) (Behrman, 2006; Boutte & Hill, 2006; 

Godley & Loretto, 2013; Lee, 2006).  
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Transformation of Consciousness. In the context of this study, Transformation 

of Consciousness was a broad concept which demonstrated that students and teachers 

have developed a new way of thinking about traditional academic concepts and social 

constructions in society upon considering perspectives that have been excluded from the 

dominant discourse, as well as the ways in which their realities have been influenced by 

the dominant discourse (Brouillete, 2007; Jupp, 2005). 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW

Although the purpose of this hermeneutic phenomenological study (Benade, 

2015; Gay & Kirkland, 2003; Schwandt, 1997, 1999, 2006; Steinberg & Kincheloe, 

2010) was to examine the experiences of high school language arts teachers who work in 

South Florida, it specifically aimed to gain an understanding of their perceptions 

regarding the ways in which they navigate the changes in the practice field and create 

spaces to utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their implementation of the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. The analysis was informed by the 

theories of research regarding culturally responsive pedagogy, critical pedagogy, 

postcolonial literary theory, and pedagogical practice in English/Language Arts classes. 

This chapter draws on the work of practitioners and educational scholars and practitioners 

(Boutte & Hill, 2006; Glenn, 2012; Lee, 2006; Lee & Majors, 2006; Simon, 2012; 

Sleeter, 2005; Sleeter, 2012) to provide insights regarding the impact of culturally 

responsive pedagogical practices in the implementation of English/Language Arts 

curriculum. Chapter 2 begins with a description of the schools of thought that contributed 

to the development of a reimagined model of culturally responsive pedagogy. This 

chapter provides a snapshot of pedagogical practices used in various English/Language 

Arts classrooms to engage students with secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum. As a part of this description, Chapter 2 emphasized the need for a reimagined 

model of culturally responsive pedagogical practices in the subject area of 

English/Language arts amidst growing diversity among various student populations.  This 
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reimagined concept of culturally responsive pedagogy is based on the convergence of 

critical pedagogy and postcolonial literary theory that emphasize immersing students and 

teachers in a continuous cycle of deconstruction, reconstruction, and resistance.  

This study emerged from concerns about the ways in which teachers’ pedagogical 

practices in South Florida are affected by growing diversity among its K-12 student 

populations and ongoing in changes in State Board of Education adopted standards 

(Banks, 2004; Borman & Dorn, 2007; Ladson-Billings & Brown, 2008; Maxwell, 2014; 

Nieto & Bode, 2008; Sleeter & Grant, 2003). In the last eight years Florida educators in 

the K-12 public school system have experienced several political changes that have 

affected the educational standards that govern their pedagogical practice. A history of 

educational reform in the state of Florida indicated that its field of education has 

undergone a series of changes to educational standards and assessments since 1996, 

including the development and implementation of several sets of State Board of 

Education Standards, culminating most recently in the adoption of the Florida State 

Standards to accommodate the state’s adoption of the Florida State Assessment.  

Sewell (2008) maintained that the core curriculum of this subject area has not 

experienced substantial changes “since the inception of English studies in public schools 

through the Committee of Ten report in 1894” (p. 86). However much like Borman and 

Dorn (2007), Sewell did suggest that there are extraneous factors in the field of education 

that influence and affect the development of curriculum and instruction in 

English/Language Arts, including aliteracy among students and battles over benchmarks. 

For example while curriculum in this subject area appears to be stagnant, Sewell 

suggested that the only difference between 19th and early 20th century English/Language 
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Arts textbooks and those used today is the inclusion of an “inordinate  number of ‘skills’ 

and objectives” (p. 92) provided to aid the instructional efforts of teachers. Similarly as 

she described the shift from Common Core Standards to Florida State Standards, Strauss 

(2015) suggested in her article for The Washington Post that most of the curricular core 

for the subject area of English/Language Arts has been kept intact with minor changes to 

the learning objectives. However, as an English/Language arts teacher, Goodman (2011) 

described how changes in societal norms as well as ideals regarding the teaching 

profession have affected English/Language Arts curriculum and instruction. She 

suggested that the approaches to curriculum and instruction in this subject should be 

reflective of society and the changes that have occurred within it. For instance, as a 

teacher in the 1960s she noted that the dynamic changes in America for women and 

people of color attributed to her inclusion of topics like segregation and racism in her 

classroom. She noted how the popularity of the whole language movement in the 1970s 

influenced teachers to create learning environments and utilize instructional practices that 

focused on experiential learning among their students; while the establishment of 

educational policies like A Nation at Risk in the 1980s reflected presumed defects in the 

public school system to make students competitive in a global economy and led to the 

establishment of policies that facilitated the standardization of curriculum and 

instructional practices, privatization of education as well as governmental control over 

the field. With respect to growing diversity in Florida schools, educational reforms like 

the race based educational goals set in 2012 set lower benchmarks for African-American, 

Hispanic, and Native American students as opposed to white and Asian-American 
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students, and work to perpetuate inequities among students by implementing policies that 

reinforced the inferiority and subjugation of some groups and the supremacy of others. 

Culturally Responsive Pedagogy Reimagined 

This section considers how the tenets of critical pedagogy (Apple, 2004; Delpit, 

1995; Freire, 1970; Gay, 2010; Gee, 1987; Sleeter, 2005) and postcolonial literary theory 

(Ashcroft et al., 2003; Bhabha, 1994; Boehmer, 2005; Said, 1994) come together to 

redefine the concept of culturally relevant pedagogy established by educational scholars 

like Freire (1970; 1983), Sleeter (2005), and Gay (2010). These scholars maintained that 

student engagement with curriculum occurs when students develop a relationship with 

the world through education. Critical pedagogy and postcolonial literary theory establish 

a process through which this type of engagement can occur for students and teachers. 

Both schools of thought are grounded in the concept of liberatory praxis (Bhabha, 1994; 

Boehmer, 2005; Freire, 1970; Gay, 2010) which encompasses notions of 

conscientization, critical reflection, and transformation of consciousness in which 

students and teachers engage in the deconstruction, reconstruction, and resistance of the 

dominant discourse to gain an understanding of how their values, morals, and ideals have 

been socially constructed over time (Boehmer, 2005).These ideas work toward the 

development of a postcolonial perspective of teaching English/Language Arts. 

Tenets of Critical Pedagogy  

Critical pedagogy emphasizes a humanistic approach to education that is often 

lost in educational practices (Freire, 1970; Kincheloe, 2008). In Pedagogy of the 

Oppressed (1970), Freire suggested that the traditional classroom structure and practices 

employed by teachers works to rob students and teachers of their ability to think 
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creatively, critically, and independently. For instance, Freire suggested that in utilizing 

practices like the banking concept of education teachers systematically deposit 

information into the minds of students and systematically withdraw it to determine if 

students have absorbed the information. Through this method of instruction, teaching and 

learning become a passive process that requires little or no thought and effort by students 

or teachers with respect to making sense of traditional academic knowledge in relation to 

the world. Freire suggested the use of dialogic pedagogical practices and problem posing 

to foster conscientization and praxis among students, as well as help students make 

connections between content and the world in which they live.  

Central to Freire’s conception of critical pedagogy was the idea of radical love. 

Kincheloe elaborated on Freire’s work with respect to the concept of radical love. Radical 

love helps students to deconstruct hegemonic structures in society by developing 

connections among the paradigms that socially construct their concepts of self, culture, 

and society (Kincheloe 2008; Sandoval 2000). For Kincheloe, using radical love in the 

classroom helped to develop an emotional connection between students and classroom 

content by presenting students with a historic representation of oppression in society and 

including the voices, perspectives, ideas, and people in traditional school curriculum that 

have been silenced by power. Radical love works to develop a sense of community and 

solidarity among students by validating student perspectives and voices as a part of the 

construction of knowledge. It also works to transcend the traditional relationship between 

students and teachers by fostering a relationship of trust among students and teachers. 

Among the ideas central to facilitating radical love in the classroom is the 

relationship developed between students and teachers. According to Freire, the traditional 
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student-teacher relationship is one in which the teacher is the subject of the classroom 

who acts upon the student or the object of the classroom. The teacher presents 

himself/herself as an authority of knowledge in the classroom as well as an authoritative 

force in the classroom. This traditional relationship between students and teachers teaches 

students how to behave with respect to positions of power in society. The roles of the 

student-teacher and the teacher-student described by Paulo Freire changes the 

relationship between students and teachers. The roles of the student-teacher and the 

teacher-student give students that ability to become the teacher and teacher the ability to 

become the student.  These roles promote shared power in the classroom by giving 

students and teachers the authority to construct knowledge as well as the ability to learn 

about classroom content from multiple perspectives. Contributions of critical pedagogy in 

facilitating culturally responsive teaching and student engagement include the 

development of a multicultural curriculum inclusive of multiple and marginalized 

perspectives which gives students and teachers the ability to deconstruct their 

conceptions of self, culture, power, and society in relation to elements of race, class, 

gender, and power. Bigelow and Petersen (2005) suggested that educational practices 

grounded in critical pedagogy give students and opportunity to question traditional 

curriculum and transform it to be more representative of people and ideas that have been 

excluded from it.  

Tenets of Postcolonial Literary Theory 

Postcolonial literary theory is used to help authors and readers better understand 

the colonial situation by providing and encouraging reflections of society. Bhatia and 

Ram (2001) suggested that postcolonialism “is a continuous process of resistance and 
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reconstruction” (p.7) because postcolonial societies “are still subject in one way or 

another to overt or subtle forms of neocolonial domination, and independence has not 

solved the problem” (p.7). Boehmer (2005) described postcolonial literature as an 

instrument through which reflections of society occur in which readers are better able to 

understand themselves in relation to the dominant culture and the world. Utilizing a 

postcolonial lens as a part of the critical multicultural approach to teaching literature can 

help students unmask social and cultural mechanisms of power as the basis for 

emancipatory action (Freire, 1970; McLaren, 1993). Postcolonial literary theory is used 

to analyze the effects of colonization, colonial discourse, and practice on the societies and 

people of former colonized nations, as a tool in teaching literature, and requires students 

to examine their current social condition in relation to traditional academic knowledge 

and deconstruct social hierarchies of difference in an effort to identify the historic 

practices through which assimilation to the ideals of the dominant culture occurs. 

According to Ashcroft et al. (2003), postcolonial literary theory can offer multiple 

perspectives regarding social issues as it helps readers view diasporic differences from 

the perspectives of the dominant culture and marginalized groups. Bhabha (1994) 

maintained that a space should be established in which the stories of marginalized groups 

become their own dominant discourse to empower members of these groups and combat 

the issue of Voicelessness. Bhabha used the postcolonial concept of hybridity to suggest 

the importance of establishing a third space in which the experiences and perceptions of 

marginalized groups can become its own dominant discourse in an effort to deconstruct 

an oppressive system. Bhabha suggested that concepts of identity and culture are 

grounded in a singular, universal framework established by the culture of power to 
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describe otherness and difference (Meredith, 1998). Rather than establishing a third 

space to consider the development of new conceptions of culture or identity, it should be 

used to deconstruct the ways in which conceptions of culture and identity have been 

socially constructed and perpetuated overtime. According to Freire, members of an 

oppressed group cling to the familiarity of their oppressors’ conceptions of self and 

others. They continue to live their lives never truly liberated from oppressive practices 

and colonial practices continue to dominate the colonized long after independence 

(Bhatia & Ram 2001). This occurs because members of colonized group continue to 

ground their perceptions, ideologies, philosophies and institutional policies and practices 

in the ideals of the colonizer.   

In an examination of Indian residential schools in Canada, Regan (2010) 

emphasized Critical Hope Pedagogy, which focuses on the practice of telling and 

reconciliation. This practice encourages students and teachers to understand the 

perspective of marginalized groups and take responsibility for their contribution to the 

marginalization and oppression of these groups. Regan maintained that aspects and 

effects of colonization are perpetuated through assimilationist educational policies. As 

such, students and teachers acknowledge that aspects of colonization are not isolated to 

history, but are also an inextricable part of current societal and cultural discourse. Much 

like Freire suggested, through a Pedagogy of Hope, students and teachers acknowledge 

systems of oppression, and understand how they are responsible for perpetuating this 

same ideology and stereotypes as a part of schooling. Sandoval (2000) suggested that it is 

through the development of consciousness or awareness with regard to their position and 

relationship to power within this system of oppression that marginalized and mainstream 
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groups are able to transcend and transform events, knowledge and experiences. Similarly, 

Freire suggested true understanding and transformation of one’s social condition occurs 

through conscientization and praxis, in which the key to understanding one’s self and 

others lies in the development of consciousness with regard to the power dynamics in his 

community and the world.   

A Convergence of Two Schools of Thought 

According to Gay (2010), culturally responsive teaching is “[…] defined as using 

the cultural knowledge, prior experiences, frames of reference, and performance styles of 

ethnically diverse students to make learning encounters more relevant to and effective for 

them” (p. 31). She continued in her discussion of culturally responsive teaching by 

suggesting that it helps educators emphasize the importance and validity of diversity 

among their students through pedagogy and practice because culturally responsive 

teaching becomes a representation of the ideas, values, beliefs, and knowledge associated 

diverse groups in the classroom. Gay contended that culturally responsive teaching makes 

curriculum meaningful for students by transcending traditional boundaries of education. 

This type of teaching redefines traditional conceptions of inclusion and multicultural 

education because it is a holistic approach to teaching and learning. While it 

acknowledges diversity in culture and learning style, culturally responsive teaching 

develops a relationship between the curriculum and aspects that contribute to the identity 

development of the student and the teacher. Since it works to demonstrate that a 

relationship exists between curriculum and the aspects that contribute to identity 

development, culturally responsive teaching helps students develop a sense of self in 

relation to others and society because it shows them how their ideas, values, beliefs, and 
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knowledge are related to mainstream conceptions represented by curriculum. Educational 

theorists like Freire, Sleeter, and Gay suggested that understanding traditional academic 

knowledge is achieved when teachers establish a local frame of reference that helps 

students to reshape traditional academic knowledge by offering them a way to make 

sense of it in a culturally relevant context. These theorists maintained that student 

engagement with curriculum occurs when students develop a relationship with the world 

through pedagogical practices that enable students to make personal connections with 

curriculum in an effort to make learning more relevant to and more effective for them 

(Gay, 2010; Kelly, 2008; Sleeter, 2005; Wang & Degol, 2014; Yonezawa, Jones, & 

Joselowskly, 2009).  

Critical pedagogy and postcolonial literary theory come together to create a new 

model of culturally responsive pedagogy that works to humanize the process of teaching 

English Language Arts. The tenets of both schools of thought suggest that the role of 

student and the role of the teacher must be to bring a humanistic quality to school 

curriculum and reframe traditional academic knowledge in relation to their concepts of 

self.  This new model embraces the Freirean concept of the teacher-student and the 

student-teacher as well as Kincheloe’s (2008) notion of radical love by giving students 

and teachers the power to construct knowledge in the classroom through the inclusion of 

their individual perspectives and interpretation of the curriculum. In this way students 

and teachers are able to connect with school curriculum by engaging in a cycle of 

deconstruction, reconstruction and resistance. As a part of this cycle, students and 

teachers are able to reflect critically on academic concepts as they consider how their 

lives have been shaped by school curriculum and consider perspectives that have been 
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excluded from school curriculum, including their own. Upon considering school 

curriculum in relation to marginalized perspectives and their concepts of self, students 

and teachers can to react or respond to the dominant discourse and reconstruct the 

dominant discourse to include these underrepresented ideas (Bhabha, 1994). In addition 

to making connections to the curriculum, these practices imply a shift from power over to 

power with in the classroom as both teachers and students construct new knowledge and 

transcend their traditional roles. 

In her discussion of instructional practices for teaching postcolonial literature 

Ganguly (1993) contended that one aspect of “postcolonial scholarship is to unlearn the 

predisposition to being ‘read’ as authentic and, emblematic” (p. 186) representations of 

an entire marginalized group and refrain from engaging in self-marginalization.  As a part 

of her own pedagogical practice, Ganguly attempted to facilitate dialectical thinking 

among her student by engaging them in intellectual praxis and encouraging them to 

develop connections between them and the literature as they move between text, culture 

and history. Rather than allowing students to slip into the comfortable realm of causal 

thinking (cause and effect) in which they thought in terms of binaries, Ganguly 

emphasized the importance of critical self-awareness and critical social awareness as a 

part of her instructional style. She often encouraged her students to “think beyond narrow 

conceptualizations of ‘us’ and ‘them’” (p. 188) and establish a sense of 

interconnectedness between themselves and the literature. Ganguly’s example of teaching 

postcolonial literature is representative of the convergence between critical pedagogy and 

postcolonial literary theory. Ganguly emphasized the cycle of deconstruction, 

reconstruction, and resistance by encouraging students to reject the narrow conceptions of 
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self and others offered by the text and instead think about the text in relation to their own 

conceptions of self and culture in an effort to reframe its explanations within a localized 

context and make deeper connections between themselves and the literature.  

Literacy as Identity Construction: Issues of Inclusion and Exclusion 

Among the themes included as a part of research regarding culturally responsive 

teaching in secondary school language arts classes is the issue of representation. The 

consensus drawn from most research studies was that in an effort to become more 

culturally responsive, there should be an increase in the inclusion and use of multicultural 

literature in secondary school language arts curriculum (Clifford & Kalyanpur, 2011; 

Giouroukakis, Honigsfeld, & Garfinkel, 2001; Loh, 2009). The purpose of this type of 

inclusion is to allow students to situate themselves within the context of and in relation to 

the information being presented to them. 

Clifford and Kalyanpur (2011) conducted a content analysis of twenty young 

adult novels in an effort to examine portrayals of the immigrant experience within these 

books. These authors examined immigration within these novels with respect to the 

protagonist and his/her experiences prior to immigration and/or emigration, the journey 

of immigration, and adjustments due to immigration. In their examination of these 

novels, Clifford and Kalyanpur found that these novels were autobiographical. Although 

these books were fiction, Clifford and Kalyanpur suggested that these novels represented 

their authors in terms of story line and characterization. For example, the protagonists in 

these novels would bare resemblance to the author with respect to cultural background, 

geographic location, and family history. Emergent themes from this study indicated that 

the portrayals of immigration represented by these novels affect student perceptions of 
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the immigrant experience with respect to power and difference. As described by Clifford 

and Kalyanpur, the theme of power centers on shifts with respect to perceptions of social 

capital, while the theme of difference centers on identity development. Citing 

acculturation theorists Portes and Rumbaut (2006), Clifford and Kalyanpur suggested that 

the portrayal of immigration experiences in these novels demonstrate for readers the 

value or shifting value of cultural aspects before, after, and during the process of 

immigration. Through their exploration of these texts, these authors concluded that the 

use of such texts in schools will present immigrant students and mainstream students with 

a medium through which they can develop an understanding of the immigrant experience. 

Citing Loh (2009), Clifford and Kalyanpur advocate for the use of “cross-cultural 

literary texts” (p. 16) in the classroom “to portray a pluralistic and changing world” (p. 

16). They suggested that the use of multicultural literature in the classroom “can serve to 

portray a pluralistic and changing American world” (p. 16). Further, in her analysis of the 

use of multicultural literature in the English Language Arts classroom in the United 

States as it pertains to globalization, Loh suggested that multicultural literature 

contributes to the development of critical thinking among students since it exposes them 

to various cultural perspectives. According to Loh, the use of this type of literature also 

influences the identity development of students by providing them with “opportunities to 

imagine self in relation to others in the world, and to reposition themselves in their 

understanding of others and the world through literary engagement” (p. 9–10). Much like 

Sleeter (2005), Loh suggested that curriculum or curricular resources act as mirrors and 

windows with the purpose of exhibiting societal life.  
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Contributing to this assertion, Wilfong (2007) listed authenticity as a criterion for 

selecting multicultural literature to be used in the K-12 classroom. Wilfong contended 

that as a reflection of society and self for students, resources can convey messages about 

self and society to students, in effect teaching them how they should position themselves 

in relation to others and society. Moreover, in her own analysis of the implications of the 

use of multicultural literature in English Language Arts curriculum, Loh (2009) argued 

that the this type of literature is most poignant when accompanied by pedagogical 

practices that help students situate themselves in relation to the context of the content. 

While she advocated for the use of multicultural literature in English Language Arts 

curriculum, Loh suggested that instruction that encourages mere exposure to 

multicultural literature presents a problem regarding the representation of cultural within 

the literary text; however, in conjunction with appropriate pedagogical practices the 

inclusion of multicultural literature can serve to expose students to various cultural 

perspectives and facilitate critical thinking among students regarding their concepts of 

self. (p. 10).  

Powers (2006) and Carter (2006) posited that if universal educational practices 

are truly universal, then cultural identity should have little effect on universal predictors 

of student learning. These authors considered the effects of representations of students’ 

culture on their academic performance. Powers suggested that because educational 

practices, such as student engagement, rigorous curriculum, positive school climate and 

parental involvement, have been proven to directly and consistently effect student 

achievement, they are considered to be universally effective and are categorized as 

universal educational practices. Studies prior to this one suggested that a deficit existed in 
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the academic performance of American Indian students as compared to Anglo students 

when teachers only utilized universal instructional methods. In this study of culture-

specific programming presented to American Indian students in urban schools, Powers 

suggested that the standardization of educational practices, advocating the use of a one 

size fits all model, is based solely on practices deemed effective in an Anglo-Saxon 

educational system when applied in a culturally relevant context. Powers found that 

culture-specific educational practices have more of an effect on those students who 

identified with their Native culture as opposed to those who did not. This included the 

curriculum, demographics of the teachers (race, gender, etc.) employed, and the ability of 

these practices to reflect the population to which they are being presented.  

Powers demonstrated that cultural identification should be used to support, 

enhance and complement universal educational programming and practices.  She 

suggested that students benefitted more when culture-specific educational programming 

and traditional methods of instruction were used together to make up educational 

practices. Powers’ conclusions are representative of the curriculum theory suggested by 

Sleeter (2005) who maintained that students and teachers in multicultural classrooms 

attempt to identify with specific situations from which each may come in an effort to 

learn from one another. With regard to the using resources as windows and mirrors 

Powers and Carter show that culture-specific programs give students an opportunity to 

learn about themselves by participating in cultural programming relevant their own 

cultures, as well as an opportunity to learn about others. Citing Ogbu, Carter stated that 

“…minorities academic achievement tend to differ from those of some immigrant 
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minority youths who are more often characterized as assimilative and willing to subscribe 

to the cultural codes of academic success” (p. 305).   

Creating Spaces for Emancipatory Pedagogical Practices in Classrooms 

McLaren (1993) suggested that adopting a Freirean approach to pedagogy can 

“enable teachers to acquire forms of critical practice that can interrogate, destabilize, and 

disorganize dominant strategies of power and power/power knowledge relations and that 

in doing so teachers may envisage a means of enlisting pedagogy in the construction of 

radical and plural democracy” (p. 8). McLaren maintained that teachers’ pedagogical 

practices cannot be transformed in isolation of their classrooms. He suggested that 

relegating the use of liberatory pedagogical practices to a single classroom placed more 

emphasis on personal transformation than structural transformation. In an effort to meet 

the needs of students and teachers, curricular and instructional practices should reflect the 

society, as well as the cultural and social norms and changes that shape it. Moreover, to 

develop an effective curriculum, representative of the changes that occur within 

respective school districts, the information, resources, and instructional practices utilized 

as a part of curriculum should be designed to unmask “social and cultural mechanisms of 

power as the basis for emancipatory action” (McLaren, 1993, p. 12); especially that of 

language arts which has historically represented society.  

In a reflection on Freirean pedagogy and its implementation, McLaren (1999) 

suggested that Freirean pedagogy becomes limited in its implementation especially in the 

context of North American critical pedagogy because it is “reduced to student-directed 

learning devoid of social critique” (p. 51). McLaren (2007) also suggested that 

contemporary representations of critical pedagogy are constructed in opposition of the 
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hegemonic structure they seek to oppose, further limiting its reach in practice. McLaren 

(1999) maintained that “few accounts are provided as to how teachers are to move from 

critical thought to critical practice” (p. 52).  

Moreover, Breuing (2011) noted that critical pedagogy can be reduced to 

particular aspects as a part of teachers’ pedagogical practices based on their interpretation 

of the theory. Breuing suggested that while her participants may have identified as critical 

pedagogues they have difficulty articulating the principles associated with “justice-

oriented nature of critical pedagogy” (p. 10). In her findings, Breuing noted variations in 

the definitions of critical pedagogy, as well as in its central aims and purposes as 

expressed by the seventeen self-proclaimed critical pedagogues with whom she 

conducted interviews. Breuing suggested that overlap occurred among the ways in which 

her participants self-identified as critical pedagogues and the aims and purposes they 

identified for critical pedagogy.  

The insights of McLaren and Breuing regarding the role of critical pedagogy as a 

part of current pedagogical practices is reflective of the ways in which the concept of 

critical pedagogy can be misused and reduced in the field of education.  They,  

Point to the need for critical pedagogy to work toward better explication and 

communication of its social justice orientation, alongside its constructivist 

orientation […] to encourage educators to recognize that critical pedagogical 

praxis must go beyond a set of teaching techniques and attend to the political, 

social, and economic factors that have conspired to marginalize people in the first 

place. (Brueing, 2011, p. 12) 
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Gay and Kirkland (2003) emphasized the importance of teachers’ self-reflection 

of their practice in the development of critical pedagogical practices. These authors 

suggested that when teachers develop a cultural critical consciousness with respect to 

their own identities and the identities of their students, it can translate into transformative 

instructional practices in the classroom. These authors emphasized the development of a 

critical cultural consciousness as well as self-reflection among teachers as key aspects of 

culturally responsive pedagogy. They suggested that engaging in critical reflection of 

personal beliefs and professional practices helps teachers to gain a deeper understanding 

of themselves, their students, and the curriculum. McLaren also suggested that the future 

of the field is inextricably linked to teachers’ ability to engage in critical self-reflection to 

understand the ways their lives, and the lives of their students, have been socially 

constructed by pedagogical practices that have been labeled as critical pedagogy by the 

system they are presumably designed to deconstruct. As such, regardless of teachers’ 

intentions to implement emancipatory pedagogical practices, they can inadvertently 

revert to additive approaches to pedagogy, perpetuate the use of oppressive pedagogical 

practices, and reproduce the system that works to subjugate them.     

Counternarrative Versus Master Narrative 

In its current state, curriculum privileges the voices and perspectives of the 

dominant culture by defining the knowledge of some groups as official knowledge, while 

the knowledge of other groups is not validated or acknowledged at all in schools. 

According to Apple (2004), adopting a critical model to curriculum would help students 

to deconstruct school conceptions of official knowledge and unofficial knowledge in an 

effort to actively challenge hegemonic constructions that privilege the perspectives of 
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some groups over others. Delpit (1995) suggested that curriculum should be organized in 

such a way that it moves beyond teaching students superficial elements of academic 

discourse like how to hold a pencil or understand the phonetic sounds of the letters in the 

alphabet. Instead of attempting to socialize disenfranchised students through dominant 

discourses, curriculum should seek to empower students and help them to grasp academic 

concepts by connecting classroom content to their communities. Sleeter (2005) also 

suggested that a social justice approach to education helps students to engage in 

liberatory praxis and move toward social action by presenting information in terms of 

multiple perspectives and making connections between identity exploration and the 

construction of knowledge. Sleeter maintained that through this type of an approach to 

curriculum, education recognizes marginalized people and perspectives as a part of 

official school knowledge, and encourages students to think about the ways social 

constructions of race, class, gender, culture, and power affect the construction of 

knowledge as well as the ways people are affected by this information or misinformation. 

It helps students to consider how aspects of power, privilege and oppression would be 

different in society if other perspectives were considered in the construction of 

knowledge and universal truths.  

Counternarrative as a Pedagogical Practice 

As a pedagogical tool of culturally responsive teaching, counternarrative helps 

students and teachers deconstruct societal norms aligned with belief systems of 

mainstream society. Counternarrative enables students to develop a sense of self in 

relation to others and society because it shows them how their ideas, values, beliefs, and 

knowledge are relative to mainstream conceptions represented by curriculum. This type 
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of pedagogical practice redefines traditional conceptions of inclusion and multicultural 

education because it is a holistic approach to teaching and learning that acknowledges 

diversity in culture and learning style and develops a relationship between the curriculum 

and aspects that contribute to the identity development of the student and the teacher. 

The use of counternarrative as a pedagogical practice facilitates liberatory praxis 

among students and teachers since it helps them deconstruct societal norms aligned with 

hegemonic belief systems. As a pedagogical practice, teachers’ use of counternarrative 

also promotes critical self-reflection among students and teachers by giving them an 

opportunity to determine how their ideas, values, beliefs, and knowledge are relative to 

mainstream conceptions represented by curriculum. The construction of counternarrative 

works to helps students and teachers develop a relationship between the curriculum and 

social and cultural aspects that contribute to their identity development. This practice 

facilitates the establishment of the student-teacher and teacher-student in the 

English/Language Arts classroom since it promotes discursive curricular and 

instructional practices that give teachers and students an opportunity to consider the ways 

their ideas, values, beliefs, and knowledge are represented in mainstream curriculum. 

This pedagogical practice allows students and teachers to respond to the dominant 

discourse and redefine traditional conceptions of inclusion and multicultural education 

because it is acknowledging diversity curriculum and gives students an opportunity to 

reframe concepts of traditional academic knowledge in the English/Language Arts 

curriculum.  

The following table demonstrates the ways in which the practice of 

counternarrative can be incorporated into the classroom. According to this table, the 
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definitions and uses of counternarrative in the classroom are subjective and instructional 

techniques vary as it is used in the English/Language Arts classroom. For example, 

specific studies introduce the practice of counternarrative as modeling, and the image of 

the teacher, while others consider it an aspect of classroom discussions. The impact of 

practices like counternarrative in the English/Language Arts classroom include a 

validation of student perspective, as well as aligning theory and practice to shift student 

and/or teacher thinking associated with the paradigm of the master narrative. 
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Table 1 

Definitions, Uses, and Implications of Counternarrative as Critical Pedagogy 

Author  Definition of Counternarrative 
Uses of  

Counternarrative 

Implications of 

Counternarrative 

Behrman 

(2006) 

“A countertext or 

counternarrative is a student-

created text that presents a 

topic from a nonmainstream 

perspective […] successful use 

of countertext may require 

classroom conversation about 

the process by which any text 

gains acceptance, within other 

the immediate and more global 

communities” (p. 494) 

Personal responses to a 

topic (i.e., journal or 

reading log) 

 

Personal narrative 

 

Rewriting a story from 

another person’s point of 

view 

 

 

Validates the  feelings, 

thoughts, observations 

of students and under- 

represented groups 

 

“[…] identifies students 

as members of a 

marginalized subgroup 

whose “voice” has been 

given legitimacy” (p. 

494) 

 

Boutte & Hill 

(2006) 

 

“[…] continuous and planned 

actions to counter the 

dominant ideology regarding 

the intellectual capacities of 

[marginalized groups]” (p. 

315) 

 

Reframing negative 

images through example 

or modeling (i.e., An 

African American 

teacher that challenges 

prevailing ideology and 

negative stereotypes 

associated with African 

Americans by presenting 

himself in a way that it is 

contrary to those images) 

 

Reframing negative 

images through study 

(presenting presumably 

negative images to 

students in the context of 

math, science, literature, 

etc. so that they 

understand there are 

positive notions 

associated with it) 

 

Presenting a topic or 

issue for study that is not 

usually included within 

the context of 

mainstream curriculum 

 

 

Deconstruction or 

Demythologization of 

negative images 

associated with a 

marginalized group 

(table continues) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Author  Definition of Counternarrative 
Uses of  

Counternarrative 

Implications of 

Counternarrative 

 

Godley & 

Loretto (2013) 

 

“[…] stories that challenge 

widespread beliefs and 

discourses” (p. 316). 

 

“[…] perspectives that run 

opposite or counter to 

presumed order and control” 

(p. 316) 

 

 

 

 

Facilitating discourse 

among students that 

encourages critical 

perspectives on master 

narratives regarding 

particular topics or issues 

(classroom discussion, 

teacher responses both 

answering and asking 

probing questions) 

 

Teacher “[…] 

acknowledge[s] multiple 

points of view, tensions, 

and hybrid identities 

without making 

assumptions about 

students’ identities or 

assuming that students 

would hold similar points 

of view because they 

were all [from the a 

particular marginalized 

group]” (p. 325) 

 

Encourages community 

building among students 

 

Ratifies student 

counternarratives as 

“official academic 

knowledge” (p. 325).  

 

Encourages reflection of 

students’ (and teachers’) 

personal and 

professional identities 

 

 

Jupp  (2005) 

 

Hybridity of third world 

within the context of the first 

world 

 

Focuses on local practices 

and particularity of thought 

 

“[…] emphasize the 

situational, contingent, and 

temporary, making no reach 

toward truth, reason, or 

universaility” (p. 105) 

 

“[…] emphasize specific 

events, struggles, and 

ruptures in history and 

provide a backdrop for 

recognizing struggles taking 

place elsewhere” (p. 105). 

 

Introduces master 

narrative as well as 

counternarratives on a 

particular issue or topic. 

  

Creates a discourse 

among students 

encouraging them to 

compare 

counternarratives (and 

the situations 

surrounding them) to 

master narratives.  

 

Promotes critical 

thinking among students 

 

Encourages praxis 

 

 

Aligns critical theory 

with practice 

(table continues) 
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Table 1 (continued) 

Author  Definition of Counternarrative 
Uses of  

Counternarrative 

Implications of 

Counternarrative 

 

Morrel & 

Duncan-

Andrade (2005) 

 

Demonstrates the differences 

between media 

representations of reality and 

reality 

 

Critical Media Literacy 

Research based project 

Asks students to dissect 

master narratives 

Generate and answer 

probing questions 

Present findings in a 

research report 

 

Develops students skills 

to use critical media 

literacy to critique media 

representations of reality 

 

 

Simon (2012) 

 

Teachers become 

connoisseurs of students’ 

literate lives. 

 

Dialogue between 

students and teachers to 

challenge teacher 

perceptions and/or 

expectations of students. 

 

Paradigm shifts in 

pedagogical practices 

 

Encourages listening to 

and learning from 

students 

 

Challenges conceptions 

of literacy in schools. 

 

In his meta-analysis of articles that present pedagogical practices and lesson plans 

that promote critical literacy in upper primary or secondary school classes, Behrman 

(2006) suggested that even classroom activities that align with standard pedagogical 

practices can become critical if it is situated within an appropriate classroom conversation 

centered on critical analysis of a particular topic or issue. Behrman maintained that the 

construction and reconstruction of counternarrative as “student-created text” (p. 494) can 

be used to shift student perceptions with regard to patriarchal conceptions of 

relationships. For example, in an assignment described by Behrman, students at a 

segregated South African high school completed a writing assignment in which they 

drafted a comic regarding various accounts of a young couple’s relationship in a rural 

village. The students’ constant revisions and transformations of a single story forced 

students to consider social issues surrounding this situation, including male dominance 

and violence against women. According to Behrman, “[t]o create the revised romance, 
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students considered multiple views of dating, sex, fidelity, and violence against women” 

(p. 494), consideration of these issues helped them move away from the patriarchal 

paradigm that governed their perceptions of relationships. Although streamline on the 

surface, this activity presented these students with issues to consider that are not usually 

presented within the context of mainstream curriculum (Boutte & Hill, 2006). This 

assignment worked to reframe social issues established by the master narrative as 

students reworked the assignment itself and considered their student-created stories from 

a myriad of perspectives The work of Behrman, and Boutte and Hill suggested different 

activities teachers could incorporate into their lessons to help students rethink language 

arts curriculum and consider the social issues and marginalized perspectives associated 

with them. These studies are demonstrative of Sleeter’s (2008) notion that social 

improvement occurs for students through curriculum by addressing the way in which 

marginalized populations have been affected by the hegemonic structure of society and 

facilitating democratic action among students. In this way curriculum serves to broaden 

students’ scope of knowledge regarding academic tools and disciplinary knowledge 

resources from multiple perspectives, and fosters a sense of community and solidarity 

among students irrespective of their differences. Behrman, and Boutte and Hill provided 

examples of how to incorporate counternarrative into to the English/Language Arts 

classroom. Their work addresses the concern of this study regarding the development of 

teachers’ and classroom activities to meet students’ needs and help them make 

meaningful connections with curriculum. While these authors suggested several ways 

counternarrative can be used in the English/Language Arts classroom, they do not 

address this study’s concern regarding the implementation of these practices amidst 
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changes in the practice field. As such, the work of Behrman and Boutte and Hill open up 

a space for this study to consider how these practices could be implemented amidst 

changes in the practice field since they do not.    

With respect to this study, engaging students in the construction of 

counternarratives fosters opportunities for teachers to reflect on their pedagogical 

practices by considering aspects of hegemony in the classroom regarding what is being 

taught and who is being taught thereby evaluating the way the social construction of 

knowledge influences their value and belief systems. Godley and Loretto (2013) observed 

a classroom discussion that ensued during a grammar lesson. These authors analyzed the 

ways in which counternarratives established by students during this curricular unit about 

language and grammar raised questions about students’ conceptions of language, race, 

and identity with regard to grammar instruction. They observed and analyzed student 

responses as the students established differences in language and speech patterns for 

people who identify with a particular race. As a part of their study, Godley and Loretto 

established the importance of students’ conceptions of identity to help them develop an 

understanding of how they differentiate themselves from one another within social 

hierarchies of difference. These authors noted that in the context of their study 

counternarrative facilitates discursive learning environment in which teachers offer 

validation and probing questions to help students think critically about language as it 

relates to identity development, as well as situate student perspectives with regard to this 

issue in relation to the master narrative.  

As a part of their respective studies, Behrman (2006), and Godley and Loretto 

(2013) established two different ways in which students and teachers can tell the stories 
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that contest the notions associated with the master narrative. Storytelling is among the 

most standard way in which counternarrative can manifest itself as pedagogical practice. 

These authors demonstrated that by engaging with students in this way, teachers validate 

student conceptions surrounding particular issues, and attempt to give voice to 

marginalized groups (Behrman, 2006) through their pedagogical practice. More 

importantly, teachers establish student conceptions as academic or scholarly knowledge 

(Godley & Loretto, 2013). In so doing, teachers not only redefine student perceptions of 

the master narrative regarding their classroom discussion, but they also redefine the 

master narrative surrounding formal education with regard to hierarchies of knowledge 

and authority in the classroom. Since it validates student perspectives as academic 

knowledge, the establishment of a dialogic curriculum for their students through 

counternarratives redefines power structures in the classroom as well as the relationship 

between students and teachers noted by Freire in which students are the object acted upon 

by teachers, the subject. As such, through the construction of written and spoken 

discourses, students and teachers are able to use counternarrative to engage with the 

master narrative that governs the educational system in which they both participate and 

challenge conceptions of hegemonic social constructions by rewriting them through the 

inclusion of their experiences and perspectives. 

Another way in which this shift occurs is through modeling. Morrel and Duncan-

Andrade (2005), demonstrated how project based learning and critical media literacy can 

help facilitate counternarrative in classrooms by establishing students as a point of 

authority on a particular subject as they dissect issues related to media representations of 

reality. While this study used a student-centered, research based project on the notions 
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associated with the representation of Hip-Hop culture in the media, its true prowess lies 

in the power this type of project gives to students over their education and the education 

of their peers. In this case counternarrative not only manifests itself in terms of the 

information being presented since students had to dissect media representation of the 

reality of a particular culture, but it worked to redefine the traditional educational 

paradigm of the student-teacher relationship since it placed the student in a position of 

authority with regard to a particular knowledge base. For teachers and administrators 

whose practice is strictly governed by state board of education adopted standards, the 

establishment of a teaching model that emphasizes a shift in power dynamics among 

students and teachers in secondary school Language Arts classrooms reinforce theories of 

Freirean pedagogy as a part of their pedagogical practice since it facilitates learning gains 

among students by giving them more control over their education and the education of 

their peers, as well as an opportunity to teach their teacher. 

According to Boutte and Hill (2006) counternarrative is sometimes offered 

through actions that challenge intellectual conceptions surrounding marginalized groups. 

These authors suggested that educators develop an understanding and appreciation for 

students’ homes and communities to begin deconstructing hegemonic structures in 

society by bringing aspects of African American culture into the classroom as a part of 

their lessons. In their article, Boutte and Hill offered three examples in which teachers 

used images of African American culture as a living counternarrative to students’ original 

perceptions of self and expectations for African Americans in society to help students 

gain an appreciation for the various sources of knowledge, resources, and guidance 

available to them as members of the African American community. The teachers 
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themselves also served as counternarratives to reframe mainstream conceptions and 

expectations of African Americans by seeking to normalize high achievement among 

African American students through the use of culturally relevant pedagogy and as 

examples of high achieving members of their communities. However, Boutte and Hill 

suggested that the construction of counternarrative through modeling does not occur 

through the mere presence of the teacher or inclusion of aspects of African American 

culture in their classroom and/or lesson. These authors suggested that teachers must 

reevaluate and reestablish their pedagogical practice with respect to their student 

populations and the communities in which they teach. Boutte and Hill noted to 

appropriately engage in critical pedagogy and culturally responsive teaching, educators 

must “become familiar with cultural knowledge bases [so] that they can modify their 

instruction and curriculum” (p. 314) to meet the social and academic needs of their 

students because it is “misguided [to] focus on “covering” the standards and applying 

generic best practices [when students bring aspects of cultural capital from their homes 

and communities […] that can inform” (p. 325) educators and their pedagogical practices.  

Although conceptions of counternarrative vary for teachers, its purpose is to 

respond and react to hegemonic constructions of societal norms (Berila, 2005). The 

development of counternarrative is specific to situations or perceptions that have shaped 

the conceptions of students and teachers regarding mainstream perceptions of societal 

norms. Counternarratives serve to examine these situations or perceptions in an effort to 

reframe them in the context of marginalized perspectives. Jupp (2005) provided an 

empirical definition of counternarrative that suggested that this practice facilitates a shift 

from a paradigm of universality to one that places an emphasis on ideology within a 
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localized context. Citing Lyotartd, Jupp stated that master narratives align themselves 

with “[…] political power, social class organization, and economic interests and serve 

primarily to repress or assimilate differences by creating totalizing understandings that 

reify a deterministic and authoritarian social logic” (p. 104). Jupp suggested that master 

narratives are constructed as universal truths because they “[…] do not question their 

own legitimacy, [and] deny their own social and historical construction” (p. 105) thereby 

establishing itself as a natural part of the social order and impressing these ideas on 

society. Conversely, counternarrative removes this conception of universal truths by 

deconstructing the natural social order and allowing those who construct it to reframe 

conceptions of normalcy within the context of a more localized perspective. In her 

discussion of the authenticity of the lived experience, Brouillete (2007) recognized that 

the existence of markers or cultural codes (p. 18) denote realness of an experience or a 

perception for the person who encounters it. According to Brouillete, these markers shape 

conceptions of truth, order, and reality. They also become the medium through which 

hegemonic structures of societal norms are perpetuated since they establish conceptions 

of reality and truth for those exposed to the master narrative. Through the practice of 

counternarrative, students and teachers are given the opportunity to recognize that 

universal truths are constructed in relation to what is not perceived to be a part of this 

natural social order.  

Tiffin (2003) also established that conceptions of universality refer to an ideal or a 

model based on the dominant discourse (i.e., literary canon) or perceived natural social 

order of society. Tiffin’s ideas of essentialism and universality frame Brouillette’s (2007) 

conception of markers of truth, order, and reality because they established the foundation 
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for the relationship between truth and cultural codes. Brouillette and Tiffin suggested that 

the relationship between cultural codes and the establishment of concepts of truth, order, 

and reality is cyclical, in so far as conceptions of truth, order, and reality are mediated by 

cultural codes, and cultural codes/societal norms are established based on unquestioned 

perceptions of realness, and truth.  

In her examination of the ways in which the inclusion of multiethnic literature 

serves to help deconstruct hegemonic constructions of societal norms, Berila (2005) 

suggested that the relationship between truth and cultural codes is established and 

mediated through pedagogical practice that facilitate the examination of multiethnic 

literature within the original context of its culture in an effort to “[…] disrupt hegemonic 

constructs of the nation” (p. 32). This occurs through the construction of 

counternarratives by going beyond additive approaches to the implementation of 

secondary school Language Arts curriculum and the mere inclusion of marginalized 

perspectives. The establishment of counternarratives allows students and teachers to 

examine relationships or power through storytelling and modeling. Moreover, this 

pedagogical practice encourages teachers and students to rewrite concepts of power, 

culture, and self by using their own experiences to actively resist the dominant discourse 

of secondary school Language Arts curriculum and validate their own perspectives, as 

well as the perspectives of those typically excluded from mainstream curriculum, as 

traditional academic knowledge. In this way, students and teachers challenge the 

assumptions of traditional academic knowledge as they develop an understanding how 

their own experiences fit within the context of marginalized and dominant perspectives 

and reclaim control over their learning experiences.  For example, in her study of how 
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reading and reflecting on counternarratives in young adult novels facilitated the 

understandings of race within and beyond the text for preservice English teachers, Glenn 

(2012) suggested that the study of counternarrative fostered opportunities among these 

teachers to challenge their assumptions of society with regard to their conceptions of race 

and people of color. She goes on to say that utilizing this pedagogical practice with these 

preservice teachers as a part of their teacher preparation program encouraged them to 

engage in self-reflection with regard to race as they established connections between their 

own experiences and that of the characters in the novels, and “recognize[d] their own 

culpability in promoting existing stereotypes” (p. 348). With respect to the development 

of their pedagogical practice, Glenn asserted that experience with counternarrative as a 

pedagogical practice revealed for these preservice teachers “a richer understanding of the 

development of knowledge related to the educational needs of students of color and their 

attitudes toward these students in and out of the classroom” (p. 348).  

According to Berila (2005), the establishment of counternarrative displaces 

conceptions of societal norms established by the master narrative because it offers 

students an opportunity to re-read social constructions of identity based on conceptions of 

nation and race. Berila (2005) described this type of engagement among students (and in 

Glenn’s case teachers) as contestatory narratives since it challenges the social norm that 

has been established as a part of the master narrative as well as resists the universal truths 

surrounding conceptions of national identity. Through their work Berila (2005) and 

Glenn (2012) demonstrated for practitioners in the field of education how 

counternarrative can be used as a part of their own pedagogical practice beyond additive 

approaches. These authors suggested that the use of counternarrative as a part of teachers’ 
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pedagogical practices involves critical reflection on master narratives as well as the 

establishment of a space in which students and teachers can actively respond to the 

dominant discourse. In her study or preservice teachers, Glenn showed how experience 

with culturally responsive pedagogical practices as a part of their teacher preparation 

programs can affect the development of teachers’ pedagogical practices by facilitating 

self-reflection among preservice teachers with their resources, classrooms, and students. 

However with respect to the development of this proposed study, a research gap emerges 

when educational theorists and practitioners consider if this type of self-reflection and 

professional development can occur for teachers in the field whose practice is governed 

by state board of education adopted standards.   

More important than the differentiation between counternarrative and master 

narrative is situating each in terms of the field of education and pedagogical practice with 

regard to implementation and implications of use. As a pedagogical tool of reconstruction 

and resistance, the construction of counternarratives gives students and teachers an 

opportunity to transcend boundaries established by traditional academic knowledge as 

part of school curriculum Similarly, as a professional development tool for reconstruction 

and resistance, counternarrative works to transcend the boundaries established by state 

board of education adopted standards and curriculum because its use facilitates an 

opportunity for students and teachers to develop their own discourses in response to the 

perspectives of the culture of power. Through the construction of counternarrative as a 

part of teacher preparation, professional development, or pedagogical practice students 

and teachers understand how social structures can be rewritten through an exploration 
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and reflection of the cultural codes/markers that determine their conceptions of realness 

and truth (Delpit, 1995; Gee, 1987).  

Since it establishes a realm for developing awareness and reflection, the use of 

counternarrative as a pedagogical tool for culturally responsive teaching serves to 

deconstruct negative images of marginalized groups. Moreover, it fosters opportunities 

for conscientization and praxis among students and teachers with regard to the way their 

preconceived notions of self, others, and society have been shaped can be rewritten 

through an exploration of the cultural codes/markers that determine their conceptions of 

realness and truth. According to Jupp (2005), the manifestations of counternarrative in 

classrooms help to align theory with practice. The overall purpose of counternarrative is 

to transcend socio-cultural and/or socio-political boundaries through education with 

respect to the hegemonic constructions of societal norms established through the 

perpetuation of the master narrative. In redefining hegemonic social constructs through 

the establishment of counternarrative, teachers establish pedagogical practices that help 

students situate themselves within the context of the counternarrative and the master 

narrative. In this way, students understand that the master narrative does not represent the 

natural social order or their conceptions of self.  

Simon (2012) suggested that “in a time of policy pressures and external 

accountability, learning how to listen to students’ concerns is the most significant work 

teachers can undertake” (p. 525). He maintained that when teachers make an effort to 

learn about students’ literate lives by establishing a dialogue with them regarding their 

experiences with literacy and the development of their literacy skills, teachers are able to 

shift the paradigms associated with the images of minority students. Through an analysis 
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of the teaching experiences of Jared and Alex, Simon demonstrated how teachers can 

create spaces for students to express themselves and represent aspect of their identities 

while still engaging with the dominant discourse and traditional academic knowledge. 

Simon suggested that teachers become connoisseurs of their students by “following their 

leads or […] tapping into their interests in small ways” (p. 518). He suggested that this 

occurs for teachers when their practice works to make connections among students’ 

literacies and worlds by recognizing students’ “literacies as emerging [acts] of 

consciousness and resistance” (p. 523). For instance by taking an interest in one of his 

students, Jared learned about Wei’s cultural history, language and literacy abilities, and 

was able to integrate technology into his English classroom to help Wei participate in the 

class discussions and express his ideas related to the curriculum. In Alex’s case, he 

worked with his student Yusef’s love of comic books to use this as an incentive to help 

Yusef engage with traditional school work, and it became a medium through which Yusef 

worked through several personal and academic issues. Simon suggested that gauging 

students’ performance through standardized testing is a misguided effort on the part of 

educators and that creating spaces for students to react and respond to the master 

narratives of traditional curriculum by integrating their needs and interests into the 

classroom facilitates the establishment of constructive classroom identities among 

students and teachers.   

Deconstructing and Reconstructing Literary Canons 

McLaren (1988) suggested that pedagogical practices centered on the Freirean 

approach of dialogical engagement between students and teachers help them to reframe 

the prescribed conceptions of literature in the English Language Arts classroom. He 
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maintained that these types of pedagogical practices “must therefore make clear the fact 

that texts are products of the interests that inform dominant social and cultural groups, 

and that educators must assuredly probe the canon for what it does not say — for its 

"structured silences," its "present absences," its exclusionary politics — as well as for 

what it actually does say” (p.230). In this way students begin to develop an understanding 

of construction of the canon and its reflection of society based on the works included in 

or excluded from it (Aull, 2012). 

Lee (2006) presented the Cultural Modeling Framework in which she suggested 

that the goal of classroom talks and instructional discourse is for teachers to facilitate 

student learning by helping them to make sense of cultural data sets (or experiences) and 

re-voice them within a literary context. In her study of the role of African American 

rhetoric in the English Language Arts classroom, Lee suggested that cultural data sets 

create a local or colloquial frame of reference for students on which they are able to base 

their conceptions of traditional, academic rhetoric. As a part of this model, Lee 

acknowledged that students may have more experience with cultural data sets than 

teachers in relation to traditional curriculum. As such, teacher expertise is secondary to 

student interpretation of cultural data sets during the initial phases of instruction. The 

practice of cultural modeling requires students to deconstruct and reconstruct literary 

canons in terms of aspects of culture (Lee & Majors 2006) by taking standard 

conceptions of literary practice and reframing them in terms of culture and community. 

As a framework for literary analysis, cultural modeling solidifies the role of community 

and culture in establishing an understanding of literary concepts for students to help 

students to reshape their conceptions of traditional, academic rhetoric because it offers 
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them a way to make sense of this information in a culturally relevant context (Gay, 2010; 

Sleeter, 2005). Furthermore, it calls for students, teachers, and curriculum designers to 

situate canonical works in the context of the community and culture  

In their respective studies of the English Literature curriculum in the higher 

education setting, Rubin (2012) and Aull (2012) suggested the inclusion of resources 

which tell stories and entertain as well as activities that raise students’ awareness to the 

factors that shape the construction of the literary canon. According to Rubin, one way in 

which this is achieved is by presenting students with activities within the context of a 

lesson to help raise their awareness to issues surrounding particular racial and/or ethnic 

perspectives. For example, as a part of his syllabus, Rubin asked his students to analyze 

the image of Latinos in television commercials in an effort to develop their understanding 

of the misrepresentation or non-representation of Latinos in advertisement. In this way, 

Rubin enabled his students to analyze popular media from critical perspectives regarding 

race by emphasizing a deconstruction of the literary canon. Rubin contended that “[o]ne 

of the most important things for ELA teachers to do is move away, or better yet, tear 

apart, the literary canon as many perceive it to be in this country” (p. 78). Rubin 

suggested that reconstruction of the literary canon occurs when teachers help students to 

move beyond conceptions of what constitutes the literary canon. With an emphasis on 

critical pedagogy in the English Language Arts classroom, he suggested that teachers 

“legitimize multiple traditions of knowledge” (p. 78) by encouraging an analysis of other 

works that could be included as a part of a particular literary canon. In his own 

classroom, Rubin encouraged his students to analyze the representation of Latinos in the 

media. As a part of this analysis, Rubin taught several books that introduced students to 
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literature that presented several racial/ethnic perspectives to demonstrate the different 

ways Latinos have been represented in media overtime. Rubin echoed the sentiments of 

Ostendorf (1985) who maintained that the inclusion of ethnic literature challenges 

mainstream perspectives of minority cultures by raising students’ awareness of how “the 

quest for self-determination and self-authentication characterized the growth of an 

American literary identity” (p. 57). In an effort to reconstruct the conceptions of the 

literary canon, Rubin suggested the inclusion of books that tell stories from various 

cultural perspectives as a part of English/Language Arts curriculum. As they consider 

marginalized perspectives in relation to the mainstream conceptions of the literary canon, 

students begin to develop an understanding of how they are excluded from current 

representations of American literary identity.  

In addition to the development of pedagogical practices that foster opportunities 

for critical reflection among students and teachers, Ingram and Walters (2007) called for 

a pedagogical model that takes students’ heightened awareness of social constructions of 

conceptions of culture and power in society to another level to facilitate social 

transformation. Through the Social Justice Critical Reflection model, Ingram and Walters 

suggested that teachers are able to foster opportunities for reconstruction regarding their 

conceptions of diversity and the social constructions that shape literary canons. This 

pedagogical approach  “engages critical reflection and critical discourse, whereby the 

learner is able to engage knowledge as a border-crosser, a person moving in and out of 

borders constructed around coordinates of difference and power” (p. 27). Ingram & 

Walters contended that exposure to various cultural conversations via literature is one 

way in which the reconstruction of social constructs and canons is transformative 
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whereby students are not only developing new conceptions of canonization, but also of 

self. 

Listening to Students’ Voices and Teachers’ Voices 

Rudduck (2007) suggested that students have significant contributions to make as 

active players in the education system. She maintained that students have changed more 

over time than the educational institutions in which they have been enrolled. She noted a 

series of clusters that exhibit the ways students believe they can contribute to the 

improvement of their education. These clusters include student influences over aspects of 

their education like autonomy (i.e., having choices and making decisions, the ability to 

talk about their work and issues with learning, the ability to work at their own pace, the 

ability to integrate their interests into traditional academic curriculum), pedagogy (i.e., 

learning is connected to their lives and communities, inclusion of various classroom 

activities, and clear objectives and explanations), social (i.e., the establishment of a 

student-teacher relationship based on mutual respect and the inclusion of collaborative 

and dialogic pedagogical practices), and institutional (i.e., to be given more student 

responsibility, explanation and justification of particular educational policies, validation 

as a part of their school regardless of grades). As a part of these student consultations for 

school improvement suggested by Rudduck, students also provided information regarding 

what they believed made a good teacher. Rudduck maintained that “in the context of 

school reform, researchers have been gathering data from students for many years […] 

we should not forget how effectively students’ accounts of experience, told to and 

disseminated by external researchers have led to system-side review and change” (p. 

594). In alignment with the tenets of critical pedagogy and postcolonial literary theory, 
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Rudduck’s work emphasizes the importance of including student perspectives as a part of 

school curriculum in an effort to help them make meaningful connections to academic 

content. Considering students’ experiences in relation to teachers’ reflections on their 

teaching is intended to help teachers and the researcher understand if, why, and how 

pedagogical practices worked or did not work to help students make meaningful 

connections curriculum (Dockter, Haug, & Lewis, 2010; Rudduck, 2007; Smyth, 2006). 

More importantly, Rudduck suggested that students’ perspectives have been used as a 

part of educational research to inform teachers’ pedagogical practice and affect changes 

in the field of education. Erickson et al. (2008) asserted that including students’ voices in 

educational research that examines pedagogical practices is the reflection of researchers’ 

increased awareness of the importance in the relationship between student identity and 

student learning. Citing Dewey (1938), these authors suggested that considering students’ 

experiences with pedagogical practices helps teachers analyze their practice through 

students’ perspectives rather than “through the lens of [teachers’] memoires of 

studenthood” (Erickson, et al., 2008, p. 200). Erickson et al. suggested that considering 

students’ experiences and perceptions of curriculum and pedagogical practices can 

provide practitioners with a more holistic view of the ways curriculum becomes 

meaningful for students.  

Dockter et al. (2010) suggested that English/Language Arts curricula will foster 

opportunities for student engagement by responding to students’ expectations that the 

texts they read serve the purposes of identity representations and affinity building (i.e., 

spoken word, fanfiction, etc.) while “establishing a critical rigor which challenges 

students’ perspectives at the same time” (p. 420). These authors presented an account of 
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the ways in which Web 2.0 technologies were used as a part of a Haug’s English 

Language Arts class to engage students who did not have access to technology outside of 

the classroom with curriculum, as well as created a space for students to represent their 

identities and demonstrate competence. The authors’ analysis focused on students’ 

responses to the curriculum presented as a part of this English/Language Arts class which 

included an English/history block to meet state and district standards for each subject 

area “and reflects a commitment to providing students with opportunities for complex 

intellectual engagement” (p. 418). As a part of this classroom structure students 

participated in reading and writing activities as they would in an English class, but they 

also engaged in a process of analysis and the production of media texts to express their 

ideas. These authors dubbed this pedagogical practice as critical engagement since it goes 

beyond the concept of critical literacy by promoting immersion and emotional investment 

in the text among students. “In this classroom, student’s interactions with varied forms of 

non-print text and their participation in the production of knowledge through digital 

technologies demonstrated that rigor and engagement are inextricably tied to a 

curriculum that invites emotional investment, immersion, and intellectual challenge” (p. 

418). According to the authors, facilitating student engagement with traditional 

curriculum through these types of interactive classroom practices and activities, allow 

them to build their own understandings of curricular topics, fostered opportunities for 

meaningful collaboration among students, and encouraged critical and creative thinking 

among Haug’s students. 

While much research has been presented regarding the ways educators attempt to 

facilitate student engagement in their classrooms and the role and significance of tried 
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and true practices developed by teachers used in their respective classroom, these ideas 

have been warped by current educational reforms and school cultures centered on a 

nationwide movement toward the standardization of education. Additionally ideas that 

innovate teachers’ pedagogical practices work to integrate students’ interests into 

traditional academic knowledge; however educational reforms are designed to recycle 

“the same old worn-out recipes” (Smyth, 2006, p. 287), including connecting schools in 

low income areas with their communities, implementing rigorous national curriculum 

standards in core subjects, etc. In Smyth’s discussion of the pedagogy of poverty, this 

author suggested that students and teachers get lost in the process of education and no 

real teaching or learning occurs for either party. Smyth maintained that education is a 

construct based on the relationships established among students and teachers, as well as 

curriculum and communities or the word and the world.  

As a part of a learner-centered model for educational policy reform, Smyth (2006) 

listed voice and identity, student engagement, authenticity of assessment, autonomy over 

curricular content, and respectful relationships as aspects that are conducive to affecting 

change and improvement in the practice field. Smyth contended that “we know from the 

extensive experiences of accomplished teachers what good pedagogy looks like” (p. 295). 

However, current recommendations for educational reform often undermine the role and 

importance of teachers and their practice in this process. Instead they emphasize the 

importance of empowering students through the standardization of pedagogical models 

and theories that work to disempower teachers’ autonomy in the classroom and authority 

over their practice. 
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Teachers’ Experiences as Counternarrative 

In his work with prospective teachers, Milner (2007) suggested that narratives can 

prove effective in breaking down barriers of resistance around topics that are otherwise 

deemed taboo in the field of education, including race and racism among preservice 

teachers. Milner engaged in an examination of his own teaching practice to consider how 

his radicalized experiences as an African American male professor influenced his 

curriculum development and teaching. In his self-study, Milner acknowledged that 

teachers’ experiences or narratives become a part of curriculum through teachers’ 

practices. More importantly, Milner found that sharing his narratives as a part of his 

teaching practice encouraged his preservice teachers to think more deeply and critically 

about topics of race and racism.  

Drawing the work of Milner, Settlage (2011) conducted a study in which he 

examined the experiences of five white, female preservice teachers to provide 

counternarratives to the master narrative which suggests that white teacher candidates are 

deficient learners who lack the resources to engage in learning about issues of diversity 

prevalent in multicultural teacher education classes. Settlage found that with opportunity 

and encouragement these preservice teachers were able to reflect critically on issues of 

discrimination and privilege. More importantly, these teachers were able to adjust their 

perspectives on these issues to align more closely with the tenets of culturally relevant 

pedagogy. As such Settlage maintained that participants’ willingness to work toward 

becoming more culturally responsive educators disrupts the masternarraitve which 

depicts white teacher candidates as deficient in serving diverse student populations. 

Consistent with Milner, Kee (2015) also suggested that one aspect of the relationship 
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between dominant and counternarratives are that counterstorytelling encourages those 

who construct and privilege dominant narratives to acknowledge alternative points of 

view. Kee analyzed research and policy narratives around education reform in New 

Orleans to understand how they reinforce and complicate charter school discourse (p. 

250). In this study, Kee examined the perspectives of supporters and detractors of current 

education reform movements in New Orleans. Kee suggested that those experiencing the 

education system firsthand in New Orleans may find that their experiences are more 

complex than the “broad rhetorical claims made in existent literature, which […] has 

become highly abstracted and politicized” (p. 258) since they are not grounded in the 

direct experiences of community members.  

Liefshitz (2015) described teacher-talk as conversations among teachers that 

“consists of speaking and listening, and a way to understand, process, and negotiate the 

meanings of one’s own and others’ experiences” ( p. 10). Liefshitz maintained that as a 

part of teacher-talk teachers “feel free to move from topic to topic, ask questions, make 

jokes, be sarcastic, or sit in silence” (p. 11). Liefshitz emphasized the importance of 

teacher-talk to help educational researchers “better understand beliefs, perceptions, the 

social relations and pedagogical concerns of teaching, and specific characteristics of 

teacher discourse” (p. 10). Studies by Benade (2015), Gay and Kirkland (2003), Kee 

(2015), Liefshitz (2015), Milner (2007), and Smyth (2006) suggested that educational 

research must work to establish pedagogical models that empower students and teachers 

not only by considering their needs and interests, but by fostering opportunities for them 

to integrate their narratives into the educational system by considering their experiences 

even if that means creating spaces to resist the culture of standardization that governs it.  
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Aspects of Methodology and Design 

Schwandt (1999) suggested that understanding is a relational conception in which 

true understanding occurs through the development of a meaningful dialogue through 

which there is an exploration of one’s own preconceptions. He has worked to 

demonstrate the ways in which qualitative inquiry situates itself within the intellectual, 

historical, social, cultural, and political realms. Schwandt’s research emphasized the 

importance of dialogue and shared experiences in the field of qualitative inquiry. 

Throughout his research on the process of qualitative inquiry, Schwandt suggested that 

this type of inquiry is closely related to the relationships individuals develop with society, 

including culture, politics, and practice. As such he maintained that dialogue and 

experience are an inherent part of the evaluation process Schwandt attempted to illustrate 

the necessity for a shift in the evaluation process from a monologic paradigm, in which 

research only considers one voice as it assigns value to and constructs meaning, to a 

dialogic paradigm, in which research considers several voices as it assigns value to and 

constructs meaning. Much like conceptions surrounding the implementation of critical 

pedagogy, Schwandt suggested that researchers “must resist reducing the understanding 

of evaluation practice to the modernist tendencies exhibited in the general logic” (p. 70). 

He made a case for less objectification with respect to qualitative inquiry to establish a 

shift from attempts at understanding subjects from epistemological standpoint to one 

which attempts to understand people and relationships (practical hermeneutics). 

Schwandt posited that research paradigms should attempt to redefine the logic that 

socially constructs them in terms of human rationality. His perspective regarding 

evaluation is Freirean in that he suggested that the process of evaluation works to 
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facilitate critical reflection for the researcher as well as the practitioner affected by it in 

the field. In subscribing to the notion of practical hermeneutics in research, Schwandt 

suggested that this type of qualitative inquiry lends to transformation within particular 

dialogic communities and differs in others. He offered a research paradigm that conforms 

to the needs of the communities it affects, rather than forces the situations of the 

communities in to particular criteria.  

To revisit the purpose of this dissertation study is to examine the experiences of 

high school language arts teachers in South Florida counties to gain an understanding of 

their beliefs regarding the ways in which they develop their pedagogical practices to 

navigate the changes that affect their practice field and help students make meaningful 

connections with the current secondary school language arts curriculum. It is designed to 

facilitate an opportunity for teachers to examine and critique the educational system in 

which they participate through critical reflection on the curriculum and instructional 

practices that construct their learning environment and experiences in the language arts 

classroom. This study draws on critical and constructivist approaches to qualitative 

research that enable teachers to deconstruct and reconstruct the pedagogical, political, 

and social paradigms that govern their pedagogical practices (Guba & Lincoln, 2005). 

The research design fosters opportunities for qualitative inquiry in which meaning is 

constructed in consideration of “(a) how people interpret their experiences, (b) how they 

construct their worlds, and (c) what meaning they attribute to their experiences” 

(Merriam 2009, p. 23) The overall purpose of the research design is “to understand how 

people make sense of their lives and their experiences” (p. 23) and how this 

understanding can be used to affect social change in the practice field. 
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CHAPTER 3: METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN

This study on teachers’ experiences and pedagogical practices was grounded in a 

hermeneutic phenomenological approach to qualitative research. This chapter emphasizes 

the importance of teachers’ critical reflection on their experiences and practices as 

information that contributes to the construction of knowledge in the field of education 

(Benade 2015; Lifeshitz, 2015) regarding the development and implementation of 

curriculum and instructional practices in English/Language Arts. Additionally, this 

chapter describes the qualitative research methodology and design for this study 

regarding the ways in which high school language arts teachers who work in South 

Florida believe they navigate the changes that affect their pedagogical practice and the 

ways in which they create spaces to utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their 

implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. This 

description includes an explanation of the participants, rationale for participants’ 

selection, tools and efforts for data collections and analysis, as well as the researcher’s 

role, studies and/or theories that contributed to the design of this study, and limitations to 

researcher’s efforts.  

This study was designed for teachers in South Florida to contribute to the 

construction of knowledge in the field of education regarding pedagogical practices in the 

secondary school English/Language Arts classroom. This study is intended for teachers to 

demonstrate how changes in the field have affected their practice as they share and reflect 

on their professional experiences and pedagogical practices. Moreover, this study works 
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to help researchers and practitioners develop an understanding of how teachers’ 

pedagogical practices have been developed to navigate changes that have occurred in the 

field and engage students with current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum.  

Purpose Statement 

The purpose of this hermeneutic phenomenological study (Benade, 2015; Gay & 

Kirkland, 2003; Schwandt, 1997, 1999, 2006) was to examine the experiences of high 

school language arts teachers who work in South Florida to gain an understanding of their 

pedagogical practices used to navigate the changes that occur in the practice field and 

create spaces to utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their implementation of the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. With respect to the research 

design, the phenomenon to be explored as a part of this study is teachers’ experiences in 

developing and implementing their pedagogical practices amidst education reform and 

growing diversity in the English/Language Arts classroom. At this stage in the research 

the definition of culturally responsive pedagogy is based on the concepts derived from 

the work of educational theorist like Freire (1970; 1983), Sleeter (2005), and Gay (2010) 

who maintained that student engagement with curriculum occurs when students develop a 

relationship with the world through education. These theorists maintained that culturally 

responsive teaching includes pedagogical practices that enable students to make personal 

connections with curriculum in an effort to make learning more relevant to and more 

effective for them (Gay, 2010; Kelly, 2008; Sleeter, 2005; Wang & Degol, 2014; 

Yonezawa et al., 2009). In addition,  the intent for this study is to encourage selected 

teachers to examine and critique the educational system in which they participate by 
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facilitating an opportunity for them to critically reflect on the curriculum and pedagogical 

practices that construct their learning environments and experiences and consider the 

practices they utilize to make the current secondary school language arts curriculum 

meaningful (Gay, 2010; Freire, 1983; Thompson & Hager, 1991) for the students in their 

respective secondary school language arts classrooms.  

Research Questions  

The research questions used to guide this study of the teachers’ experiences, 

beliefs, and pedagogical practices are:  

1. How do secondary school language arts teachers in South Florida describe the 

impact of educational reforms and changing student demographics on their practice field? 

2. How do secondary school language arts teachers in South Florida describe the 

pedagogical practices used to navigate the changing educational reforms and student 

demographics?   

3. In what ways do secondary school language arts teachers in South Florida 

believe they create spaces to utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their 

implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum?   

Methodology and Design   

In an effort to address the research questions, this hermeneutic phenomenological 

study used critical approaches to qualitative research to facilitate praxis among teachers 

regarding their experiences and pedagogical practices as high school language arts 

teachers. This study was designed to encourage teachers to examine and critique the 

educational system in which they participate amongst the changes that have occurred in 

the field of education in the state of Florida during their careers. Since hermeneutic 
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phenomenology is centered on subjective experiences of individual groups, this research 

design attempted to “unveil the world as experienced by the subject through their life 

stories” (Kafle, 2011, p. 186). It establishes the process of interpreting experiences as 

research (Kafle, 2011; Schwandt, 1999).  

Utilizing a hermeneutic phenomenological approach to qualitative research was 

intended to facilitate critical reflection among participants to ensure that the research 

process does not just have general implications on the practice field, but is transformative 

for both the researcher and the researched (Hostetler, 2005; Kincheloe & McLaren, 2005; 

Schoorman, 2013; Schoorman & Bogotch, 2010; Schwandt, 2006). The role of self-

reflection and the search for knowledge as part of the interview process worked to 

establish and validate the role of classroom teachers as educational researchers whose 

approaches to qualitative research are grounded in the concepts of social justice, 

liberatory praxis, and emancipatory action. The interview process itself was designed to 

foster an opportunity for participating teachers to examine and improve their practices as 

well as transform and reconstruct the pedagogical, social, and political paradigms that 

define it.   

Utilizing hermeneutics as a tool for qualitative research, this study is designed to 

give the researcher an opportunity to learn from teachers and their experiences in the field 

by engaging in a critical conversation with teachers about their pedagogical practice. 

Benade (2015) suggested that there is a strong overlap between critical theory and 

hermeneutics. Citing Steinberg and Kincheloe (2010), Benade asserted that using 

hermeneutics and critical theory as a part of educational research goes beyond a 

phenomenological approach to qualitative inquiry. Benade maintained that as an 
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approach to qualitative research hermeneutics emphasizes the description and 

interpretation of lived experiences by participants, as well as facilitates an exploration 

and deconstruction of the ideology “that move events and shape everyday life” (p. 46). 

Utilizing a phenomenological approach to qualitative research as a part of the 

design for this study emphasizes the interpretation of teachers’ lived experiences with 

respect to the pedagogical practices in the implementation of secondary school language 

arts curriculum among high school language arts teachers in two South Florida school 

districts amidst the changes that have occurred in their practice field (Creswell, 2013; 

Patton, 2002). Studies by Benade (2015), Liefshitz (2015), and Gay and Kirkland (2003) 

emphasized the importance of considering teachers’ experiences and reflections on their 

practice in an effort to affect changes in the practice field. Gay and Kirkland noted that 

teachers’ accountability “involves being more self-conscious, critical, and analytical of 

one's own teaching beliefs and behaviors” (p. 181) by developing an understanding of the 

context in which they teach and questioning the assumptions they make in addition to 

mastering techniques for instructional effectiveness. While Creswell suggested that 

phenomenological approaches to qualitative research work to “reduce individual 

experiences with a phenomenon to a description of the universal essence” (p. 76), 

Liefshitz emphasized the importance of teachers talking about teaching to help 

educational researchers “better understand beliefs, perceptions, the social relations and 

pedagogical concerns of teaching, and specific characteristics of teacher discourse” (p. 

10). Merriam (2009) maintained that a phenomenological approach is well suited for 

studying affective, emotional, and often intense human experiences” (p. 26); rather than 

essentializing teachers’ experiences regarding their pedagogical practices utilizing a 
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hermeneutic phenomenological approach to qualitative research uses individual 

experiences to challenge the structural and normative assumptions of the practice field 

(Lester, 1999).  

As a part of its development and design, the researcher attempted to ground this 

study in the concepts of social justice, as well as critical pedagogy and postcolonial 

literary theory through the consideration of the ideological and political structures that 

govern the field of education in the state of Florida, approaches to participant recruitment 

and sampling. This study was designed to reflect aspects of shared interests and power 

among the researcher and the researched (Hostetler, 2005; Kincheloe & McLaren, 2005; 

Schoorman, 2013; Schoorman & Bogotch, 2010; Schwandt, 2006), as well as the 

authentic experiences, voices and perspectives of the researched in the construction of 

knowledge and development of practices that challenge current pedagogical paradigms 

(Creswell, 2013; Daiute & Lightfoot, 2004; Denzin & Lincoln, 2011; Merriam, 2009; 

Morrow & Brown, 1994). In addition to the inclusion of critical pedagogical concepts as 

a part of the theoretical framework and literature review for this study, it was intended 

that participants will transcend their roles as the researched (Schoorman, 2013; 

Schoorman & Bogotch, 2010) and become a more integral part of the research process by 

contributing to the development of the observation protocol in the answers they provide 

during preliminary interviews regarding the pedagogical practices used in their respective 

classrooms. Through their answers teachers helped to guide the research process by 

showing and telling the researcher what to look for in their teaching as a part of the 

classroom observation for this study. Moreover, each practitioner had control over 

deciding which lesson is observed as a part of the classroom observation process with 
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respect to the principles of critical pedagogy and culturally responsive pedagogy that 

guide this proposed study.  

Furthermore, as a part of this effort to have practitioners became a more integral 

part of the research process through their contributions to the development of this study. 

Secondary school English/Language Arts teachers who taught middle school in South 

Florida contributed to the development of instruments for data collection and refining the 

purpose of the study itself. These teachers were included in a pilot study conducted by the 

researcher as part of the Advanced Qualitative Inquiry course at Florida Atlantic 

University. The purpose of sharing preliminary research ideas and including teachers in 

the development of this research study as a part of the pilot study was to help the 

researcher better understand the issues regarding curriculum and instruction that may be 

of particular interest among teachers currently teaching English/Language Arts in South 

Florida. As such, teachers who participated in the pilot study contributed to the 

development of this research study by providing feedback to the researcher in an effort to 

ensure that its purpose aligned with the professional interests of the teachers, and improve 

interview protocols used as a part of subsequent data collection efforts. The inclusion of 

practitioners’ ideas in the development of this research study was used to help the 

researcher construct a study that has been shaped by their interests and experiences in the 

field. The study that emerged is one designed to affect changes in the practice field and 

address issues regarding curriculum and instruction as suggested by teachers in the pilot 

study. 

Teachers included in the pilot study reviewed and critiqued a concept paper 

regarding how students are socialized through secondary school language arts 
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curriculum. They also reviewed and critiqued a sample interview protocol for this study 

which focused on their conceptions of culture as well as how they used aspects of 

students’ culture as a part of their implementation of secondary school language arts 

curriculum. Practitioners included in the pilot study contributed to the development of 

this study by offering suggestions about theories and practices they believed were 

excluded from the original concept paper. The instruments for this proposed study were 

piloted with teachers who were not be considered for participation in this study because 

they taught English/Language Arts at the middle school level and this proposed study 

focused on the experiences of high school English/Language Arts teachers in South 

Florida. The teachers included in the pilot study made suggestions regarding questions 

that were not being considered in the original interview protocol (now the preliminary 

interview protocol) and causes for confusion in the presentation of this research to other 

participants.  

The purpose of sharing preliminary research ideas and including teachers 

interested in this study in the development of instruments for data collection was to help 

the researcher and these teachers develop a familiar and dialogic relationship to facilitate 

the execution of this research study. In alignment with the concept of radical love, 

including teachers as a part of the development of this research study also works to 

develop a relationship of trust between the researcher and participants. According to 

Liefshitz (2015), the researcher’s presence influences teachers’ conversations to focus 

either on the agenda of the researcher or guides them toward some generalized academic 

discussion. In an attempt to make the researcher a trustworthy and familiar presence for 

participants, the intention was to demythologize the role of the researcher in the 
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classroom as a looming presence. In this way teachers understand they have power as a 

part of the research process and “some degree of freedom as far as what they could talk 

about” (Liefshitz, 2015, p. 15).  

School Sites and Participants  

Eight teachers participated in this study from four high schools in two South 

Florida school districts. At the time of this study, participating teachers provided 

English/Language arts instruction to students at various grade levels. These students also 

performed at different skill levels, including advanced placement, honors, at level, and 

remedial students. Each high school included in this study serves students in grades 9 – 

12 from communities in the cities of Coconut Creek, Coral Springs, and Delray Beach. 

The schools represent diversity in terms of their size and student populations with three 

schools serving a predominantly Black/African American/Non-Hispanic student 

population and two schools serving a predominantly white/Non-Hispanic student 

population.  The vision and mission statements for each of these schools emphasize the 

importance of serving the educational needs of its respective communities and students. 

These efforts include providing students with engaging and rigorous curriculum, as well 

as fostering professional collaborations and community partnerships to prepare students 

for success after high school and to be lifelong learners.   

Teachers who participated in this study volunteered to do so only after 

considering the ways in which their professional interests as practitioners converged with 

the researcher’s interests regarding the development of pedagogical practices that address 

issues of diversity in the classroom and help students develop personal connections with 

the current secondary school language arts curriculum used in their respective 
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classrooms. The most important aspect common to all teachers who participated in this 

study was that they claimed to already use culturally responsive teaching practices in 

their respective classrooms and encourage students to think about concepts of self and 

culture in relation to the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. 

The teachers who participated in this study included 3 African American women, 2 

Hispanic women, 2 Caucasian women, and 1Caucasian male. Some participating teachers 

have more than twenty years of teaching experience and taught English/Language Arts in 

the same school district for a majority of their careers. At this time of this study, 

participating teachers’ experiences in the practice field included:  

Table 2 

Summary of Participants’ Teaching Experiences 

Participant 
School 

Site 

Years 

Teaching 

Years 

Teaching in 

Respective 

County 

 

Subject/Grade 

Level of 

students during 

classroom visit 

Skill level of students 

during classroom 

visit 

Teacher A 1 15 14 English IV/12th  Honors 

Teacher B 1 8 8 English IV/12th  At Level 

Teacher C 1 26 20 English IV/12th  Advanced Placement  

Teacher D 2 28 12 English IV/12th  Advanced Placement  

Teacher E 2 16  2 ½  English II/10th  At Level  

Teacher F 3 20 4 English I/9th  At Level  

Teacher G 3 13 13 English II/10th Honors   

Teacher H 4 4 4 English I/9th  No Visit 

 

Participants’ professional experiences were not limited to teaching English/Language 

Arts throughout their teaching careers. Some participating teachers taught courses in 

women’s studies, reading, research, journalism, debate, and theater; while others also 
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have experience as school leaders and the heads of their respective English departments. 

Participants also came from diverse education backgrounds; these teachers pursued 

studies in various disciplines including teaching, curriculum and instruction, education 

leadership, English, English education, English literature, African pedagogy and Black 

studies.     

Data Collection 

Data collection for this study occurred in three phases with each participant. All 

participants agreed to engage in each part of the data collection process. The process for 

data collection included a preliminary audiotaped interview, classroom observation, and 

culminating audiotaped interview. Each participant participated in a one-on-one 

audiotaped preliminary interview, classroom observation in which the researcher 

observed one full lesson of the teacher’s choice, and one-on-one audiotaped culminating 

interview with the researcher.  

Data collection was designed to allow teachers to construct meaningful data 

through interactions, behavior, and dialogue and identify the ways participants believe 

the use their pedagogical practices to help students make connections with the current 

secondary school language arts curriculum. Consistent with Schwandt (1999) who 

suggested that understanding is a relational conception in which true understanding 

occurs through the development of a meaningful dialogue through which there is an 

exploration of one’s own preconceptions, interviews served as the primary source of data 

for this hermeneutic phenomenological study.  

The purpose of each interview process was to facilitate critical reflection among 

teachers regarding their experiences and practices in the field by establishing a dialogic 
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relationship between teachers and the researcher (Schwandt, 1997). The establishment of 

a dialogic relationship between teachers and the researcher was intended to facilitate an 

exploration of teachers’ own experiences regarding their pedagogical practices as they 

consider how their pedagogical practices have been affected by education reform as well 

as how they respond and react to education reform as a part of their pedagogical 

practices. Questions used as a part of the protocols for the preliminary interview and 

culminating interview were designed to help teachers reflect on their experiences, 

describe the climate of the field in which they practice, and consider how their 

pedagogical practices conform to or challenge the structural and normative assumptions 

of the practice field in the development and implementation of their practices as they 

navigate the changes in the practice field and create spaces to utilize culturally responsive 

pedagogy in their implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum. As a secondary source of data, classroom observations were used to help the 

researcher consider how culturally responsive pedagogy is represented as a part of 

participants’ practices in the classroom and how they may actively create spaces in their 

classrooms as a part of a lesson to respond and react to changes that have affected their 

pedagogical practice due to reforms in education. 

Interviews: Preliminary and Culminating 

The audiotaped preliminary interview
1
 was designed to foster an opportunity for 

the practitioners who agreed to participate in this study to reflect on and describe the 

climate and/or context in which they practice. Questions for the preliminary audiotaped 

interview centered on participants’ teaching background and experiences in an effort for 

them to consider the ways in which they believed their pedagogical practices align or do 
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not align with the state board of education adopted standards that govern their 

pedagogical practices and practices field. Similarly, questions for the culminating 

audiotaped
2
 interview were designed to focus on teachers’ experiences; however this 

interview also facilitated an opportunity for teachers to reflect on their pedagogical 

practices in relation to their most recent lesson. As a part of the culminating audiotaped 

interview, teachers were asked to reflect on their most recent implementation of current 

secondary school language arts curriculum and consider how they believe it reaffirmed or 

contradicted the answers they provided during the preliminary interview regarding their 

successes and struggles with facilitating student engagement with current secondary 

school language arts curriculum. The culminating audiotaped interview helped teachers 

consider their pedagogical practice in relation to the ways in which they believed their 

pedagogical practices actually resisted or maintained the political and ideological 

structures that govern their practice field.  

Ayers et al. (2008) suggested that teachers’ experiences of curriculum have been 

studied in multiple forms in which discourses and narratives “can become a focus of 

complaint, revelation, triumph, and defeat” (p. 307) in the practice field. Citing Berlin 

(1980), Ayers et al. suggested that attempting to take a heuristic approach to educational 

research in which teachers tell their own stories can be a “messy, complicated picture of 

teacher work with multiple contexts, interpretations, and impositions of curriculum” (p. 

308). However, the interview protocols designed as a part of this study focused on 

helping teachers make meaning of their experiences as opposed to mere storytelling (Gay 

& Kirkland, 2003). Interview questions emphasized teachers’ reflections on the 

pedagogical practices and how they used these practices to create spaces in which they 
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either conform to or challenge the status quo that governs their pedagogical practice. As 

such, focusing on discourses and narratives as a part of this study “is not only a 

valorizing of individuals’ experiences, but also an exploration of the social, cultural, and 

institutional narratives within which individuals’ experiences were constituted, shaped, 

expressed, and enacted […] in a way that begins and ends that inquiry in the storied lives 

of the people involved” (Clandinin & Roseik, 2006, p. 42).  

Classroom Observations 

Prior to completing the culminating interview, teachers agreed to allow the 

researcher to observe a lesson each participant is currently teaching in their respective 

English Language Arts classrooms. The purpose of this process was to observe how 

teachers actually practice in the social and political climate and/or context they described 

during their preliminary interview. As a classroom observer, the researcher examined 

teachers’ pedagogical practice during their actual implementation of secondary school 

language arts curriculum and considered the ways in which they aligned or did not align 

with the answers teachers provided during the preliminary interview. Consistent with the 

study by Godley and Loretto (2013), the observation protocol
3
 focused the researcher’s 

attention on how participating teachers worked to engage students with curricular 

materials as well as how students responded to these pedagogical practices. These authors 

observed student speech and teacher speech, as well as behavior, gestures, and 

interactions among students and teachers in an effort to examine how aspects of 

curriculum and instruction influenced participants’ conceptions of identity, culture and 

power. With respect to this study, the work by Godley and Loretto helped to focus the 

researchers’ attention on particular aspects of the classroom interactions that may affect 
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teachers’ implementation of secondary school language arts curriculum as well as 

students’ ability to engage with it. Weade and Everston (1991) suggested that focusing on 

teachers and/or the process of teaching can provide implications about the phenomenon 

being observed. These authors noted that as a part of observing teachers, it is important to 

observe “patterns of relationships between teacher and students or […] the relationship 

between teaching and the process of learning” (p. 39). In this way, the observer was able 

to gain a better understanding of the relationship between teaching, learning, and 

engagement in the classroom. Irizarry (2007) emphasized the importance of considering 

classroom observations to demonstrate how teachers use their teaching practices to 

respond to the ways students’ cultural identities manifest in the classroom. Rather than 

create a list of practices that affirmed Latino students’ cultural identities in their History 

class, Irizarry used observations to consider the relationship the influence of students’ 

cultural identities on the classroom and teachers’ practices. Through classroom 

observations, Irizarry gained an understanding of the way the culture of the classroom 

was socially constructed and negotiated by all participants (p. 23).  

Data Analysis 

Data analysis for this study occurred utilizing a lens based on the tenets of critical 

pedagogy and postcolonial literary theory. The purpose of data analysis was to consider 

how aspects of deconstruction, reconstruction, and resistance/maintenance manifest in 

participating teachers’ responses to preliminary and culminating interview protocols, as 

well as field notes from classroom observations. Data analysis was designed to be a three 

tier process in which the researcher used individual experiences to consider how 

participating teachers conform to or challenge the structural and normative assumptions 
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of the practice field in the development and implementation of their practices as they 

navigate the changes in the practice field and create spaces to utilize culturally responsive 

pedagogy in their implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum.  

Tier 1 

Data analysis efforts began with transcribing participating teachers’ responses to 

the preliminary interview protocols to establish a context that eventually guided 

classroom observations, and culminating interviews. These aspects of data collection 

were influenced by the way teachers described the social, political, ideological climate in 

which they practice. This stage of data analysis helped to establish a series of categories 

with respect to the context in which teachers practice (Category 1: Context), the ways 

their pedagogical practice help them navigate changes in the field (Category 2: 

Navigation), and the ways they create spaces for culturally relevant pedagogy (Category 

3: Spaces). The establishment of these categories at this stage of the data analysis process 

helped the researcher to determine how responses to culminating interviews and aspects 

of teachers’ actual practice (noted in field notes from classroom observations) align with 

their original conceptions of their respective practices and practice field at a later stage in 

the data analysis. .  

Tier 2 

Data analysis continued with transcribing field notes from classroom observations 

and teachers’ responses to culminating interviews. Utilizing the categories established in 

the examination of teachers’ responses to preliminary interviews, the representation of 

aspects of context, navigation, and spaces were considered in relation to participating 
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teachers’ responses to culminating interviews, and pedagogical practices described in 

field notes from classroom observations. At this stage in the data analysis process 

representations of context, navigation, and spaces from individual participants’ responses 

to preliminary and culminating interviews and classroom observations were compared to 

ascertain if/how these ideas align. Information obtained from teachers’ responses and 

representations of their practice were also considered in relation one another to determine 

what similarities and differences exist among the themes regarding aspects of context, 

navigation, and spaces.  

Tier 3 

Upon determining if similarities and differences exits regarding aspects of 

context, navigation, and spaces in teachers’ responses to preliminary and culminating 

interviews and classroom observations these ideas were organized to reflect aspects of 

deconstruction, reconstruction, and resistance/maintenance. The researcher attempted to 

establish themes in relation to notions of deconstruction, reconstruction, and 

resistance/maintenance to consider if/how teachers’ pedagogical practices conform to or 

challenge the structural and normative assumptions of the practice field. In this way 

teachers and the researcher and can gain an understanding of the ways aspects of context, 

navigation, and spaces are a function of deconstruction, reconstruction, and 

resistance/maintenance of the status quo in their implementation.  

Data Analysis as Liberatory Praxis 

The process of data analysis for this study was intended to be a tool for liberatory 

praxis for participants and the researchers. Although participating in culminating 

interviews was a part of the data collection process, it also encouraged teachers to reflect 
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on their responses from preliminary interviews, as well as their most recent teaching 

experience. As a tool for data analysis culminating interviews were designed to facilitate 

conscientization among teachers with respect to their pedagogical practice by 

encouraging them to consider whether the ways they describe/think about their 

pedagogical practices are actually represented in their implementation. Moreover, 

practitioners could consider if/how to affect changes to their practice and/or practice field 

to reflect their original conceptions of their pedagogical practice.  

For the researcher, the data analysis process engages the researcher in the process of 

conscientization, critical reflection, and transformation of consciousness. This process 

encourages the researcher to reflect on the information gathered as a part of data 

collection and develop an awareness with respect to if/how pedagogical practices are a 

function deconstruction, reconstruction, and resistance/maintenance for teachers. 

Ultimately, the use of data analysis as liberatory praxis is apparent in an explanation of 

the findings. The themes generated as a part of data analysis informed the researcher’s 

perspectives regarding if/how participating teachers’ pedagogical practices were used to 

affect changes in the practice field, create spaces for culturally responsive pedagogy, and 

navigate changes due to education reform.  

This study utilized a hermeneutic phenomenological approach to qualitative 

research that aims to help teachers establish their voices in the field by bringing 

awareness to the social, political, and ideological climates in which they operate. Its 

design also worked to validate teachers’ perspectives, experiences, and voices as tools for 

professional development by emphasizing how the current use of teachers’ pedagogical 

practices can create spaces in which they conform to or challenge the hegemonic 
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structures that may impede their social, academic, and professional growth. Gay and 

Kirkland (2003) maintained that critical reflection increases accountability among 

teachers because it requires them to be more aware of their practice and its impact on the 

field, their students, and professional growth/development. As a construct of critical 

pedagogy and postcolonial theory, critical reflection on one’s own pedagogical practice 

prompts teachers and educational researchers to analyze the ways changes in the field of 

education have affected their pedagogical practice, academic philosophies, and identity 

development as educators. As a tool for qualitative inquiry, the intended goal of critical 

reflection is to help teachers redefine their practices in relation to the world by making 

personal connections curriculum in and instructional practices to transform teaching and 

learning into more relevant, effective, and affective processes for teachers and students 

alike. 

Validity and Reflexivity 

As a part of a critical approach to qualitative research, themes generated as a part 

of data analysis were shared with the teachers who participated in this study (Creswell & 

Miller, 2000) so they can judge the accuracy and credibility of the interpretation of their 

responses to the interviews and notes on their practice from classroom observation as a 

part of the findings (Creswell, 2013, p. 252). Creswell and Miller (2000) asserted that 

bringing subjects into the research process to “examine narratives and attest to its 

credibility” (p. 128) and contributes to determining the trustworthiness of the findings. In 

reviewing this information, participants considered the implications of their contributions 

for the practice field with respect to creating spaces for culturally relevant pedagogy in 

secondary school English/Language arts classrooms and navigating the changes that 
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occur in the practice field due to reforms in education. This worked to enhance the 

validity and reflexivity of this research process because it fostered an opportunity for 

teachers to uphold or reject these research findings based on how the researcher’s 

interpretations of their experiences related to their interpretations of these experiences. 

This process was intended to empower teachers since it worked to validate their 

experiences and perspectives as professional knowledge that can improve their practice 

and potentially lead to establishment of new pedagogical practices that work toward 

facilitating student engagement with secondary school language arts curriculum. As a 

part of this study, it can also work to transform teachers’ pedagogical practices by 

potentially demonstrating for practitioners the ways in which educational theories 

undergird their pedagogical practice as well as use their pedagogical practices to the 

political and ideological structure that govern their pedagogical practice and practice 

field. 

Limitations 

The limitations of this research study included the number of participants that were 

considered as a part of it. Some language arts teachers expressed that constraints of the 

social and political climate of the education system with respect to standardized testing 

limited their opportunities and willingness to participate in this study. As such 

participants included only those who expressed an interest in improving their practice 

through an exploration of how they use pedagogical practices to help students make 

connections to secondary school language arts curriculum.  Another limitation of this 

study was the inability to include students’ perspectives. Although education research 

emphasizes the importance of including students’ perspectives in studies regarding their 
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engagement with curriculum (Dockter et al., 2010; Rudduck, 2007; Smyth, 2006), the 

school districts included as a part of this study limited the researcher’s ability to interact 

with students as a part of the research process. As such, students’ voices could not be 

considered to determine how well teachers’ instructional practices worked to helped them 

make connections with the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum.  

Delimitations 

 The delimitations for this study also included considering the implications of the 

teachers’ experiences with the use of their pedagogical practices only in the subject area 

of English Language Arts. This subject area was chosen because historically 

English/Language Arts has been established to represent society, its values, and belief 

system. As such teaching English has represented the institutionalization of societal 

norms in a society through education, and specifically through curriculum and 

instruction. Considering English/Language Arts as a part of this study is intended to 

facilitate an understanding of how a subject area once used to socially reproduce societal 

norms and hierarchies of difference is being used as a tool for deconstruction, 

reconstruction, resistance/maintenance of oppressive practices that govern the field of 

education. 
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CHAPTER 4: DATA AND EMERGENT THEMES

Data collected as a part of this hermeneutic phenomenological was used to gain 

an understanding of participating teachers’ pedagogical practices regarding the ways they 

navigate changes in the practice field and create spaces to utilize culturally responsive 

pedagogy in their classrooms. In this chapter, data and emergent themes will be presented 

to reflect aspects of Context, Navigation, and Spaces in an effort to represent 

participating teachers’ pedagogical practices and the environment in which teachers teach 

and students learn. Participating teachers’ experiences is used in each section to establish 

ideas that describe the social, political, ideological context in which teachers practice.  

Ideas emerged as a part of this study from interviews with teachers who have 

experience teaching the secondary school language arts curriculum currently used in 

grades 9-12 in two South Florida school districts. As a part of their preliminary and 

culminating interviews, participating high school English/Language Arts teachers shared 

their perceptions of education reform, the teaching profession, their practice field, and 

their pedagogical practices. As they reflected on their teaching experiences, participating 

teachers discussed 

1. Their professional identities in terms of their respective teaching styles and 

the role of pedagogy in their classrooms  

2. The effects of current education reform on their practice field and pedagogical 

practices  
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3. The ways they navigate changes in the practice field and help students make 

meaningful connections with the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum 

These overarching ideas reflect participating teachers’ responses to the prescribed 

curriculum, changes that occurred in their respective practices due to education reform, 

and issues regarding student engagement with the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum.  

Context 

Throughout this section participating teachers shared their perceptions regarding 

the factors that shape their professional identities and practice field. These teachers 

discussed how their professional identities and pedagogical practices have been shaped 

by their experiences with education reform, the standards and curriculum. Their 

narratives demonstrate how participating teachers’ professional identities and 

pedagogical practices are a reflection of the practice field. 

Perceptions of Professional Identity 

As a part of this study, the concept of professional identity for participating 

teachers was based on how they described their teaching style/academic philosophy, and 

the role of pedagogy in the classroom (Preliminary Interview Questions 2 and 17). In 

discussing these ideas as a part of their preliminary interviews, participating teachers’ 

responses revealed narratives about their roles in the classroom and how they believed 

they worked to engage students in their classrooms and meet students’ needs. These 

narratives emphasized the importance of focusing on students’ well-being and 

empowering students as a part of teachers’ pedagogy. Participating teachers’ perceptions 

of professional identity contributed to this study’s understanding of the context in which 
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teachers practice by providing insight into what they believe it means to be a culturally 

responsive English/Language Arts teacher in South Florida. According to the teachers 

who participated in this study, to be a culturally responsive English/Language Arts 

teacher in South Florida includes continuously reflecting on their teaching experiences as 

a part of their pedagogy, being flexible in their pedagogical practice, and being student-

centered in their approaches to implementing the curriculum to facilitate student 

engagement with the curriculum. 

Participating Teachers’ Experiences 

Teacher C suggested that understanding the role of pedagogy and developing 

practices in the classroom becomes second nature once teachers have actual teaching 

experience. She emphasized the importance of teachers’ experiences in facilitating the 

role of pedagogy in the classroom since “it takes time to learn how to be an effective 

teacher”. Teacher C suggested that it is more important for younger teachers to consider 

pedagogy and research as a part of their teaching practice because this is when they begin 

to develop their pedagogical practices and professional identities; however, with 

experience the choices teachers make in their classroom “become more natural.”  

With respect to the development of her own pedagogical practice, Teacher C 

maintained that she relies heavily on her experiences to determine which materials and 

literary works give students the opportunities to learn the skills that will help them be 

successful on the Advanced Placement English IV exam. Teacher C described her 

teaching style as one that involves rigor and consistency in her practices and assessments, 

as well as student engagement. She emphasized the importance of “making personal 

connections with students and getting to know them” to consider “what students know, 

where they are, [and] select which work […] may work best for a certain group.”  
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Reflecting on her own teaching experience, Teacher D emphasized the 

importance of teachers being flexible in their pedagogical practices. She suggested that it 

is “not a big deal” for teachers to be flexible because her experience has taught her that 

regardless of the students’ skill levels she may not “necessarily have to teach certain 

lessons strictly by the book if there are alternative ways of meeting learning objectives.” 

Teacher D expressed that “the longer I’ve been teaching, the more confident I feel that I 

can buck the system so to speak.” Along with Teachers A and C, Teacher D 

acknowledged that because she works with English IV students she enjoys freedom to do 

things with these students that she cannot do in her other classes (since she also teaches 

English II). One way Teacher D enjoys this freedom as a part of her teaching practice is 

through the use of contemporary mediums (articles, videos, etc.) to facilitate students’ 

engagement with the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum.  

Teacher D described her teaching style as student-centered, flexible, discussion-

based, and reflective. Teacher D maintained that she is trying to teach students to be 

reflective and that entails “more than being authoritative. I want [students] to take the 

lead, [in the classroom] and I’m trying to teach them to do that.” Regarding the 

development of her pedagogy, Teacher D emphasized the importance of being reflective 

and updating her teaching practices. With more than twenty years of teaching experience, 

Teacher D acknowledged that it is important for all teachers to 

keep up to date with research to a certain degree; what's going on [and] what 

[people are] doing, visiting classes, and try the strategies [...] not sticking with 

what you've always done and not being afraid to try new things [in the 

classroom]. 
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Consistent with this idea of teachers continuously learning from their experiences, 

Teacher A emphasized the importance of “[knowing] your audience, to see what they 

need, and […] reflect constantly on what is effective with them.” Teacher A suggested 

that the role of pedagogy in the classroom encourages teachers to be flexible in their 

practice and understand what techniques may be most effective with certain groups of 

students. She noted that there “certainly are techniques that are more engaging than 

others” and it is important “to be flexible in the job.” One way Teacher A is flexible in 

her pedagogical practice is by engaging students in shared decision making in the 

classroom. When planning for her classroom, Teacher A considers feedback from 

previous students, and provides current students with the opportunity to choose the texts 

they will use throughout the school year to fulfill their curricular requirements. This 

practice is employed by several teachers who participated in this study (Teachers A, B, C, 

D, and H) so that teachers can engage students with the curriculum by using texts in 

which students expressed interest in reading as a part of their class. According to Teacher 

A, this practice supports her pedagogy and facilitates student engagement in her 

classroom because when “students are more engaged with the literature everything else 

falls into place.” Moreover, this practice shares power with students in the classroom and 

gives them control over their learning by involving them in making decisions for the 

classroom with respect to curricular content.  

Teacher A described her teaching style as thoughtful, inclusive, flexible, and 

sensitive. She worked to create a student-centered classroom in which she used her 

pedagogical practice to empower students to be independent thinkers and scholars. In an 

effort to empower students as part of her pedagogical practice, Teacher A refers to her 

students as scholars and professors when addressing them in class to help her students 
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“see themselves as a part of an academic setting”. Since she teaches twelfth
 
grade, 

Teacher A emphasized the importance of college and career readiness among her 

students. She recognized that what she teaches her students in their final year of high 

school should “carry over for next year and to the next year when [they] are this 

independent student.” Reflecting on the practice of addressing students as scholars and 

professors, Teacher A suggested that she wants her students to realize “that they will 

have some tools to know what to do [after high school]; [and that they] have some 

expertise.”  

Much like Teachers A, C, and D, Teacher B emphasized the importance for 

teachers to be flexible in their respective practices to best meet their students’ needs. She 

noted that as a part of her own pedagogical practice, she makes choices in her classroom 

based on students’ interests, maturity levels, and experiences, especially when discussing 

hot button issues in class. Teacher B recalled that this school year when she switched 

from teaching twelfth grade honors students to twelfth grade at level students she was 

forced to reevaluate her approaches to more effectively engage this group of students 

with certain pieces of literature in the curriculum. She suggested that her colleagues 

might have tried to tell her that at level students “don't have the same stamina or interest 

as honors students” to read Hamlet. As such, she “was a little nervous about [teaching] 

Hamlet” and “honestly thought it would be more of a struggle”. However in considering 

what approaches would work best to engage her students with this text, Teacher B noted 

that she “gave them some background; and instead of opening it straight away with the 

novel […] opened it with a clip from the movie and that helped” to facilitate her students’ 

interests and understanding with the text.  
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Teacher B suggested that her teaching style is informal, conversational, creative, 

informative, and innovative; and that she tries to use her pedagogical practice to help 

them make connections between contemporary issues and literature from the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. Teacher B maintained that her 

students often drive the discussion in her classroom and would often tell her that they are 

not given the opportunity to talk about certain topics anywhere else in terms of race and 

gender. She noted that “there are lots of communities that […] influx – a lot of second 

generation students and people, especially students, grappling with different kinds of 

ideas around identity, and English is always a great place to do that.” She suggested that 

the role of pedagogy in her classroom is to develop and implement teaching practices that 

help students make connections with the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum. According to Teacher B,  

if my pedagogy is lacking; if my approach is weird; if my teaching isn't on point; 

it doesn't matter what else is happening. The lesson itself can be the best. The 

content could be great, but if I'm not teaching it in ways that connects [sic] [with 

the students] and makes sense then I don't think it'll be effective. 

Teacher E also noted that pedagogy is “the most important thing” in her 

classroom. According to Teacher E, the role of pedagogy in her classroom is “the way I 

present the curriculum, the way [students] respond to it, the way I guide them, and do 

whatever the standards are.” Teacher E suggested that considering students’ rights to 

equal education and their ability to learn is an integral part of her teaching style/academic 

philosophy. She maintained that her pedagogical practice is grounded in aspects of 

coaching and reflection to create a classroom environment that promotes ongoing 

learning and gives her students every opportunity to improve their performance in her 
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class. Teacher E noted that her pedagogical practice provides students with opportunities 

to “come talk to me and we will see how I can help [them] do better. Students pick their 

goals and I help them get there, but they have to do the work.” She suggested that as a 

practitioner she tries to be gentle, but firm in her approach to interacting with her 

students. 

While Teacher E noted that she considers students’ interests, likes, and dislikes in 

her lesson planning, she also emphasized that the Florida Standards Assessment weighs 

heavily as a part of her rationale for the choices she makes in her classroom. As a tenth 

grade teacher, she is tasked with helping her students to be successful in understanding 

the curriculum and meeting the standards to pass this state mandated test. As such, 

Teacher E emphasized accountability on the parts of teachers and students as an integral 

part of students’ success in the classroom. Teacher E continued to say that “how invested 

teachers are in their careers is going to make a huge difference in the experience the kids 

have in your class.” 

As a ninth-grade English/Language Arts teacher, Teacher F is also responsible for 

preparing her students to pass the Florida Standards Assessment. In discussing the role of 

pedagogy in her classroom, Teacher F emphasized the importance of organization and 

structure as a part of her pedagogical practice because she believes providing students 

with a classroom routine or structure helps to facilitate their learning. Teacher F 

maintained that her pedagogical practice is student-centered because she works to 

facilitate her students’ success by giving them examples and feedback to set a foundation 

for the type of work they are expected to do as high school freshmen and sophomores. 

“As you can see”, she said providing me with handouts for the lesson she is about to 

teach, “I give them a template. I go all through with them; I take them step by step [so 
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that] when we are done discussing they can tell me the parts of an essay.” While she 

described her teaching style as one that emphasizes creativity, Teacher F also suggested 

that she tries “to have everything as organized as possible and be as available to [her 

students] as possible” to answer students’ questions and provide a structured environment 

to facilitate student learning as a part of her pedagogical practice. 

Consistent with the definition of culturally responsive pedagogy, it can be argued 

that Teacher F’s practice still attempts to make learning relevant and effective for 

students by providing them with organization and structure that will ultimately help them 

move forward in their academic careers. It is also possible to suggest that Teacher F’s 

practice continues to take students’ well-being into consideration by working to set a 

foundation that facilitates student success on the state mandated Florida Standards 

Assessment. However as a teacher who believes she utilizes culturally responsive 

pedagogy in her classroom, her approach to implementing the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum is more akin to Freire’s (1970) banking concept in 

which teachers deposit information into students when teaching and withdraw it when 

assessing their proficiency.  

While Teachers G and H are also charged with preparing students for the Florida 

Standards Assessment, their respective pedagogical practices are not inextricably linked 

to this task. Both teachers acknowledged that there are aspects of their respective 

teaching style that are teacher-directed and repetitive (i.e., providing students with 

background information on a topic or administering an assessment). However, Teacher G 

described his teaching style/academic philosophy as one grounded in developing personal 

relationships with students, enthusiasm and, exploration; and Teacher H suggested that 

her teaching style is student-centered since it is creative, hands-on, and kid friendly.  
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For Teacher G, the role of pedagogy in his classroom centers on student 

engagement and developing relationships with his students. Throughout his preliminary 

interview, Teacher G whole-heartedly maintained that “the one thing I do pretty well is 

develop relationships with the kids. We banter quite a bit [and] I genuinely enjoy the 

class, I genuinely enjoy the kids”. He suggested that his pedagogical practice is based on 

his ability to “relate [whatever I am teaching] to [my students] in some way I think it’s 

engaging.” Regarding his rationale for the choices he makes in his classroom, Teacher G 

emphasized that his professional identity is not hinged on the prescribed curriculum. He 

maintained that he did not rely heavily on the prescribed curriculum as a part of his 

implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. On 

this subject, Teacher G stated, 

I’m not the Collections textbook […] it doesn’t matter what I am teaching, what 

they are reading, the same skills are being taught no matter what it is. The 

material I choose oftentimes is material that I found kids connected to in some 

way and also ties into maybe the skill I’m trying to teach at the time. 

With respect to the role of pedagogy in her classroom, Teacher H also emphasized 

the importance of catering to her students’ needs first so they can more easily relate to the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. Regarding her pedagogical 

approaches to implementing the curriculum, Teacher H said that “if [the students] don't 

understand [something], I'm going to bring something for them to understand.” She 

suggested that her teaching style is instinctive and inclusive of students’ perspectives 

because she chooses to “bring in current information […] to make [curriculum] relatable, 

[so that students are] not afraid of it.” 
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Culturally Responsive Teaching 

In discussing their teaching style/academic philosophy and the role of pedagogy 

in the classroom, participating teachers identified pedagogical choices they make in their 

classroom. Participating teachers’ discussions of their pedagogical choices revealed what 

they believe it means to be a culturally responsive English/Language Arts teacher in 

South Florida. Most dominant in these perceptions was the importance of maintaining 

humanism in education as a part of their pedagogy to help students make connections 

with the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum and effectively 

engage them with it. All participating teachers suggested that culturally responsive 

teachers engage in continuous reflection on their teaching experiences, are flexible in 

their pedagogical practices, and are student-centered in their approaches to implementing 

the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. The relationship among 

these ideas contributes to the understanding of the phenomenon for this study regarding 

how teachers develop and implement their pedagogical practices amidst education reform 

and growing diversity in their practice field.  

In discussing their teaching styles/academic philosophies and the role of 

pedagogy in the classroom, participating teachers suggested that since students’ needs 

vary in their classrooms, so do the ways in which they diversify the curriculum as a part 

of their respective pedagogical practices. For some teachers diversifying the curriculum 

may mean to make it more inclusive of materials that represent different social and 

political perspectives (i.e., Teachers A, B, D, G, and H); while for others diversifying the 

curriculum may mean to provide materials that are better suited to students’ level of 

understanding (i.e., Teachers C, E, and F). Regardless of their rationales for choices they 

make in their classrooms and pedagogical approaches to implementing the curriculum, 
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participating teachers emphasized the importance of learning from their experiences to 

draw on tried and true approaches to implementing the curriculum; as well as learning 

from one another and updating their practices to more effectively engage students with 

the curriculum. These teachers acknowledge that their pedagogical approaches may differ 

in implementing the same prescribed curriculum depending on their resources, objectives, 

and students’ needs and abilities. However, they all maintain that reflection, flexibility, 

and student-centeredness in their pedagogy enables them “to consider the big picture and 

think about what [they’re] trying to help students achieve and go from there” (Teacher 

C). As such, participating teachers emphasized that teachers are not abandoning or 

challenging aspects of curriculum at a whim. Instead participating teachers’ suggested 

that their pedagogical practices are reflective of changes that occur in the field as well as 

the various needs of their students. Furthermore participating teachers’ experiences with 

curriculum demonstrate how they are able to develop and implement practices that allow 

them to navigate changes in the field with respect to education reform and growing 

diversity in their classrooms, as well as help their students make meaningful connections 

to the curriculum.  

Standards Versus Standardization 

At the time of this study, the implementation of secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum was guided by the Language Arts Florida Standards 

(LAFs). Throughout this section, participating teachers described the types of changes 

they experienced throughout their careers due to education reform, and how these 

changes have affected their pedagogical practices. These ideas include favorable and 

unfavorable responses to the prescribed curriculum, barriers to implementing the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum, and factors participating teachers 
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believe are necessary for engaging students with the curriculum. Consideration of these 

ideas helps to further establish the context in which teachers practice since it facilitates an 

understanding of how participating teachers believe their respective school cultures and 

pedagogical practices are affected by education reform and growing diversity in the 

practice field (Preliminary Interview Questions 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, and 10).  

All teachers who participated in this study indicated that their pedagogical 

practices were affected by education reform to some extent. For participating teachers 

this occurred with respect to their instructional practices, the curriculum used in their 

classrooms, or classroom activities and assignments that have been excluded from their 

respective teaching practice. Regardless of how they felt the effects of recent education 

reform in their classrooms, all teachers who participated in this study agreed that 

education reform changes the cultures of their classrooms and ultimately their schools.  

For all teachers who participated in this study, the prescribed curriculum included 

the required textbook or suggested resources for their respective grade levels, as well as 

any classroom activities and assessments they were required to administer to their 

students throughout the marking period. Of the eight teachers who participated in this 

study four responded favorably to the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum and four responded unfavorably to it. An examination of participating 

teachers’ favorable and unfavorable responses toward the prescribed curriculum 

contributes to this study’s understanding of how teachers believe they are limited or 

enjoy freedom to teach in their classroom. 

Favorable Responses to Prescribed Curriculum 

The four teachers who responded favorably (Teachers C, D, E and F) to the 

prescribed curriculum described it as “adaptable and diverse” (Teacher E). These teachers 
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suggested that it provided them with opportunities to incorporate supplemental materials 

and differentiated instructional practices into their implementation of the prescribed 

curriculum. They also maintained that the current secondary school English/Language 

Arts curriculum provides them with opportunities to respond to students’ needs because 

there is “a lot of leeway […] to really figure out what would work best with this group [of 

students]” (Teacher C) and “look at the standards so we can see where we want the 

students to be when we’re done” (Teacher D).  

In describing her impressions of the prescribed curriculum, Teacher F suggested 

that the curriculum is inclusive of students’ needs because it “is constantly asking for us 

to break things down for the students. It does expect for us to re-teach, it does expect for 

us to provide feedback, [and] to ask complex questions.” Teachers E and F maintained 

that they used the prescribed curriculum extensively in their classrooms. As ninth and 

tenth grade teachers, they suggested that they use the objectives from the prescribed 

curriculum to structure their lessons and prepare students for the Florida Standards 

Assessment. Teacher E touted the way the prescribed curriculum resembled the Florida 

standards Assessment. She maintained that the Collections textbook is “a solid book. It 

has good stories. I like the way it’s set up. I like how it mirrors what they have to do on 

the FSA. I like how the standards are right in the book.”  

Teachers E and F suggested that neither of them had experienced many changes 

in their classrooms due to education reform during their time with their respective school 

districts. However, Teacher F observed that she “used to be able to be more creative” in 

her classroom, “but there's not enough time for that” now. Throughout her preliminary 

interview, Teacher F made it extremely clear that she “learned early on that you have to 

teach what the district has asked you to teach.” Teacher F maintained that her teaching “is 
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based on what the curriculum has laid out” because although principals enjoy seeing 

creativity in the classroom, sometimes students’ scores do not reflect teachers’ innovative 

efforts and lessons. “They pay me to teach what they asked me to teach and they made 

that very clear.” As such, Teacher F noted that she had to take activities and assignment 

out of her lesson plans because teachers have to “make sure the kids are passing the 

FSA.” For example, “we are learning not to spend too much time on one skill area, but 

not to neglect that skill either (i.e., grammar). I had to take the research paper out of my 

curriculum because I had to make sure the kids are passing their FSA test.” Similarly, 

Teacher E noted that preparing students for the Florida Standards Assessment is a heavy 

burden on tenth grade teachers, but that “one of my jobs is to prepare these kids for the 

expectations that they need to make a passing mark so that they can graduate.” Regarding 

her use of the prescribed curriculum Teacher F said, “the way the state of Florida has it, 

you can say I want to teach whatever I want to teach; but if that child is not prepared for 

this test, it is not just for the semester they would have a low grade, it’s they may not 

graduate.”  

Teacher G suggested that this approach to implementing the curriculum is 

problematic for teachers and students. He maintained that for the purpose of passing the 

Florida Standards Assessment  

we should probably expose [students] to [the types of questions they will see on 

the test], but at the price of cutting back on everything else we’re supposed to be 

doing in the classroom? When it pulls us out of something - that's the problem 

[…] we never have the chance to teach the basic skills. 

Teacher G said he tends not to use the prescribed curriculum exclusively in his 

classroom. He maintained that the field of education is too “focused on common 
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assessment, but the kids may not have the skills to answer the questions and [teachers] 

are not at the point of authentic training that makes us better” to provide instruction. 

While Teacher G was not among the teachers who respond favorably to the prescribed 

curriculum, he did say that “if I do use something, I will always tweak it to fit the need.”  

Unfavorable Responses to Prescribed Curriculum 

Teacher G maintained that based on what he has “seen in [the Collections] book 

there are a lot of things here and there that are probably fine, but there’s [sic] also some 

things that kids are not going to latch onto or be interested in.” Similarly, Teacher A said 

that she is “not a fan of the Collections textbook” because it focuses too much on 

nonfiction texts and it falls short in certain skill areas depending on what is emphasized 

by the textbook (i.e., the inclusion of nonfiction works vs. fictional works, the use of 

literary devices, etc.). Teacher A noted that she “rarely [uses] the Collections textbook” 

because she does not feel this is what her students need. Regarding the curricular content, 

Teacher A suggested that diversity is lacking from the prescribed English/Language Arts 

curriculum and “there needs to be more inclusiveness in terms of racial diversity, in terms 

of gender diversity, definitely sexual orientation diversity, and actual literature.”  

Consistent with this idea that the prescribed curriculum excludes diverse 

perspectives, Teacher B maintained that she would “definitely encourage [teachers] to 

infuse their own ideas and infuse other material to accompany what’s there.” She 

suggested that the prescribed curriculum 

is useful in terms of organization, [since] it is arranged thematically. Often it is 

useful in terms of student development to make sure they have exposure to things 

that I may not [consider]. So it is helpful in terms of organization and structure 

and providing a good starting point for where to go. 
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However it “isn’t fully reflective and replicates marginalized status” of diverse 

perspectives. Teacher B maintained that her students are “represented [as a part of the 

curriculum], but it is still an aside.” She suggested that the prescribed curriculum makes 

an attempt to include works and authors from diverse backgrounds, “but it never has the 

same intentional weight that…the canons get.” Teacher H suggested that if students 

cannot relate to the curriculum, they will not be able to understand it. She maintained that 

her students “don’t understand the reading material because they can’t relate to it” and 

“want to see themselves in the [curriculum]”.  

The four teachers who responded unfavorably to the prescribed curriculum 

(Teachers A, B, G, and H) described it as limited and exclusionary with respect to diverse 

perspectives. These teachers suggested that since the prescribed curriculum is not 

necessarily reflective of their students they emphasize the importance of students’ well-

being as a part of their pedagogy. Regardless of participating teachers’ responses to the 

prescribed curriculum, they all suggested that they try to modify the curriculum to some 

extent to meet their students’ needs. Much like their perceptions of their teaching style 

and the role of pedagogy in their classrooms, participating teachers’ impressions of the 

prescribed curriculum continue to emphasize the importance of being inclusive and 

flexible with respect to their implementation of the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum in an effort to engage students with it.    

Aspects of Student Engagement With Curriculum: Struggles, Barriers, and 

Necessities 

Participating teachers agree that “curriculum changes from year to year” (Teacher 

C); for instance, “there have been some tweaks to the curriculum here and there […] in 

terms of the standards, we’re doing LAFs or we’re doing Common Core.” However, an 
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examination of their responses to the prescribed curriculum provides insights into the 

issues that may present challenges to teachers amidst standards driven curriculum. 

Participating teachers identified the struggles and barriers they experienced in their 

implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum, as 

well as factors they believe are necessary to engaging their students with this curriculum 

(Preliminary Interview Question #7 and Culminating Interview follow up to question #2). 

Consistent with teachers’ responses to the prescribed curriculum, participating teachers 

noted that its lack of diverse perspectives affected students’ engagement with the current 

secondary school English Language Arts Curriculum. However, all teachers also cited 

students’ lack of interest in curricular material, students’ lack of motivation to read, and 

students’ lack of skills to participate in their classes as struggles and barriers to engaging 

students with the curriculum. Participating teachers’ suggested that students were least 

engaged with the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum when their 

lessons were lecture-based; whereas their students seemed most engaged with the 

curriculum when teachers’ lessons were discussion-based and facilitated the exploration 

of ideas among students. As they identified their most and least engaging lessons used 

with their students, participating teachers suggested that factors necessary for engaging 

students with the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum provide 

students with the opportunity to contribute to the lesson either by inserting their 

experiences and perspectives into the curriculum or considering other real world 

experiences and perspectives in relation to the curricular content.  

Teachers A, B, G, and H described their most engaging lessons as ones in which 

students were able to explore diverse/marginalized perspectives and include their own 

voices and experiences as a part of the lesson. For these teachers, their most engaging 
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assignments provided students with the opportunity to explore universal themes in 

relation to their own experiences or ideas. For example, Teacher A suggested that her 

most engaging lesson is one in which students compare two epic literary heroes to 

explore the literary concept of heroism through different lenses (culture, gender, race, 

etc.) based on their interpretations of the pieces of literature used as a part of this 

assignment. Similarly Teachers B and H noted that the most engaging lessons for their 

students provided them with opportunities to explore the ideas of discrimination, 

oppression, and privilege as a part of the curriculum and in relation to their own 

experiences.  

Teacher B noted that as a part of her most engaging lesson her students discussed 

the book Night by Elie Wiesel in which students read about the narrator’s experience in 

Auschwitz and Buchenwald from 1944—1945 during the height of the Holocaust. 

Teacher B considered this as her most engaging lesson because the class discussion 

allowed her to help her students make connections beyond the novel and consider how 

oppressive systems come into power. Consistent with her teaching style, this lesson 

encouraged conversations in her classroom about the book as well as students’ thoughts 

and feelings about the larger social issue regarding oppressive systems of power.   

Similarly Teacher H identified the Black History unit as the most engaging lesson 

she uses with her students. According to Teacher H, this lesson is her most engaging 

because it gives students an opportunity to insert their voices into the curriculum by 

sharing their experiences with discrimination in relation to the curricular content. Teacher 

H noted that during her implementation of this lesson “the big thing [at the time] was the 

police brutality or the police discrimination where [students] all had an opinion about 

that.” So for Teacher H the inclusion of students’ opinions about discrimination made it 
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easier for her to teach poetry and literature as a part of this unit because her students’ 

opinions sparked discussion about the topics addressed in the texts. Regarding the lesson 

and the discussion, Teacher H said “It was that unit that kind of sparked the most 

discussion and the most engagement because it was current and they had a voice." 

Teacher G also suggested that the most engaging lesson he uses with his students 

gives them a chance to find their voices (as writers) in his class. Each year, his students 

complete a personal essay in which students write about themselves and later use as a 

part of a lesson on the peer review process in their class. Teacher G noted that this 

assignment helps students to “be more empathetic by stepping outside of themselves and 

consider a perspective different from their own” since they learn about each other 

through the peer review process. He also suggested that students take ownership of the 

assignment not only by writing an essay, but by providing feedback to their peers about 

their writing.  

For these teachers the characteristic of the most engaging lessons used in their 

classrooms included material students were able to relate to on some level that 

encouraged collaboration among students. For instance, Teacher D noted that her 

assignment, the Director’s Notebook (students acted out a scene from Shakespeare’s 

Macbeth), was one in which students took the lead with respect to project planning and 

decision making. Teacher D suggested that this assignment gave students flexibility and 

freedom to approach and present this assignment in the way they wanted. Similarly, 

Teacher E suggested that her most engaging lesson was any assignment in which students 

are able to talk to each other. According to Teacher E, assignments that provide an 

opportunity for interaction allows students to have productive academic discussions and 

does not rely on the teacher talking to them as their primary source of information. 
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While participating teachers have varied impressions as to the assignment or 

lesson that worked well to engage their students, only the inclusion of students’ voices 

can provide true insight into what lessons held their attention throughout the school year 

and why. Teacher C chose not name a specific lesson as her most engaging; instead she 

suggested that the most engaging lesson in her class depends on her students. Teacher C 

maintained that literature is personal and as readers students are able to connect with it in 

different ways or through different assignments that engage them with the text. Moreover 

while Teacher B did name a specific lesson as her most engaging, she also noted that 

“you’ll have to ask one of my students […] and they will have to tell you” which lesson 

worked to engage them the most with the current secondary school English/Language 

Arts curriculum.  

Although participating teachers did not cite grade level as a limitation to their 

respective pedagogical practices, participating teachers who taught 9th and 10th grade 

noted that the objectives and requirements for their students differ because they are 

tasked with preparing their students for the Florida State Assessment. As such, the roles 

and responsibilities differ between ninth and tenth grade teachers versus those of 11th 

and 12th-grade teachers with respect to the extent to which the prescribed curriculum is 

used in their classrooms. All participating teachers maintained they are able to develop 

and implement their pedagogical practices, as well as engage students with the 

curriculum in spite of state mandated requirements and assessment. However ninth and 

tenth grade teachers suggested that preparing and administering Florida Standards 

Assessment interrupts their teaching practice with state or school mandated activities and 

schedules that ultimately impede their freedom in the classroom.  
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Effects of Education Reform on Teachers’ Pedagogy 

Throughout this study, participating teachers maintained that they attempt to 

emphasize the importance of students’ well-being and meeting students’ needs as a part 

of their pedagogy. These teachers make this attempt irrespective of education reform and 

the changes they may experience in the practice field. For some teachers who participated 

in this study this means that they choose to separate education reform from their 

classroom practices; however their experiences with education reform suggest how 

standardization can change their pedagogical practice and infuse their respective school 

cultures (Preliminary Interview Questions 4 and 8). While four school cultures were 

represented as a part of this discussion, participating teachers’ perceptions varied 

regarding the ways they believed their school cultures have been affected by education 

reform.  

Teacher G suggested that it is difficult to blame one piece of education reform on 

the current state of the practice field because practitioners “undergo so many changes just 

in the field especially when it comes to math, science, and language arts.” Regarding his 

pedagogical practice, Teacher G suggested that the emphasis being placed on students’ 

passing the Florida Standards Assessment changes the “ways of delivering the 

curriculum.” He noted that one of the changes Florida educators have experienced in the 

last couple of years has come in the form of administering common assessments and “the 

idea that everybody can give the same quiz every 2 or 3 weeks.” Similarly as a part of 

their respective school cultures, Teachers D and E suggested that emphasis has been 

placed on uniformity among teachers’ pedagogical practices. These teachers indicated 

that “it is expected that teachers will teach the same book and give students the same 

assessment or classroom activities depending on their students’ grade and skill level” 
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(Teacher D). While Teacher E suggested that she attempts to draw on students’ expertise 

and maintain her instructional style as a part of her pedagogical practice, she also 

acknowledged that as “as a tenth grade team we decide what we’re going to teach” and 

she “follow[s] the curriculum that we agreed to”. Teacher E emphasized that a principal 

should be able to walk into two 10th-grade teachers’ classrooms and see similar lessons 

in progress to ensure that students are all getting similar experiences.  

We should be working out similar things. And I agree with that because if I have 

a tenth grade student and I have a neighbor who has a tenth grade student on the 

same floor and they have a completely different experience than my kid that 

would bother me. Why aren’t two tenth graders in the same school hallway 

having similar experiences? (Teacher E) 

However, Teacher G suggested that he would “change the idea that [the 

prescribed curriculum] is what you should be following from section to section in the 

same book.” Teacher G maintained that he does not “think the prescribed curriculum is 

wrong”; however “their way doesn't work for me.” Teacher G indicated that while he 

understood “that if a student leaves my class and transfers into another class it would be 

ideal to have them at the same point as in another class”, it would be more ideal for the 

curriculum to teach skills in a way that builds on one another. However he does not 

believe the curriculum is not set up to help teachers and students achieve this goal, “but 

there is enough good material there to build on.” 

According to Teacher B, education reform makes engaging students with 

curriculum more challenging because it infuses the school culture and “there is no real 
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reason one movement will work better than another”. Alluding to the Marzano Scale
4
 as 

an example of education reform, Teacher B suggested that education reform tends to 

influence the language around school, and administrators use it to influence the choices 

teachers make in their classroom. “Once administrators get a hold of it”, she said “they 

start to get nervous, then they start to pressure teachers” to conform to instructional 

practices favored by current education reform “because it is important for your job and 

mine.” Teacher F also expressed that regardless of her love for her students and her desire 

for them to be successful, teaching is a job and a poor evaluation can result in 

termination. As such regarding the rationale for choices she made in her classroom 

(Preliminary Interview Question 2a) Teacher F said, “I just teach what they ask me to 

teach”. 

Consistent with the idea that education reform emphasizes job security over 

students’ well-being, Teacher B suggested that student development is not considered as 

a part of education reform; and most participating teachers share in this belief. Teachers 

A, B, D, G, and H suggested that the influence of education reform on their school 

cultures and pedagogical practices interrupts their teaching and negates the needs of their 

students. Teacher A noted that the emphasis on testing takes the “school out of school” 

and the pleasure out of learning. She suggested that the culture of testing and 

accountability has been draining on students and teachers. Teacher H also emphasized 

that education reform gets in the way of teaching curriculum because when teachers are 

                                                 
4
 The Marzano Scale is an informal assessment used to determine students’ understanding of 

particular concept. A simple version of this scale includes five point (0.0 – 4.0) in which 0.0 indicates that 

even with help a student demonstrates no knowledge of a particular concept; 1.0 indicates that with help a 

student demonstrates partial knowledge of a particular concept; 2.0 indicates that a student can 

independently demonstrate understanding of a particular concept; 3.0 indicates that a student  can 

demonstrate understanding of simple and complex ideas that were expressed in class; and 4.0 indicates  

mastery of a particular concept in which a student demonstrates inferences and applications of a concept 

beyond what was taught in class (Marzano, 2007, p. 20). 
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given a particular curriculum to teach they are required to teach by the book. Referring to 

a poetry lesson she taught as a part of a Black History unit, Teacher H noted that 

students’ ability to relate to curriculum is not emphasized as a part of state mandated 

curriculum. She suggested that her school is putting pressure on teachers to have students 

perform on grade level for the purpose of the Florida Standards Assessment, which most 

of her students are unable to do.  

Regarding the ways education reform has affected her school culture over time, 

Teacher D draws on twenty nine years of teaching experience (thirteen years in Broward 

County) to suggest that “I would like to think that education wasn’t any worse when I 

started teaching than when I went to school.” However, “we had a lot less of the testing 

part and I just thought the kids are tired. You can see it. Some of them are just tested to 

death.” She maintained that “the testing is meticulous and [has] gotten way out of hand.” 

In her experience, “we have a lot of interruption and a lot of it has to do with testing.” 

With respect to her job responsibilities and pedagogical practice, Teacher D said “I feel 

like I’ve spent time in trying to adhere to certain compliance things that they’re looking 

for (i.e., board configuration) when I could be trying to find the correct resource for my 

class.” As the department head, “my time is now devoted to things that are superfluous 

and not necessarily indicative of good teaching.” She continued by saying that “a lot of 

times the expectations are a  dog and pony show, when sometimes good teaching and 

student learning does not involve the dog and pony show.” As such, whatever the 

expectations of teachers may be at the time, it is not necessarily indicative of effective 

teaching. “Sometimes it involves discussion [and] some of the kids being in charge; but 

sometimes that’s not what [school leaders] want to see.” 
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Standards are not the Problem 

In their preliminary interviews, all participating teachers agreed that the current 

English/Language Arts standards did not limit their ability to engage students with the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. All participating teachers 

suggested that the current English/Language Arts standards emphasize skills that students 

should know or learn by the end of a particular lesson at each grade level. Participating 

teachers maintained that the English/Language Arts standards usually remain the same 

even if they are rebranded to accommodate a new state assessment because “for 

Language Arts the standards aren’t content specific, they’re skilled based […] so that 

doesn’t inhibit my ability to teach my curriculum” (Teacher C). According to Teacher C, 

“the nice thing about literature, [is]  it’s not like math where I have to teach you lesson 

1.1 or you will not understand lesson 1.2 because literature is skill-based. So if I want to 

teach you about metaphor […] I could do that so I can still get across the skills that my 

students need to have analytically.” Teachers A and D echoed these sentiments. These 

teachers indicated that they do not “find the English standards to be so rigid that you 

can’t be flexible in the way that you present them” (Teacher A). With respect to 

pedagogy, Teacher D maintained that teachers “[need] a goal” and the standards “give 

you a place to say ‘Okay, that’s important’ and I know that that’s going to be a goal for 

me.”  

Even those teachers tasked with preparing students for the Florida Standards 

Assessment maintained this point of view. Teacher G suggested that there is no 

authenticity to the prescribed curriculum with respect to its recommended resources, 

materials, and instructional practices. He maintained that “in every reform [movement] 

the standards are redundant” and the issue affecting teachers’ pedagogical practice is “test 
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prep [and] the fear of the tests; but the standards themselves are skills.” Much like 

Teacher C, Teacher G indicated that “it doesn't matter what I am teaching, or what [the 

students are] reading; the same skills are being taught no matter what it is […] and if 

you're teaching well, that’s what’s happening.”  

Navigation and Spaces 

In considering to what extent they believed focus on standards precludes teachers’ 

ability to adapt lessons/curriculum to the needs and interests of their students, several 

participating teachers indicated that the standards do not limit them because they separate 

their pedagogical practices from education reform and policy (Teachers B, C, E, and G). 

Teacher C maintained that she detaches “from whatever the current law is or whatever 

the current argument is because when you go in the classroom you close the door. The 

fact is literature is literature, writing is writing and I know what I need to teach.” Sharing 

in this sentiment, Teacher G maintained that he chooses to “ignore [education reform] 

and keeps going with the flow of his room”. In their respective preliminary interviews, 

some teachers (Teachers B and G) indicated that they “never even look at the standards, 

[but could] take any lesson and probably pull out of bunch of standards that are being 

taught” (Teacher G).  

Carving out Spaces for Culturally Responsive Pedagogy 

According to Teacher B, “the standards don’t limit me because I don’t start with 

the standards. I choose an activity and see what standards fit the lesson.” For example, 

Teacher B first planned her lesson on sestina poetry and subsequently linked it to the 

Language Arts Florida standard strand Reading Standards for Informational Text. As a 

part of this lesson, Teacher B chose to incorporate issues of student life and showcase 

multicultural literature and authors in an attempt to relate the current secondary school 
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English/Language Arts curriculum to her students. Teacher B noted that by incorporating 

aspects of pop culture or current events into her lesson she can use issues her students 

know about “as a springboard for other conversations.”  

With respect to this lesson, Teacher B noted that incorporating more spoken word 

videos into her classroom as a part of her daily warm-up activities allows her students to 

“see other people who are not so far from their age grapple with issues discussed in their 

texts. In this way, she can use this medium as an “entry point [for students] to talk about 

their own issues” within the context of the lesson or the curriculum. Teacher B suggested 

that often times her students’ learning becomes mechanized when they are limited to just 

using the English/Language Art curriculum. As such students “can’t see the nuances in 

the characters” or understand them […] because they are more complicated than they see 

these characters as being.” Similarly Teacher H maintained that “most of the time we 

read classics. [Students] can't relate to the classics. So I find that with the curriculum they 

can't relate, they can't find themselves, and they can't find their voice.” However Teacher 

H suggested that demonstrating how themes in a canonic work or Shakespearean play 

manifest in the context of their lives helps students to better understand the material by 

making connections to the literary themes beyond the curriculum.  

Teacher A indicated that “what’s great about literature [is that] you’re talking 

about personal characters, stories, and human experiences; so it’s really conducive at 

having [students] connect to that.” Throughout this study, Teacher A emphasized the 

importance of self-reflection and the inclusion of students’ experience as a part of her 

pedagogical practice. During my observation of her English IV honors class, Teacher A 

engaged in a self-reflective discussion with students as they completed a close reading 

analysis for the novel The Metamorphosis. In an effort to help her students respond to a 
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writing prompt associated with an excerpt from the text, Teacher A shared her own 

experiences with feeling vulnerable to encourage students to relate their own experiences 

with feeling vulnerable to the novel as they completed the writing assignment. Through 

this discussion, Teacher A used her pedagogy to help her students make personal 

connections with the literature and relate their own experiences to the literary themes 

emphasized as a part of the curriculum. Teacher G also suggested that “anything we read 

[…] can be tied into a lot.” Regarding his own pedagogical practice, Teacher G 

maintained that “I always try to find some way to get [students] to see value in the 

lessons for themselves.” In his lesson on the topic of flag burning, Teacher G suggested 

that its success relied heavily on classroom discussion to insert multiple student 

perspectives about the topic, “show exceptions to the rule, and challenge what students 

know” about the issue. Teacher G maintained that he worked to engage students with the 

lesson by encouraging debate and incorporating current political and social issues into his 

lesson. 

Participating teachers emphasized that their respective pedagogical practices 

provide students with the “opportunity to work out their own identity” (Teacher B) as a 

part of teachers’ implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum (Preliminary Interview Question #13). Teacher E maintained that students 

cannot fully appreciate the standards “without the guidance of a teacher to help them 

make those connections” with the curriculum. According to Teacher E, it “would be 

tragic to focus the standards without thinking about what these kids want to learn.” 

Teacher E maintained that students would not “make connections to the world or society 

without [teachers] asking the probing questions. Teacher G also emphasized that teacher-

led discussions provide opportunities for students to “read more in-depth, think about 
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themes”, and think more critically about the topics discussed in class “instead of 

answering surface level reading comprehension questions”.  

Critiquing Participating Teachers’ Instructional Practices 

Modifying the Prescribed Curriculum 

Upon reflecting on the curriculum and their own instructional practices, 

participating teachers suggested ways in which they could make this curriculum more 

meaningful for their students (Preliminary Interview Question #16 and Culminating 

Interview Question #8). All participating teachers have stressed that they would continue 

to make a concerted effort to diversify the content of the curriculum to better represent 

their student populations. In considering the current secondary school English/Language 

Arts curriculum in relation to their student population, Teachers A and B maintained that 

they can include their own supplemental materials in their implementation of the 

curriculum, but on its own the prescribed curriculum does not represent the diverse 

perspectives that make up their classrooms. Teacher B also indicated that “it would be 

nice if the kids were exposed to texts by diverse authors” and recommended that there 

should be “lesson plans to help teachers teach diverse/multicultural texts.” Teacher E also 

suggested that she wants the curriculum and textbook to be more representative of her 

students. According to Teacher E, she wishes “there were more in the [textbook] for our 

African American [student] population. There’s [sic] not really many characters so far 

[and] because most of my kids are African Americans [or] Caribbean […] I wish there 

were more” curricular content that related to their communities. Teacher also E indicated 

that she would do “more novel studies [with her students] because there are so many 

good novels out there to help teach the standards, get kids to reflect on themselves, and 

discuss relationships and societal norms.”  
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Participating teachers also emphasized the importance of writing and dialogic 

teaching practices to integrate students’ experiences and personal narratives into the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum (Teacher A, B, G, and H). 

Teachers A and G suggested that activities like class discussion, journaling, and 

personal/reflective essays engage students in self-reflection and help them “develop a 

voice in the classroom” (Teacher G). According to Teacher G, these practices “allows 

[SIC] [students] to talk about themselves or something that has changed or influenced 

them” in the relation to a curricular concept or resource. Teacher D also maintained that 

developing a dialogue among students provides “students with an informal way to engage 

with and analyze the text before they begin an assignment” (Teacher D).  

While some teachers who participated in this study believe the curriculum 

provides opportunities for teachers to “do a lot of interesting things that we weren't able 

to do before” (Teacher F); others suggested that the curriculum could provide “more 

formal requirements for media analysis” (Teacher A) in which students are encouraged to 

engage in critical media analysis and consider different mediums as a part of their textual 

analysis. In her culminating interview, Teacher F suggested that as it stands the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum allows teacher to “incorporate 

interesting videos and clips, and TED talks that now [digital media] becomes part of our 

curriculum.” However even with a digital textbook, Teacher A maintained that while 

current benchmarks allow for the inclusions of different types of media/media literacy in 

the implementation of the curriculum, there can be a larger push to encourage teachers to 

use different mediums in their classrooms. 

In critiquing their own instructional methods, participating teachers indicated that 

they would find more ways to include students as a part of the teaching process in an 
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effort to more effectively engage them with the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum, especially when those lessons are lecture-based. 

Although participating teachers suggested that their respective pedagogical practices are 

student-centered, they also indicated there are times they could work to involve students 

more as a part of their lessons. With respect to the lessons they identified as their least 

engaging, participating teachers suggested that they could “spend a bit more time 

planning and figuring out how to chunk information so that they spend less time in front 

of the classroom talking at students” (Teacher B) or “give students the opportunity to 

research foundational topics and present this information to the class in lieu of a lecture” 

(Teacher D). To make the curriculum or a lesson more interesting for students, 

participating teachers suggested that they could “break up the reading by either showing 

clips of the movie or a movie with similar themes to bring the text into a modern day 

context for students” (Teacher F) or use students as models and teachers by incorporating 

student writing samples or charging students with peer evaluation to demonstrate the best 

aspects of each students’ work (Teachers G and H).  

Navigating the Florida Standards Assessment to Address Students’ Weaknesses 

Teacher H maintained that she finds herself “modifying the curriculum a lot 

because [the school wants] students to be able to perform, read and comprehend [on the 

Florida Standards Assessment]; but the reality is they can't.” And if they can't read and 

comprehend when I'm trying to help with their weaknesses, they feel defeated. Rather 

than removing content from the curriculum, she instead chooses to find “easier to 

comprehend, student-friendly versions” of curricular resources. However, Teacher H also 

criticized the resources meant to supplement a lesson as difficult for her students to relate 

to or understand. Teacher H indicated that among her issues with the prescribed 
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curriculum, is having “to find current pieces to help [students] understand [the 

curriculum], [because] if you’re giving us supplement information […] I shouldn’t be 

looking outside for material if you say this is the supplement piece [to help students 

understand].” 

Regarding testing and accountability, Teacher C suggested that she uses data from 

students’ FSA scores to determine what can be learned about students and help set a goal 

for students and teachers. As head of her department, Teacher C uses students’ FSA 

scores “to see what their weaknesses were.” In so doing, she suggested that she “was able 

to hone in on the skills that students were either lacking completely or just really needed 

to put a handle on”. Regarding her instructional practice, Teacher C admitted that this 

process allowed her “to change my processes a little bit to try to address the weaknesses 

to determine how I will hone in on a skill and address shared weaknesses among 

students.”  

Creating an Environment for Teaching And Learning 

All participating teachers worked to provide students with a comfortable working 

and learning environment. Teacher A provided her students with a scholars’ lounge in the 

middle of her classroom in which they could complete of their classwork. Similarly, 

Teacher F provided her students with the opportunity to receive individual instruction “to 

help them to develop [ideas]”; and Teacher G explained his pedagogy includes daily 

banter with his students. Teacher G maintained that his students are comfortable in his 

class; they debate with him and there is a “give and take of sarcastic comments” as a part 

of the teaching environment he creates for his students which thrives on dialogic teaching 

practices. Teacher G suggested that he would like to think his students enjoy his class. “I 

don’t think they dread it” he said, “I know how boring it can be […] but for the most part 
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we have fun.” Participating teachers demonstrated that creating a comfortable learning 

environment for students helps them to feel more at ease in their classrooms. Students’ 

classroom participation demonstrated that students were confident they would not be 

punished for insignificant chatter so long as they were not disruptive and worked well to 

complete their assignment and contribute to their respective class discussions.   

Regarding their classroom structure and organization, participating teachers 

indicated that they would spend more time on reinforcing certain skills or concepts for 

students as well as completing other tasks associated with their teaching practice. For 

instance, Teachers B and D suggested that they would attempt to find balance in their 

practice to know when they have spent too much time on a particular activity. Teacher B 

said that she would try to “find balance between informal conversations we have [as a 

class] and connecting them to deeper issues related to curriculum”; and Teacher D 

indicated that she would attempt to find balance in her teaching practice regarding the 

amount of time she spent teaching certain concepts as opposed to others so that she can 

be more reflective at the end of end of each unit. The tasks on which participating 

teachers would focus if given the time include spending more time on writing (Teacher 

A), finding more time to grade papers and give students feedback (Teacher F), and being 

ahead in lessons/lesson planning (Teacher G).  

Critiquing Tools and Resources that Facilitate Teachers’ Pedagogical Practices 

In reflecting on their experiences in the practice field, participating teachers 

suggested different ways their school districts and leaders facilitated practitioners’ 

professional growth and pedagogy. Some teachers who participated in this study 

addressed issues associated with their implementation of the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum with respect to their instructional tools and practice 
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(Teachers D, F, G, and H); while other participating teachers emphasized teacher quality 

and opportunities for teachers to learn from each other as a part of efforts for professional 

development (Teachers B and C).  

Technology Used as a Part of Teachers’ Practices 

As an instructional tool several participating teachers indicated that they have 

experienced a push toward using more technology as a part of their instruction in their 

respective classrooms (Teacher A and Teacher H). Teacher A suggested that she has seen 

a digital movement with respect to the way teachers’ organize and deliver instructional 

material. For instance, participating teachers emphasized the importance of maintaining a 

classroom website to provide students with resources, assess their understanding of a 

particular topic, and foster collaboration among students. Through her classroom website 

Teacher B is able to give students access to assignments, resources, and information, 

especially if books are limited; while Teacher E has a completely paperless classroom 

and uses tools like Schoology in her classroom for the same reasons.  

However for some teachers, this digital movement poses more of a challenge to 

her instructional practice. Teacher A suggested that teachers in lower grade levels have 

experienced a push to use more technology in their classrooms, but the technology is not 

always available for them to use. As a 9
th

 grade teacher, Teacher H suggested that there 

are certain things that are more difficult to do using computers. In addition to technical 

difficulties that may come with a digital classroom, Teacher H noted that providing 

students with meaningful feedback and engaging them with certain practices to facilitate 

their reading comprehension may prove to be difficult. Teacher H suggested that some of 

the practices touted by the prescribed curriculum include jotting notes in the margins of 

texts, highlighting important passages, and outlining or organizing their responses are 
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difficult to complete using a computer. According to Teacher H, “we want to include 

technology, but at what cost are you willing to go. You’re taking too much from the 

teacher to give them the computer […] how are [students] going to do [these things] with 

just a computer-based test?” Teacher H maintained that perhaps once the use of 

computers and computer-based testing is fine-tuned it will prove to be an asset to 

improving students’ reading comprehension skills. However, the transition to using this 

tool in the classroom for individual assessment and practice may do a disservice to 

students in the interim.  

Opportunities for Professional Growth and Development 

Regarding the tools and resources provided to help participating teachers adapt to 

changes in their classrooms, five participating teachers (Teachers C, D, E, and F) noted 

that their respective schools give teachers opportunities for collaboration to engage in 

common lesson planning vis a vis their Professional Learning Communities (or PLCs). In 

these forums teachers are presumably provided an opportunity to meet with other 

teachers to discuss their respective teaching practices, and determine what tools, 

resources, or instructional practices may work best to engage students with the current 

secondary English/Language Arts curriculum. However for other teachers who 

participated in this study, these opportunities for collaboration do not necessarily support 

or improve teachers’ practices (Teacher B, G, and H).  

Teacher G described these professional learning communities as “time was 

completely wasted on [considering] how did your kids do on the common assessments.” 

He indicated that teachers were “focused on all these common assessments which seems 

to be the primary goal, or maybe notating; but I don't think that we are at the point […] of 

getting authentic training that’s making [teaching] better.” As such, Teacher G 
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maintained that teacher training is “an impediment or lack for the teacher.” Throughout 

his preliminary interview, Teacher G suggested that training provided for teachers by his 

school district do not benefit teachers or help to improve their practices because the 

school district’s “focus is incorrectly placed on efficient teaching as opposed to effective 

teaching.” Teacher G maintained that he does not “remember the last time [teachers] got 

a training that was beneficial or improved us.” He suggested that his school district keeps 

providing tools for teachers to be more efficient, but the material teachers are being asked 

to use is “horrible”. Teacher G maintained that he is “given the tools [and] a brief way to 

use it to make [the] job more efficient, but sometimes it'll feel like the training is not in 

depth enough.” He continued to say that “I can be providing horrible material very 

efficiently” or “I could be giving them wonderful material efficiently”; but that this is not 

really teaching. 

According to Teacher B, in the last year or two she has received emails about 

diversity trainings and other opportunities for professional development, “but nothing 

substantive that would significantly improve her practice”. Much like Teacher G, she 

suggested that opportunities for professional development “haven’t really been changes 

that worked” for her. Teacher B described the opportunities provided to teachers’ in her 

school for professional development as incestuous, specifically with respect to diversity 

training. She suggested that teachers are not encouraged to seek professional 

development opportunities outside of their schools or school districts. Instead teachers are 

encouraged to "come to this seminar with the people you know who'd been doing the 

same thing." Rather than encouraged to diversify their thinking by “going to professional 

development sessions for English teachers so that they can bring back ideas from other 

communities” (Teacher B) to help differentiate instruction. As such, she said she has 
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been forced “to be more creative, more independent, to […] seek development 

opportunities elsewhere and look into ways that [she] can professionally develop outside 

of the county and outside of traditional modes of development.” Some of the options she 

has considered include going back to school or even leaving the classroom; based on her 

experience, there does not seem to be any viable ways for her to improve as an educator.  

Teacher Quality  

While Teacher B maintained that it would be beneficial to her practice to 

collaborate with teachers outside of the school or the county, Teachers C and G both 

advocated for improved teacher education programs as a part of their preliminary and 

culminating interviews. Teachers C and G recommended that a paradigm shift needs to 

occur in teacher education programs “in which colleges recruit veteran teachers to come 

and teach budding teachers” (Teacher C). These teachers suggested that teacher education 

programs do not prepare teachers for the classroom; as such, “there are too many under 

qualified teachers in the classroom” (Teacher E).  

Teacher C emphasized the importance of teaching experiences with respect to 

teacher education and education policy and reform. In her preliminary interview, she 

briefly explained that the professors who taught her how to teach never taught high 

school. She revisited this idea in her culminating interview when she maintained that she 

has 

grave concerns about professors who haven't spent time teaching in high school 

classroom, not observing for their research but actually having been a teacher for 

quite some time […] There should be a whole paradigm shift where colleges 

recruit veteran teachers [to] come teach our budding teachers […] because I am of 

the firm belief that nothing can replace experience – nothing. 
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In this spirit, Teacher D also suggested that discussing her teaching philosophy 

was difficult at first because she has not thought about it for so long; however she 

maintained that “it is good that we had the talk about philosophy” since it was an 

opportunity to reflect on her teaching experience to consider if and how she has updated 

her pedagogical practice.  

Conclusions Drawn From Participating Teachers’ Experiences 

By sharing their experiences, teachers who participated in this study helped to 

provide a better understanding of factors that facilitate or impede their ability to engage 

students with the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. 

Irrespective of education reform and the changes they may experience in the practice 

field, all participating teachers emphasized the importance of continuous reflection on 

their teaching experiences, flexibility in their teaching practice, and considering students’ 

well-being as a part of their academic philosophies and pedagogy. These teachers 

maintained that humanism is an integral part of engaging students with the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum since it “challenges what students 

have been taught over the years to go beyond the text and shallow instruction” (Teacher 

G) students by making their experiences and personal narratives a part of the classroom 

and curriculum. Participating teachers’ experiences suggest for school leaders and policy 

makers how education reform and policies manifest as a part of their pedagogical 

practices. These experiences demonstrate the issues teachers face in their implementation 

of the current secondary school English/Language arts curriculum and why education 

reform and policies may or may not work to achieve state mandated goals/requirements 

and meet students’ needs.  
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Data that emerged as a part of this study indicated that while the prescribed 

curriculum can be restrictive for some teachers, standards and prescribed curriculum can 

work to guide teachers’ instructional practice if not applied too rigidly in the 

implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. 

Rather it is standardization of teachers’ practices encouraged by education reform and 

policy that pose a problem for participating teachers as it infuses their respective school 

cultures. In reviewing participating teachers’ pedagogical practices and teaching styles, it 

becomes apparent that what is necessary for helping students make connections to 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum is flexibility and freedom in their 

teaching practices. While some participating teachers described student success in their 

classroom as proficiency and passing the Florida Standards Assessment, for others it was 

the ability to challenge their belief systems and think more critically about the curricular 

content in relation to society. Either way since perceptions of students’ well-being in the 

classroom seemed to vary among participating teachers, so too must the pedagogical 

practices used to address whatever students’ needs may be at the time.  

Practitioners’ experiences demonstrated that there are multiple ways to navigate 

changes that occur in the practice field. Their responses to the prescribed curriculum and 

changes that occur in the field suggested that at times navigating changes in the field 

means resisting education reform and policy. However at other times to best meet 

students’ needs teachers must conform to education reform and policy to enjoy the 

freedom that allows them to be flexible in their approaches to implementing the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. As such, this study reinforces the 

importance of examining teachers’ practices as models for the implementation of 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum.  
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CHAPTER 5: FINDINGS, IMPLICATIONS, AND CONCLUSION

While this study emerged from concerns about the ways in which teachers’ 

pedagogical practices in South Florida are affected by growing diversity among its K-12 

student populations as well as continuous education reform, it also sought to explore the 

tension that exists between what students ought to learn in schools and what they actually 

learn in schools. Sleeter (2005) suggested that curriculum should represent students and 

their needs regardless of the approaches teachers take in its implementation. However 

Ladson-Billings and Brown (2008) maintained that the possibility of a curriculum for 

diverse learners seems unlikely since the current political climate of the United States 

demands that all students perform at state mandated achievement levels regardless of 

race, class, gender, and language. Throughout this study, participating secondary school 

English/Language Arts teachers underscored this idea as they provided insights into how 

they believed education reforms and changing student demographics affected their 

practice field and respective pedagogical practices. Findings that emerged as a part of this 

study included ideas about teachers’ professional identities, the effects of education 

reform on school culture, and multiple ways in which teachers navigate changes that 

occur in the practice field.  In discussing their experiences, beliefs, and pedagogical 

practices, participating teachers described the ways they used their pedagogical practices 

to help students make connections with the current secondary school English/Language 

Arts curriculum regardless of the way education reform influenced their school cultures 

and instructional practices. 
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Participating teachers indicated that the way education reform manifests in their 

practice changes their approaches to implementing the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum. While participating teachers believed their teaching 

styles promote freedom and flexibility in their implementation of the current secondary 

school English/Language Arts curriculum, they also expressed that there are things they 

are required to do or omit as a part of their current teaching practices to accommodate 

state mandated goals/objectives. As they reflected on their experiences in the practice 

field, some of these teachers suggested that education reform had a tendency to influence 

the choices they made in their classrooms because “once administrators get a hold of it 

they start to […] pressure teachers” (Teacher B) to conform to instructional practices 

favored by current education reform movements. Participating teachers’ experiences 

reinforced the ideas of Sleeter and Stillman (2005) who suggested that standards-based 

curriculum planning particularly in reading/language arts classes cast teachers in a role 

that emphasizes students’ scores on standardized assessments rather than representing 

students and their needs.  

Teachers’ Responses to Changes in the Practice Field  

All teachers who participated in this study believed they utilized culturally 

responsive teaching practices in their implementation of the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum. In the context of this study, the definition of 

culturally responsive pedagogy centers on practices that encourage students to make 

personal connections with curriculum which facilitate their understanding traditional 

academic knowledge by making it more relevant and effective for them (Freire, 1970; 

1983; Gay, 2010; Sleeter, 2005). Much like the teachers highlighted by Gloria Ladson-
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Billings in her book The Dreamkeepers: Successful teachers of African American 

children (2009), the teachers included as a part of this study shared the goal to provide 

education for all students regardless of how their teaching practices differed. In 

describing their own teaching styles, academic philosophies, and the role of pedagogy in 

their classrooms, all participating teachers suggested that since students’ needs vary in 

their respective classrooms so do their approaches to implementing the current secondary 

school English/Language curriculum. Consistent among participating teachers is the idea 

that in developing their pedagogical practices they must “consider the big picture and 

think about what [they’re] trying to help students achieve and go from there” (Teacher 

C). All participating teachers indicated that the role of pedagogy in their classrooms 

centers on practices “that connects [sic] [with the students]” (Teacher B) and allows them 

“to be flexible in the job” (Teacher A).  

Participating teachers suggested that there are various ways to diversify the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum and differentiate their 

instructional practices based on their classroom objectives, curricular goals, and students’ 

needs. According to participating teachers these approaches could center on the inclusion 

of materials that represent different social and political perspectives (i.e., Teachers A, B, 

D, G, and H), providing materials that are better suited to students’ level of understanding 

(i.e., Teachers C, E, and F), establishing proficiency in reading comprehension and 

passing the Florida Standards Assessment among students (Teachers E and F), or 

fostering opportunities for students to challenge students’ belief systems and think more 

critically about the curricular content in relation to society (Teachers A, B, and G). 

However as they reflected on their own enactments of culturally responsive pedagogy, all 
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participating teachers emphasized the importance of developing relationships with 

students, modifying curriculum to meet students’ needs, and shared decision-making 

among students and teachers in an effort to make curriculum more meaningful for their 

students. These teachers also indicated that their respective teaching styles/academic 

philosophies emphasized the importance of continuous reflection on their teaching 

experiences, flexibility in their pedagogical practices, and student-centeredness in their 

approaches to implementing the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum because there “certainly are techniques that are more engaging than others” 

(Teacher A) for different students. Consistent among all participating teachers’ 

approaches to implementing the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum was the inclusion of 

1. Diverse materials to infuse marginalized perspectives in studies about literary 

canons 

2. Students’ and teachers’ narratives as a part of the curricular content to 

consider their experiences, cultures, and communities in relation to the current secondary 

school English/Language Arts curriculum 

3. Dialogic teaching practices and self-reflection among students and teachers to 

help students insert themselves into the curriculum rather than finding themselves in a 

space in which they do not exist 

Participating teachers suggested that the use of pedagogical practices that 

encouraged classroom discussion and self-reflection among students make the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum relatable to students because 

students “want to see themselves in the curriculum” (Teacher H). Participating teachers 
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suggested that they make the curriculum relatable for students so they “are not afraid of 

it” (Teacher H) and have an “opportunity to work out their own identity” (Teacher B) as a 

part of a lesson/activity. Moreover in attempting to infuse  perspectives into the 

prescribed secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum that were either excluded 

or neglected, teachers and students have an opportunity to change their understanding of 

the curricular content by “stepping outside of themselves and consider a perspective 

different from their own” (Teacher G).  In this way, teachers and students are not only 

encouraged to understand the curriculum through different lenses, but how others are 

affected by or relate to the curriculum as well.  

Sewell (2008) indicated that while the core curriculum of English/Language Arts 

classes appears to be unchanged, factors like aliteracy among students and battles over 

benchmarks influence and affect the development of curriculum and instruction in 

English/Language Arts. According to Ravitch (2011) curriculum should be the driving 

force for educational standards, reforms and changes in the field of education. However 

the experiences of participating teachers, particularly those who teach ninth and tenth 

grades, indicated that instead state mandated assessments are the driving force of 

curriculum and changes in the field of education. All participating teachers indicated that 

as a part of their respective teaching experiences “there have been some tweaks to the 

curriculum here and there […] in terms of the standards, we’re doing LAFs or we’re 

doing Common Core” (Teacher C); however “there is no real reason one movement will 

work better than another” (Teacher B). When asked to what extent they believed focus on 

the standards precludes their abilities to adapt lessons/curriculum to the interests of the 

students, all participating teachers believed that it “would be tragic to focus the standards 
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without thinking about what these kids want to learn” (Teacher E). Instead these teachers 

suggested that the Language Arts Florida standards guide their respective teaching 

practices by providing objectives for their lessons/activities and emphasizing skills 

students should know or learn by the end of each grade level. However participating 

teachers’ experiences in the field support the perspectives of Sleeter and Stillman (2005) 

which suggested that the implementation of standards do not consider “whose 

knowledge, language, and points of view are most worth teaching children” (p. 44); 

rather they underscore the skills and knowledge emphasized by standardized assessments.  

Several participating teachers indicated that their jobs hinge on their ability to 

teach what their school leaders and administrators have asked them to teach (Teacher B, 

E, F, and H). For example, Teacher F suggested that while principals enjoy seeing 

creativity in the classroom, sometimes students’ scores do not reflect teachers’ innovative 

efforts and lessons. Similarly Teacher H suggested that her school is putting pressure on 

teachers to have students perform on grade level for the purpose of the Florida Standards 

Assessment; and Teacher D indicated that the expectations school leaders have of 

teachers’ practices “are a dog and pony show, when sometimes good teaching and student 

learning does not involve the dog and pony show.” Five participating teachers indicated 

that education reform movements make it more difficult to engage students with the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts Curriculum (Teacher B, D, F, G, and 

H). These teachers suggested that their teaching practices become centered on teaching 

particular concepts or achieving certain curricular objectives because education reform 

infuses the school culture and influences the language around school (Teacher B). In this 

way, participating teachers have suggested that education reform has been used to 
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influence the choices teachers make in their classroom and contribute to the 

standardization of their teaching practices.  

While participating teachers did not view the standards as restrictive or a problem 

in themselves, they suggested that education reform movements impede and interrupt 

their classroom routines and practices (Teachers D and G) by altering the teaching 

practices used in their classrooms to accommodate the state mandated goals/objectives 

(Teachers B, D, F, G, and H) rather than considering students’ needs/well-being. 

Regardless of the extent to which they used the standards or relied on the prescribed 

curriculum as a part of their lesson planning, participating teachers indicated that they 

“undergo so many changes just in the field especially when it comes to math, science, 

and language arts” (Teacher G). As such, participating teachers indicated that there are 

multiple ways to navigate the countless education reform movements that affect their 

practice field. These teachers suggested that in an effort to focus on the needs of Florida’s 

diverse student populations represented in their classrooms they choose to separate their 

teaching practices from education reform, embrace education reform as a part of their 

teaching practices, and create spaces for culturally responsive pedagogy in their 

classrooms. Teachers D, E, F, and G indicated that education reform movements 

emphasize the “ways of delivering the curriculum” (Teacher G) and uniformity among 

teachers’ pedagogical practices. However Teachers B, C, and G also suggested that 

regardless of education reform “it doesn’t matter what I am teaching, or what [the 

students are] reading […] if you're teaching well, that’s what’s happening” (Teacher G).  

Participating teachers indicated that while they attempt to emphasize students’ 

needs and interests as a part of their pedagogical practices, the expectation of teachers to 
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“teach the same book and give students the same assessment or classroom activities 

depending on their students’ grade and skill level” (Teacher D) are still among their 

professional responsibilities. While the data revealed that participating teachers believed 

the current English/Language Arts standards did not negatively impact their classrooms 

and practices, they indicated that their students’ diversity and needs do more to shape the 

ways they differentiate their instructional practices and diversify the current secondary 

school English/Language Arts curriculum than education reform movements. Consistent 

with the work of Goodman (2011), participating teachers’ experiences emphasized that 

English/Language Arts teachers’ classroom experiences and practices are developed to 

respond to the changes that occur in their students’ communities and the practice field. 

However participating teachers also indicated that school leaders and policy makers 

require the use of practices that fulfill teachers’ professional responsibilities to 

accommodate state mandated goals and objectives sometimes instead of considering 

which practices would best address students’ diversity and needs in their classrooms. As 

such, participating teachers’ experiences encourages the consideration of ideas presented 

by scholars in the fields of education (Apple, 1993; Banks, 2004; Christensen, 1990; 

Sleeter & Stillman, 2005; Woodson, 1933) and postcolonial literary theory (Ashcroft et 

al., 2003; Boehmer. 2005; Brouillete, 2007; Tiffin, 2003) regarding who has the 

right/authority to define the purpose of schooling and whose knowledge has legitimacy as 

a part of curriculum especially in a practice field that emphasizes student performance at 

state mandated levels above all else.  
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Teachers Express Tensions between Education Reforms and Students’ Needs 

The data revealed several ongoing tensions for teachers as they navigated desires 

for authentic student-centered practices in their English/Language Arts classes and the 

fulfillment of required policies and administrative mandates. The first tension was 

between teachers’ professed commitment to be student-oriented in their pedagogies and 

actual teaching practice. For example although the vision and mission statements for each 

of the schools included as a part of this study emphasize the importance of serving the 

educational needs of its respective communities and students, participating teachers 

suggested that their ability to continuously meet students’ needs is becoming difficult. 

While some participating teachers suggested that it is difficult to blame one specific 

education reform movement on the current state of the practice field (Teachers B, C, D, 

and G), these teachers also indicated that the influence of education reform on their 

practice field does not allow them to execute student-centered pedagogical practices at 

times. As they reflected on their teaching experiences, Teachers A, D, E, F, G, and H 

maintained that emphasis on testing by education reform takes the “school out of school” 

and the pleasure out of learning (Teacher A). These teachers indicated that the influence 

of education reform on their school cultures and pedagogical practices interrupts their 

teaching and negates the needs of their students (Teachers A, B, D, G, and H) in favor of 

state mandated activities, assessments, and resources that work toward the achievement 

of state mandated goals/objectives. This raises questions about whether or not teachers 

actually have freedom in their classrooms to be flexible in their approaches to 

implementing the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum.  
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The analysis of the data revealed differences between the perspectives of teachers 

who taught eleventh and twelfth grade students and teachers who taught 9th- and 10th-

grade students. Since the latter are tasked with ensuring students pass the Florida 

Standards Assessment they expressed feeling more restricted by education reform than 

those who taught eleventh and twelfth grade students, particularly regarding the extent to 

which they are required to use prescribed curriculum and resources in their 

implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. 

Teacher G maintained that the issue affecting teachers’ pedagogical practice is “test prep 

[and] the fear of the tests.” The other participating ninth and tenth grade teachers 

(Teachers E, F, and H) shared in this belief suggesting that preparing students for the 

Florida Standards Assessment weighs heavily as a part of their rationales for the 

curricular and instructional choices they make in their classrooms. While they did not cite 

grade level as a restriction to utilizing culturally responsive pedagogy in their classrooms, 

all participating teachers acknowledged that their professional responsibilities differed 

from one another if one of their jobs “is to prepare these kids for the expectations that 

they need to make a passing mark [on the Florida Standards Assessment] so that they can 

graduate” (Teacher E). Interviews with participating teachers, particularly those who 

taught ninth and tenth grade, revealed that preparing students for the Florida Standards 

Assessment using state or school mandated activities and schedules interrupts their 

teaching practices. However participating 9th- and 10th-grade teachers suggested that as 

a part of their test preparation efforts they still attempt to develop and implement 

pedagogical practices that take students’ needs into consideration in spite of state 

mandated requirements and assessment.  
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Situating Students’ Needs in Curriculum and Instruction 

This study continues to build on the work of scholars in multicultural education 

who suggested that curriculum and culturally responsive pedagogy should reflect 

students’ needs and well-being (Nieto & Bode, 2008; Sleeter, 2008). Consistent with 

studies like those by Ladson-Billings (2009), Irizarry (2007), Ingram and Walters (2007), 

and Lee and Majors (2006), participating teachers indicated that they understand the 

concept of culture is fluid and students can reframe traditional academic knowledge in 

relation to their experiences and identities. These teachers suggested that in addition to 

aspects of race, ethnicity, and community, the concept of culture also includes students’ 

needs, concerns, and well-being as a part of students’ identities. In alignment with the 

tenets of culturally responsive pedagogy, participating teachers used their pedagogical 

practices to navigate changes in the field and diversity in their classrooms by 

acknowledging how aspects of culture affect learning among their students and 

attempting to bridge the gap between culture and curriculum (Gay, 2010). Ladson-

Billings (2009) indicated that culturally responsive teaching fosters social interactions in 

the classroom that support the individual [student] in a group context (p. 84). Teacher G 

demonstrated this idea when he suggested that he uses his pedagogical practices to help 

students “be more empathetic [towards one another]” in their focus on the current 

English/Language Arts curriculum “by stepping outside of themselves and [considering] 

a perspective different from their own.” Participating teachers also indicated that the 

practices and activities used in their implementation of the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum encourage self-reflection among students (discussion, 

collaboration, writing, etc.) and emphasize the inclusion of resources and narratives that 
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may be neglected as a part of the traditional curricular content so that students could see 

their individual perspectives represented as a part of the centralized curriculum. 

Moreover participating teachers maintained that since students’ needs and well-being in 

the classroom seemed to vary, developing relationships with students provides them with 

opportunities to understand their students’ needs as a part of culturally responsive 

pedagogy and better engage students with the curriculum. With respect to the literature, 

this idea suggests that culturally responsive pedagogy entails more than the 

representation of marginalized perspectives through the inclusion of counternarratives 

and multicultural literature as a part of teachers’ practices to engage students with the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum (Behrman, 2006; Boutte & 

Hill, 2006; Clifford & Kalyanpur, 2011; Gioroukakis et al., 2011; Godley & Loretto, 

2013; Jupp, 2005; Loh, 2009; Morrel & Duncan-Andrade, 2005; Simon, 2012). 

Unmasking Universality in Culturally Responsive Pedagogy 

According to Ashcroft et al. (2003) the practice of teaching English was a tool 

used to establish the universality of values embodied in English literary texts. Much like 

Freire (1970) and Apple (2004) these authors maintained that the practice of teaching 

English represented the institutionalization of societal norms in which students internalize 

conceptions of self and behaviors based on the dominant discourse. Postcolonial literary 

theorists suggest that the process of teaching literature has become a continuous process 

of resistance and reconstruction that deconstructs hegemonic perspectives, practices, and 

structures which govern society (Bhatia & Ram, 2001; Boehmer, 2005). However in the 

context of this study, participating teachers did not provide any indication that they 

actively engaged students in the deconstruction or reconstruction of societal norms as a 
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part of their implementation of the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum. Rather the data revealed that through discursive pedagogical practices which 

encouraged self-reflection among students, participating teachers worked to demonstrate 

“how themes in a canonic work […] manifest in the context of [students’] lives and helps 

students to better understand the material by making connections to the literary themes 

beyond the curriculum” (Teacher H). As such, the experiences of participating teachers’ 

indicated that there still exists the potential for curriculum to be emancipatory through the 

development of pedagogical practices that help students establish a relationship between 

the word and the world in which they develop cultural competence, and cultivate 

sociopolitical awareness (Ladson-Billings, 2009) with respect to students’ identities and 

the culture of power (Apple, 2004; Ashcroft, et al., 2003; Bhabha, 1994; Boehmer, 2005; 

Delpit, 1995; Gee, 1987). 

Consistent with studies by Rubin (2012) and Aull (2012), participating teachers 

indicated that their use of practices which support the inclusion of diverse materials and 

discussions to encourage self-reflection among students demonstrate the ways students’ 

needs, interests, and identities were represented as a part of the current secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum. All participating teachers indicated that one of the 

great things about teaching literature is its focus on personal characters, stories, and 

human experiences. These teachers suggested that this focus makes the English/Language 

Arts curriculum more conducive for helping students make connections with it. The data 

revealed that participating teachers emphasized the importance of writing and dialogic 

teaching practices to integrate students’ experiences and personal narratives into the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum (Teacher A, B, G, and H). 
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According to Christensen (1990; 2017) practices and activities like class discussion, 

journaling, and personal/reflective essays help students to “develop a voice in the 

classroom” (Teacher G) at a time when teachers and “students are forced to jump through 

alienating academic hoops because of low test scores” (Christensen, 2017, p. 19). 

Christensen (1990) established that while English/Language Arts teachers must 

teach students to use the language of the powerful imbedded in curriculum to be 

successful in their classrooms, they must also use their pedagogies to equip students to 

question the educational system so that curricular knowledge does not devalue the 

experiences and knowledge they bring into the classroom. Teacher B indicated that she 

uses her pedagogical practices to provide students with an “entry point to talk about their 

own issues” within the context of the lesson or the English/Language Arts curriculum. 

Additionally, all participating teachers indicated that the most engaging lessons used in 

their respective classrooms were those in which students explored their own experiences 

or ideas in relation to universal literary themes. Consistent with the perspectives of 

Ashcroft et al. (2003), participating teachers’ reflections on their practices suggested that 

central to their implementations of culturally responsive pedagogy was the inclusion of 

students’ perspectives to represent universal literary themes and ideas.  

Ladson-Billings (2014) indicated that recent implementations of culturally 

relevant pedagogy have reduced the practice to a one size fits all pedagogical models that 

use students’ voices and experiences as vehicles for bridging or explaining the dominant 

discourse of the canon, but not necessarily as curriculum in their own right. Consistent 

with this idea, participating teachers’ experiences emphasized that amidst current 

education reforms their use of culturally responsive pedagogy is limited to the inclusion 
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of practices that acknowledge diversity in the classroom and align with traditional 

methods of instruction to accomplish curricular goals and objectives. However Rubin 

(2012) indicated that one of the best things for English/Language Arts teachers to do as a 

part of their instruction is move away from the literary canon as many perceive it to be 

because ultimately it is a curricular model that restricts teachers and students to consider 

their perspectives only in relation to the constructs of the canon.  

Bhabha (1994) emphasized the importance of establishing a third space that 

facilitates an opportunity for marginalized groups to break away from the universal 

framework that restricts them to conceptions of otherness established by the culture of 

power.  . In an effort to establish a third space for students’ in core subjects like 

English/Language Arts, participating teachers’ must truly be able to utilize culturally 

relevant pedagogical practices in their classrooms not only to help students understand 

how their experiences are representations of universal literary themes, but also establish 

how students’ narratives and perspectives construct knowledge in relation to curricular 

content. Consistent with Ladson-Billings’ (2009) definition of culturally relevant 

pedagogy, Gutierrez, Baquedano-Lopez and Tejeda (1999) emphasized that a third space 

in the classroom not only recognizes hybridity and diversity as a part of teachers’ 

classrooms, but uses them as pedagogical tools to support learning rather than folding 

them into the centralized curriculum. Studies by Kalua (2009) and Gutierrez et al. (1999) 

also suggested that to create a third space in their classrooms teachers must use their 

pedagogical practices to establish relationships among multiple discourses in which they 

are considered side by side rather than determining how discourses of otherness fit into 

the dominant discourse.  
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Christensen (2017) suggested that English/Language Arts teachers in today’s 

practice field must understand that they have more opportunities in the classroom to build 

student-centered curriculum and push back against master-narratives constructed by state 

mandates. However, participating teachers suggested that it is difficult for them to break 

away from prescribed curriculum and state mandated activities or assessments in 

English/Language Arts classes because education reform has the potential to infuse their 

respective school cultures by encouraging uniformity among the practices and resources 

used in their classrooms. The data from this study extends on the  on the discussion by 

Ladson-Billings and Brown (2008) which suggested that possibility of  developing of 

curriculum for diverse learners seems unlikely in a political climate that emphasizes 

students’ performance at state mandated levels above all else. Similarly participating 

teachers’ narratives about their teaching styles and pedagogies revealed that the 

possibility for teachers to develop emancipatory pedagogical practices that acknowledge 

students’ perspectives as curriculum in its own right also seems unlikely in a practice 

field which emphasizes the standardization of curriculum and instructional practice 

irrespective of students’ needs in the classroom.  

Liberatory Praxis to Change the Practice Field  

The concept of liberatory praxis emphasizes the importance of critical reflection 

that ultimately leads to the transformation of a system that governs ideals and practices 

(Bhabha, 1994; Boehmer, 2005; Freire, 1970; Gay, 2010). As a part of the research 

process, participating teachers engaged in the critical reflection of their teaching styles 

and the role of pedagogy in their classrooms and provided insights about teachers’ 

pedagogical practices and professional identities (Breuing, 2011; Connelly & Clandinin, 
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1999; Delpit, 1995; Gee, 1987). Ultimately participating teachers’ experiences extended 

on literature regarding the characteristics of culturally responsive teachers. Gay (2010) 

established that a culturally responsive teacher exhibits qualities of empathy and caring. 

Irizarry (2007) extended on Gay’s work to establish that a culturally responsive teacher is 

one who  

1. Understands how learning styles are influenced by culture 

2. Teaches to diversity 

3. Incorporates affirming teaching practices 

4. Integrates multicultural content into all aspects of schooling 

Teachers’ narratives about their teaching styles, academic philosophies, and the 

role of pedagogy in their classrooms ultimately suggested that the characteristics of 

culturally responsive teachers include maintaining flexibility in their teaching practices, 

engaging in continuous reflection on their teaching practices, and being student-centered 

in their approaches to implementing the current secondary school English/Language Arts 

curriculum. Regardless of participating teachers’ rationales for choices they made in their 

classrooms and pedagogical approaches to implementing the curriculum, they 

emphasized the importance of learning from their experiences and one another to update 

their practices and more effectively engage students with the curriculum.  

Consistent with literature that underscores using teachers’ experiences to learn 

about the practice field (Benade 2015; Godley & Loretto, 2013; Liefshitz, 2015; Smyth, 

2006), participating teachers emphasized the importance of considering teachers’ 

experiences in an effort to improve conditions in the practice field, teacher education 

programs, and professional development opportunities for current teachers. In critiquing 
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the tools and resources provided to facilitate their pedagogical practices, participating 

teachers expressed a need for professional opportunities that foster collaboration among 

teachers so that they can learn from each other and improve their individual practices 

through critical reflection on their teaching experiences. Teacher D maintained that “it is 

good that we had the talk about [academic] philosophy” during the preliminary interview. 

She indicated that this was an opportunity to reflect on her teaching experience and 

consider if and how she has updated her practice consistent with her beliefs about 

keeping up to date with current approaches to the implementation of secondary school 

English/Language Arts curriculum. In this way, utilizing liberatory praxis as a part of the 

research process for this study facilitated an impromptu opportunity for professional 

development through which Teacher D and the other participants were able to collaborate 

with another educator (i.e., the researcher) to reflect on their respective teaching 

experiences, discuss issues that affected their practice, and consider which 

practices/activities worked well to meet their students’ needs. Liberatory praxis 

emphasizes the importance of considering teachers’ experiences to inform the decisions 

that affect the field of education so that educational leaders and policy makers can learn, 

grow, and change along with the practice field, practitioners, their students, and 

pedagogies. 

Implications for the Practice Field 

This study utilized teachers’ narratives as its primary source of data to develop a 

better understanding of practitioners’ professional knowledge and identity as they work 

to create spaces for culturally responsive pedagogy and navigate changes in their 

classrooms. In reflecting on their experiences participating teachers demonstrated how 
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they develop their pedagogical practices in response to ongoing tensions between 

growing diversity and education reform in the practice field. In this way, participating 

teachers emphasized the importance of considering teachers’ experiences to guide the 

development and improvement of opportunities for continuing education and professional 

growth among practitioners, and preservice teacher education programs.  

Throughout this study participating teachers indicated that current secondary 

school English/Language Arts curriculum is not fully reflective of the diverse student 

perspectives in their classrooms. Participating teachers’ narratives underscore the idea 

that curricula are not stagnant and neutral, but instead are dynamic, ideological, cultural 

artifacts (Ladson-Billings & Brown, 2008; Sewell, 2008) with the power to control the 

meaning of ideas for students and teachers as well as preserve and distribute these ideas 

to society (Apple, 2004). The data revealed that participating teachers believe prescribed 

curriculum is a good starting point for teachers to guide their lesson planning, but the way 

teachers deliver and diversify the curriculum helps students make meaning of the 

curriculum. Participating teachers maintained that teachers’ practices provide 

opportunities for students to think more critically about topics discussed in class, rather 

than getting lost in the curriculum as a part of its standardization due to education reform. 

As such, these teachers suggested that at a time when the practice field emphasizes 

students’ performance on standardized assessments above all it is important to utilize 

culturally responsive pedagogical practices to address students’ needs in their classrooms 

in spite of standards driven curriculum. 

Participating teachers indicated that to fully engage in culturally responsive 

pedagogy in their classrooms English/Language Arts teachers must have opportunities to 
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engage in continuous reflection on their teaching experiences; be flexible in their 

pedagogical practices; and be student-centered in their approaches to implementing the 

current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. Participating teachers 

emphasized the importance of diversifying their teaching practices to address students’ 

needs in their classrooms, and suggested that school leaders must consider diversifying 

the opportunities provided to teachers for professional growth and development. These 

teachers indicated that they appreciated having opportunities to collaborate with teachers 

in their respective schools; however they recognized a need among practitioners to 

collaborate with teachers from other schools and school districts to prevent them from 

recycling approaches to differentiating instructional practices that have since been 

warped by education reform.  Teacher B suggested that engaging in professional 

development that is less incestuous would encourage practitioners to be more creative 

and independent as they worked to cultivate their pedagogies. Similarly, Teacher G 

suggested that such opportunities for professional growth would support the improvement 

of teachers’ instructional practices by recommending approaches to implementing 

curriculum that help teachers focus on the development of effective teaching practices 

which engage students with curriculum rather than efficient teaching practices.  

Some participating teachers suggested that a paradigm shift should occur in 

teacher education programs that draw on the experiences of veteran teachers to help 

preservice teachers understand the importance of their role in the classroom in helping 

students make connections with curriculum regardless of the limitations imposed on them 

by education reform. Participating teachers’ narratives would demonstrate for preservice 

teachers the types of changes and limitations they may encounter upon entering a 
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profession which favors scripted curriculum and standardized teaching practices. 

Furthermore, teachers’ experiences and narratives could be used to construct knowledge 

in the field regarding the ways preservice teachers can consider navigating changes that 

occur in the field and the development instructional practices in their implementation 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum.  

Recommendations for Research 

With respect to navigating the practice field, participating teachers emphasized 

the importance of using students’ feedback as a way to improve their practice and make 

curriculum more meaningful for their students. For the teachers who participated in this 

study, student-centered pedagogical practices allow students to transform the curriculum 

as they reflect on it with respect to ideas that are more relevant to aspects of their 

identities. However this study neglects students’ perspectives regarding their engagement 

with the current secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum. Much like the way 

developments in education reform should consider teachers’ experiences to affect 

changes in the practice field, future research on the use and effectiveness on culturally 

responsive pedagogy should work to include students’ narratives to better understand 

how teachers’ practices can affect and facilitate student engagement with 

English/Language Arts curriculum. More importantly since participating teachers’ 

narratives emphasize the importance of students’ needs in the development of their 

respective teaching practices, the inclusion of students’ perspectives would provide 

insight into these needs to help shape teachers’ pedagogical practices meant to address 

them.  
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Consistent with the literature on the implementations of culturally responsive 

pedagogy, participating teachers’ pedagogies and practices demonstrated that they are 

using culturally responsive pedagogy at a foundational level. These teachers’ practices: 

 Recognize that the concept of culture is fluid (Gay, 2010; Irizarry, 2007) 

 Acknowledge how aspects of culture affect student learning (Gay, 2010) 

 Attempt to bridge the gap between culture and curriculum (Gay, 2010) and 

facilitate opportunities for students to reframe curriculum in terms of their 

experiences (Ingram & Walters, 2007; Lee & Majors, 2006) 

However Ladson-Billings (2009) suggested that at this level culturally 

responsive pedagogy continues to use student voices to represent standardized 

curriculum and universal literary themes, rather than establishing them as curriculum 

in their own right. Bhabha maintained that the establishment of a third space in the 

examination of dominant and marginalized discourses facilitates an opportunity for 

marginalized groups to break away from the universal framework that restricts their 

conceptions of the world to those established by the culture of power (i.e., literary 

canons) and allows discourses to exist side by side rather than folding students’ 

perspectives into the dominant discourse/standardized curriculum. At this time, 

literature regarding what this third space actually looks like in a K-12 public school 

classroom is limited to or non-existent for some subject-areas. As such, stemming 

from this study is an opportunity for educational researchers to explore the existence 

and/or establishment of the third space in teachers’ use of culturally responsive 

pedagogy by examining the hybridity of students’ narratives and standardized 

curriculum, which includes considering how the two exist side by side and influence 
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the development of one another (Ashcroft, Griffiths, & Tiffin 2010; Gandhi, 1998; 

Simon, 2000). Furthermore the tensions experienced by participating teachers to be 

student-centered in their pedagogy and meet students’ needs underscore the issues 

regarding the development of education reform to represent growing diversity and 

students’ needs in the classroom. In addition to considering the ways teachers create 

spaces for and utilize culturally responsive pedagogical practices in their respective 

classrooms, future research regarding culturally responsive pedagogy should consider 

how school leaders work to support teachers’ efforts and practices to meet their 

students’ needs. In this way, practitioners and school leaders continue to emphasize 

the importance of addressing students’ needs as a part of their school policies and 

practices; and demonstrate how they work toward achieving this goal in a practice 

field that emphasizes student performance at state mandated levels above all else.  

Conclusion 

While the data revealed that the necessity to accommodate state mandated 

goals/objectives sometimes supersedes teachers’ abilities to continuously meet students’ 

needs, the growing diversity of the K-12 public school student population in the United 

States (Maxwell, 2014) continues to demonstrate a need for the development and 

implementation of curriculum and pedagogical practices truly designed to represent 

students and their needs (Sleeter & Stillman, 2005). Participating teachers’ perspectives 

have suggested that recent education reform has occurred in the field of education 

without consideration of teachers’ experiences, responsibilities, and needs in the practice 

field. This belief indicated a need to open up a space in which the practitioners, policy 

makers, and educational researchers to use teachers’ experiences as the foundation for 
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education reform as they consider the best practices to engage students with the current 

secondary school English/Language Arts curriculum (Schwandt, 2005).  

With respect to changing the climate of the practice field the results of this study 

emphasize the importance of empowering teachers’ experiences and voices to understand 

how practitioners and administrators can manage tensions between growing diversity and 

education reform through the development of culturally responsive pedagogical practices. 

This study can prove to be emancipatory for teachers because it provides an opportunity 

for practitioners to critique the system that governs their respective practices as well as 

demonstrate for researchers and policy makers how teachers’ practices can transcend 

aspects of education reform by continuing to address students’ needs in spite of it. In light 

of the recent social and political events that have occurred in response to the school 

shooting at Marjory Stoneman Douglas High School, the climate in which teachers teach 

and students learn has indefinitely changed. Consistent with teachers’ perspectives which 

suggested that students’ needs vary in their classrooms, different concerns will be 

reflected among students and teachers regarding their engagement with curriculum in 

addition to complying with the recent adaptation of the state standards for 

English/Language Arts. This idea should emphasize for leaders and policy makers in the 

field of education the futility of policies that negate students’ needs and teachers’ 

experiences in their development of curriculum and adaptation of statewide mandates and 

assessments. While participating teachers believed their teaching styles promote freedom 

and flexibility in their implementations of the current secondary school English/Language 

Arts curriculum to address growing diversity and student needs in their classrooms, the 

focus of leaders and policy makers in the practice field is on prescribed curriculum and 
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standardized assessments. This narrowed focus begs to question the freedom teachers 

have in their classrooms to be flexible in their teaching practices and make the curriculum 

fit into their students’ lives rather than forcing their students’ to fit into the traditional 

curriculum. Regardless of participating teachers’ willingness to be student-centered in 

their pedagogy, the limitations imposed on them by education reform to execute these 

practices at times underscores the sentiments of Banks and Banks (2010) who suggested 

that educational leaders and policy makers have yet to institutionalize curricular and 

societal reforms to reflect the complex and increasing diversity in the United States, the 

world, and their classrooms (Gay, 2010; Ladson-Billings, 2008; Sleeter & Grant 2003).  
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Appendix A 

Preliminary Interview Protocol 

 

Creating spaces for culturally responsive pedagogy amidst changing educational 

standards in secondary school English/Language Arts classrooms 

 

Interviewer:  

 

Interviewee/Position: 

 

Place:   Date:   Starting Time:  Ending Time: 

 

Opening Statement: 

 

Thank you for your cooperation by agreeing to participate in this field study 

regarding the experiences of high school language arts teachers who work in South 

Florida to gain an understanding of their beliefs. The purpose of this study is to analyze 

teachers’ experiences in to consider the ways they develop their pedagogical practice to 

navigate the changes that have occurred in the practice field as well as create spaces to 

utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their implementation of the current secondary 

school English/Language Arts curriculum. As a part of this study you will be 

participating in an audio taped preliminary interview in which we talk about your 

classroom experiences, as well as an audio-taped post-interview in which we reflect on 

your practice and discuss issues regarding curriculum content and instructional practices.  

As we prepare to complete the preliminary interview, I can assure that your 

identity, opinions, and answers to these questions will remain confidential and will not be 

shared with anyone except those individuals associated with this field study. I ask that 

you please verbally give your consent to the interview as well as the audio recording of 

this process and believe we should conclude at (end time). 
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Interview Questions 

 

Warm Up/Background Info (Vitae, etc.)  

 
1. Please tell me about your experiences in the field of education:  

a. What is your educational background? 
b. How many years have you been teacher in Palm Beach/Broward county? 
c. How long have you been a teacher in the subject area of English/Language 

Arts?  
 

2. How would you describe your teaching style and/or academic philosophy? 
a. Follow Up: What is your rationale for making choices with respect to               

the implementation of the current secondary school 

language arts curriculum (i.e., the inclusion and/or exclusion 

of resources, and instructional practices used in the 

implementation of the curriculum, classroom activities, etc.)? 

 
3. Please describe the syllabus you use with your students as a part of your 

English/Language Arts classes. 
 

4. What are your general impressions about the current secondary school language 
arts curriculum used in your classroom? 

a. How would you describe the curricular content? 
b. Have you ever contributed to the curriculum development in this subject 

area? 
c. Do you think anything is excluded from the current secondary school 

language arts curriculum? 

i. Probe if no: If so, what do you believe has been excluded?  

ii. Probe if yes: In what ways is this exclusion apparent? 

 

5. In what ways do you use the prescribed curriculum as a part of your pedagogical 

practice? 

a. Have you made any changes to the prescribed curriculum  as a 

part of your pedagogical practice? 

 

6. What do you believe are the struggles and/or barriers to helping students engage 

with the current secondary school language arts curriculum? 

a. Please explain. 

 

7. What changes have you experienced in the field as an English/Language arts 

teacher in Palm Beach/Broward County? (Changes to standards, curriculum, new 

assessments/evaluation processes, etc.) 

 

8. There are some who assume that the focus on standards precludes the ability to 

adapt lessons/ curriculum to the interests of the students. To what extent is this 

true for you?  
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9. How do you believe these changes have affected your pedagogical practice during 

your time in Palm Beach/Broward County? 

 

10. How do you believe education reform affects the ways you are able to engage 

students with current secondary school language arts curriculum? 

 

11. How would you describe the cultural makeup of your classroom? 

 

12. In what ways do you believe your student population is represented as part of the 

current secondary school language arts curriculum? 

 

a. Follow Up: In what ways do you believe your students are able to find  

themselves in the curriculum? 

b. Probe if no: If you do not believe your students are represented, how is 

this  

apparent to you as an instructor? 

 

13. What practices/activities do you employ to help students make connections with 

the secondary school language arts curriculum in your classroom? 

 

14. In your experience as a Language Arts teacher, what would you identify as your 

most engaging lesson? 

a. Why do you believe this your most engaging lesson? 

 

15. In your experience as a Language Arts teacher, what would you identify as your 

least engaging lesson? 

a. Why do you believe this is your least engaging lesson? 

b. What do you think could be done to increase student engagement with 

respect to this lesson? 

 

16. What, if anything, would you change about the current secondary school language 

arts curriculum? 

a. Your pedagogical practice? 

b. Why would you make these changes? 

 

17. What do you believe is the role of pedagogy in engaging students with the 

curriculum used in your classroom? 

a. How is this apparent in your teaching/instruction? 

b. In what ways do the resources and materials you use in class represent this 

belief? 

 

18. If there is anything you feel I have neglected to ask or you would like to add to 

this interview regarding the ways in which secondary school language arts 

teachers engage students with the current secondary school language arts 

curriculum, please feel free to express these ideas at this time.   
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Closing Statement: 

 

Thank you once again for taking the time to participate in this field study teacher 

perceptions of the ways in which they believe they help their students engage with the 

curriculum used in secondary school language arts curriculum. Once again I assure you 

that your identity, opinions and answers provided during this audio tape interview 

process will remain confidential and will not be shared with anyone except those 

individuals associated with this field study, this includes the members of my research 

team, my dissertation chairperson and committee overseeing the completion of this field 

study.  At this time I also invite you to express any of your questions or concerns with 

regard to this study, the interview process, etc. 
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Appendix B 

Culminating Interview Protocol 

 

Creating spaces for culturally responsive pedagogy amidst changing educational 

standards in secondary school English/Language Arts classrooms 

 

Interviewer:  

 

Interviewee/Position: 

 

Place:   Date:   Starting Time:  Ending Time: 

 

Opening Statement: 

 

Thank you for your cooperation by agreeing to participate in this field study 

regarding the experiences of high school language arts teachers who work in South 

Florida to gain an understanding of their beliefs. The purpose of this study is to analyze 

teachers’ experiences in to consider the ways they develop their pedagogical practice to 

navigate the changes that have occurred in the practice field as well as create spaces to 

utilize culturally responsive pedagogy in their implementation of the current secondary 

school English/Language Arts curriculum. As a part of this study you will be 

participating in an audio taped preliminary interview in which we talk about your 

classroom experiences, as well as an audio-taped post-interview in which we reflect on 

your practice and discuss issues regarding curriculum content and instructional practices.  

As we prepare to complete the post-interview, I can assure that your identity, 

opinions, and answers to these questions will remain confidential and will not be shared 

with anyone except those individuals associated with this field study. I ask that you 

please verbally give your consent to the interview as well as the audio recording of this 

process and believe we should conclude at (end time). 
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Interview Questions 

 

Warm Up – Please describe the class and lesson you allowed me to observe this 

week (i.e., objectives, activities, assessments, etc.)? 

 

1. How would you describe this lesson in relation to the lessons you identified as 

your most and least engaging? 

a. Follow Up: What was your rationale for making choices with respect to               

the implementation of this particular lesson (i.e., the 

inclusion and/or exclusion resources, and instructional 

practices used in the implementation of the curriculum, 

classroom activities, etc.)? 

 

2. As we reflect on this lesson, how would you describe your students’ level of 

engagement with the lesson? 

 

3. In what ways do you believe your students were represented as a part of this 

lesson? 

a. Follow Up: In what ways do you believe your students able to find  

themselves in the curriculum? 

 

4. What do you believe were the struggles and/or barriers to helping students engage 

with this lesson? 

a. Please explain.  

 

5. What factors do you believe were necessary in facilitating student engagement 

with this lesson?  

a. Please explain. 

  

6. Is there anything you wish you had done differently in the implementation of this 

lesson? 

Probe if yes:  If so, please explain what you would do differently and why 

you would make these changes?  

 

Probe if no:  If you would not change anything about the implementation 

of this lesson, please explain why you believe you were successful in its 

implementation?  

 

7. As we reflect on your recent implementation of the current secondary school 

language arts curriculum, what do you believe is the role of pedagogy in engaging 

students with the curriculum used in your classroom? 

a. How is this apparent in your teaching/instruction? 

b. In what ways do the resources and materials you use in class represent this 

belief? 
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8. As we reflect on your recent implementation of the current secondary school 

language arts curriculum, what, if anything, would you change about the current 

secondary school language arts curriculum? 

a. Your pedagogical practice? 

 

9. If there is anything you feel I have neglected to ask or you would like to add to 

this interview regarding the ways in which secondary school language arts 

teachers engage students with the current secondary school language arts 

curriculum, please feel free to express these ideas at this time.   

 

Closing Statement: 

 

Thank you once again for taking the time to participate in this field study teacher 

perceptions of the ways in which they believe they help their students engage with the 

curriculum used in secondary school language arts curriculum. Once again I assure you 

that your identity, opinions and answers provided during this audio tape interview 

process will remain confidential and will not be shared with anyone except those 

individuals associated with this field study, this includes the members of my research 

team, my dissertation chairperson and committee overseeing the completion of this field 

study.  At this time I also invite you to express any of your questions or concerns with 

regard to this study, the interview process, etc. 
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Appendix C 

Observation Protocol 

 

Observation Protocol 

 

 

Observation: (Insert Grade & Skill Level) Language Arts Classroom 

Observations (55 minutes) 

 

Lesson: 

 

Date:                                     Start Time:                                  End Time: 

Observations Notes 

 Classroom Presentation  

 Classroom Interactions 

o Teacher Instructions 

o Teacher Questions 

o Teacher Comments 

o Teacher Reactions 

 

 Classroom Layout/Setup  

o Anchor Charts 

o Library, Books, Resources 
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